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ABSTRACT
A REVITALIZATION STRATEGY FOR

CENTRAL NEW YORK UNITED METHODIST CHURCHES

by
Robert J. Norrix
The purpose of this research

project was

for the estabhshment of a revitaUzation

trajectory

Methodist churches. Four United Methodist
Central New York State
Annual Conference

average

were

bishop

congregation

in mission and

parishes participated
mentoring

in

an

process. This

revitalization:
revitalization

assigned to

average

some

in the

geographic

study by the North
being
school

assessed for

area

known

as

Central New York

strength based

on

attendance, percentage of the

through May

process focused

and

of the

peer-mentoring approach

and the Church Health Assessment tool, these four

October 2006

mentoring

in

Sunday

ministry,

leadership, worship,
trajectory

this

a

in Central New York State United

parishes

and cabinet. After

worship attendance,

to examine

discipleship.

on

2007

researcher-developed peer-

the three critical

The

areas

of

ministry intervention created a

participating congregations.
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CHAPTER 1

PROBLEM

In 1988 I
Church. Christ

appointed

was

Conmiunity

discemable local

is

on a

a

a

the church

change,

Over

worship
only

decline

a

seven

at

the time of this

was

Community in

Expectations

highway

clover leaf with

Syracuse address,

Christ

I followed

Community

an

one

no

a

and is in the town of

United Methodist Church

interim, part-time pastor who

year of service.

appointment that,

Bishop Forrest

without immediate

Stith

growth and

to be closed.

likely

(AWA)

in 1977 v^th

children in the

many, but the

and ineffective

a

ten-year period, the congregation had dwindled fi'om 130 in average

attendance

are

areas.

a

pastor who left abruptly after only

strongly suggested

and

appointment,

in decline in all measurable

succeeded

dead-end street inside

Solvay zip code,

Van Buren. At the time of my
was

pastor to the Christ Community United Methodist

The church is in the Baldwinsville school district, has

community.

Liverpool phone number,

as

key

Sunday

a

healthy children's ministry to thirty

school in 1987. The

factors included

rapid changes

pastoral leadership. Specifically,
a

four-year

span.

reasons

I

was

in the

Worship had become rote, boring,

of concentration

on

a

lack of focus

on

excellent contemporary

an

several

Sunday school

rooms

classroom into office space.

appointed to Christ

and routine.

ministry

were

very

low,

evangelism and children's ministries. This absence

growth and children is evidenced

created

precipitous

pastoral appditttttleitlts

the third pastor

for members to grow in their faith and engage in

and the church had

for this

in AWA

worship

by converting

space
one

in

a

1981

remodeling project that

designed for adults but eliminated

classroom into

a

kitchen and another

Norrix 2

In 1988 I

Menking of the
was

program

was

nominated to

participate

in

a

program

Perkins School of Theology at Southem Methodist

titled

"Young Pastor's

Mentor

Program"

gap of continuing education between

seminary and

design of the mentor program was

bring pastors

age to four

to

five-day teaching modules

over a

experienced and successful pastors. These
mentors for this program were

usually pastors who

were

churches. These mentors

worship,

church

This

Community
some

were

a

Christ.

were

designed to bridge the

Doctor of Ministry. The

under

two-year span and

older pastors would

thirty-five years

serve as

on

mentors. The

were

United Methodist

of leadership,

preaching and

and church administration.
central to my

previous

leadership in helping Christ

years Christ

Community had developed

relationships within the leadership of the church.
were

damaging

and

were

necessary to restore the church's purpose of making

Making changes to

renewed focus

areas

of

connect them with

south and southwest and

innocuous, but many of them

worship

develop Christian disciples, and

and

possible

who

young pastors in

was

become revitalized. In

against making changes

leadership,
to

helped the

mentoring program

disciples of Jesus

was

This

University.

serving large (over one thousand in worship)

growth/evangelism,

Some of these pattems

a

and

generally dravm from the

unusual pattems of interpersonal

barriers

developed by Dr. Stanley

a

as a

retum to health and

growth required pastoral

way to coimect with

God,

call to be better stewards of the

an

intentional

plan

gospel, each other,

our resources.

Beginning

in June 1 988 and with the

dedication,

courage, and teamwork of Christ

Community's lay leadership, I have sought ways to revitalize the Christ Community
United Methodist Church. By 1998,

facility capacity increased by

50 percent,

worship

Norrix 3

attendance grew to

developed.

nearly two hundred,

In order to achieve these

energy in critical

our

discipleship.
energy in

The

such

as

Christ

believe the Christ

thriving

and vital children's

in

was

caused the

and

congregation to expend significant

ministries.

worship

a

healthier

attendance in three distinct

youth ministries,

Community

ministry

leadership development, worship celebrations,

Community United Methodist Church is

nearly three hundred

vibrant children and

a

ends, the congregational leadership and I invested

discipleship emphasis

youth and children's

Today
with

areas

and

and

significant

revitalization

congregation

worship experiences,

effective outreach ministries. I

experience

can

be

replicated in

other Central

New York State United Methodist churches.

The United Methodist Church in Central New York State is in serious trouble.
The

warning signs

churches in
most

twenty-five

steady corporate decline (see Table 1)
years.

and the start of only two

Further, according to annual conference statistical reports,

congregations report stability or decline rather than growth in membership

attendance

2006,

are a

(North Central New York Journal,

seven

churches

were

closed and

2004

only one

and

352-461). At Annual Conference

church has been

successfully opened

in

the past twenty years. Tables 1 and 2 show the decline of the United Methodist Annual

Conference in
the

comparison to

membership

the

population trends of the past forty

years. Table 1 shows

and attendance of the United Methodist Church in North Central New

York at the time of the 1 968 merger between the Methodist Church and the

Evangelical

United Brethren Church that formed the United Methodist Church. It also shows the

membership

and attendance

at

the time of the merger of the Northern and Central New

York Aimual Conferences to form the North Central New York Conference of the United

Norrix 4

Methodist Church
2004

(1986). Finally,

(last date statistics

period

available).

are

is 38 percent and the

Table 1.

Membership

it shows the

membership

It shows that the

worship attendance

and

Average Worship

and

worship attendance

membership

decline

over

for

this

decline is 37.9 percent.

Attendance for the North Central New

York Conference 1968-2004

Membership
AWA

1968

1986

2004

127,776

105,295

79,126

-38.0

39,172

30,223

24,315

-37.9

Table 2 shows that when the

membership

Central New York Annual Conference

county

area

commonly

Cortland, and Cayuga)

Table 2.

known
over a

Population Trends

as

are

%

and attendance numbers of the North

compared to

Central New York

the

population trends

County

for the five-

(Onondaga, Oswego, Madison,

similar time frame, the decline is

of the Five

Change

Area and

even more

Compared

pronounced.

to New York

State and the USA 1970-2000
1970

2000

+/-

%

Change

Onondaga

472,835

458,336

-14,499

-3

Oswego

100,897

122,377

+21,480

+21

Madison

62,864

69,441

+6,577

+10

Cortland

45,894

48,599

+2,705

+6

Cayuga

77,439

81,963

+4,524

+6

18,236,967

18,976,457

+739,490

+4

205,052,174

281,421,906

+76,369,732

+37

New York

USA
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New York State has shown

a

small

population growth,

the five Central New York State counties have shovm

a

compared to the growth rates

whole.

of the United States

growth over the thirty-year period, the

as a

The

reasons

of the United States
churched

church,

to an

cormected to

a

are

inefficient

or

to

a

can no

Clergy

longer

church has established

are

and

as a means

connected to

a

a

local

previous presumption

majority of people

managerial

are

models of

are

aging congregations,
make

a

older and

significant cormections to
While the institutional

efforts have been

great deal of energy

on

largely

reorganization

of survival.

postmodem Central New York State,
7

understanding

machinery but have done little to expand the

growth and health as priorities, these

pronounced. Nationally,

On the

Keysar).

were

postmodem, post-Christendom culture.

merger of annual conferences
In

and

that the

therapeutic

ineffective. The denomination has also invested
or

period.

percent, the United

where the

assume

buildings, and graying clergy who struggle to
a

time

38

by

shift in Central New York State from

of the United Methodist decline

in

same

(Kosmin, Mayer,

trained in

maintained the institutional

populations

Despite the region showing

grew 37

post-churched culture,

Church leaders

of four of

increase when

many. The death of a Christendom

precipitated a cultural

local church.

Symptoms

younger

30 percent

for this decline

unchurched,

ministry have
church.

over

the

over

culture, where the perception was that most people

longer prevails.

no

slight population

level, while the population of the United States

Methodist Church declined

growth rates

United Methodist Church has declined

percent in both membership and worship attendance
national

and

the

problem

of aging

clergy is especially

percent of United Methodist elders and probationary members

under the age of thirty-five

(Lampman 15).

In the United Methodist system, all elders

Norrix 6

(fiiUy ordained clergy)

serve a

three-year probationary period

process. North Central New York

of thirty-five, and

only

one

who is

1 .7 percent of the elders and

(North
not

(NCNY) Conference
a

only emptying pews

Because of this

population,

attracting

304-05).

Lampman notes this trend

Jane

graying

of pulpits

leadership

has

people

to

leads to

in Central New York have little

because it held that

an

inability to

be flexible

ossifying inflexibility

society was static (532).

In

a

living

in 1955. In the

or

will

as an

to

change.

a

hardening of

With ossification

always work well.

a

it will wake up tomorrow and

postmodem world,

even

the nature of change
or

unwdlling to

changing society.

Over the past

introduced and

1920,

incorrect view of the world

itself has been transformed, and the institutional church has been unable
wdth

In

rapidly changing world, the institutional

proceeded with the operational belief that

discover that it is still

success

worship.

assumption that what once worked well

Edward A. Ross identified

keep pace

(15).

difficultly understanduig and communicating

people. United Methodist churches

understandings that

church has

shows

generational disparity between pastoral leadership and a younger

younger

the

under the age

These three pastors represent

Organizationally, the church has struggled with ossification,

comes

are

members of the NCNY Annual Conference

probationary

in mainline churches but also the

current church

with younger

part of the ordination

has two elders

probationary member.

Central New York Journal, 2005

as

twenty-five years,

implemented

many programs,

in order to restore

conference. Some of these programs

were

plans,

vitality to

the

and

projects have

congregations

management approaches, such

been

of the annual

as

"Management by Objectives," which was promoted by the United Methodist General

Norrix 7

Board of Discipleship. Other
as

"Vision

approaches were vision

and

implementation strategies

2000"; still others drew from corporate world practices such as paradigm

shifts, marketing, and other understandings. These and other denominational
have proven

training approaches have

significant portions
workshops

focused

and/or pastors and
over a

on

developed programs

leadership

period

Dr.

Stanley Menking,

Theory.

Pastor's Mentor

work

models included

Anderson and Michael

locally. All

of these programs

Other models

example,

have used

a

academy

an

are

in

Dr.

Coyner,

a

leaming

pastoral

was

or

innovative ideas in

ministry.

Academy" developed by the United
"Church Growth

and other

Academy" developed by

leadership academies, developed
in

revitalizing churches.

around the country. Some annual

consultant model in which

experience

desired. His

or

fi'om

at Perkins School of

an

conferences, for

expert is brought in

to

help identify

what is wrong and what needs to be fixed. The consultant is assumed to have the

knowledge

and

leaders in systems

Menking developed this academy

proved nominally effective

use

bring pastors

environment for

seeks to retrain

exposed pastors to

"Urban

models that

"Leadership for the Twenty-First

Program" while he

Methodist General Board of Discipleship,

Douglas

primary task of making disciples.

of time. One of these programs,

Theology. Further, Menking' s
academy

from

and

training events, seminars,

together in an academy

teams

sometimes called Bowen

previous "Young

Other

churches retum to the

helping

Century," developed by

his

also been utilized. NCNY has dedicated

of its annual conference sessions to

The annual conference has

thinking,

programs

faddish, inconsistent, and ineffective in stemming the decline.

Other

planning

such

her role is to demonstrate to the

special

organization

Norrix 8

how to fix the

problem using this specialized expertise. Consultants, however,

expensive and may
Another
effective in
that the

be unfamiliar with local issues

or

authority

and

expertise

discover

perspective

lies in the person

be

traditions.

approach to revitalization is the coaching model.

helping individuals

can

This model has been

and direction.

Coaching

assumes

being coached rather than the

coach. As

such, coaching proceeds with investigative questioning and mutual exploration. The
is different from

methodology of coaching
approach,

the focus is

on

on

experience

an

in

a

answers

expertise

and

counseling

coaching model, the

lies within the person
This

being coached.

exploration

coaching model.

is

a

provided by

is

The

usually

combination of both the

The peer mentor has both the

advantage

like the consultant and also has the

base that should hone

exploratory questioning

of

advantage of

collegial relationship. This combination allows the peer mentor to

experiential

The

probative questioning (Miller 4).

specialized knowledge

and

traditional

and advice. In the

peer-mentoring model this study explores

consultant model and the

a

discovery of fiiture possibilities.

through active listening
The

being

gives the

action and the future. The

coach's role is to promote
done

In

understanding the past and resolving unfinished matters.

counselor is the expert who
focus is

counseling.

work from

and enhance the support

the mentor.

While the Perkins School of Theology

mentoring approach,

in which I

participated, utilized long-established senior pastors as mentors, this peer-mentoring
approach will

utilize

New York state

approach.

One

a

fellow pastor who has done the work of revitalization in

congregation. Advantages and disadvantages

advantage is in using

a

can

be

seen

a

in this

colleague and contemporary who has

central
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accomplished the work of revitalization in the region.
of the Christ

uniqueness

and Research

The purpose of this dissertation

establishing a revitalization trajectory

research

observed

of peer

questions

questions

are

throughout

mentoring

arose

was

to

evaluate

a

peer-mentoring

model for

in Central New York State United Methodist

in the

development of this

dissertation. The

primary

(1) What evidence of an improved revitalization trajectory is

and

seem

and Aimual

be the

Questions

following the ministry intervention? and, (2)

What components

associated with revitalization?

to be

Hard statistical information obtained from the

(AWA)

disadvantage will

Community story.
Purpose

churches. Certain

One

Sunday School

Attendance

information from my field researcher's journal

Average Worship Attendance

(ASSA) charts

well

as

as

anecdotal

provided evidence of a revitalization

The field researcher's journal and the Church Health Assessment Tool

trajectory.

information

provided useful

regarding

which components of peer-mentoring

were

most

associated with revitalization.
Definitions
The term

that utilizes
to

growth

a

and

"peer-mentoring model" refers to

an

approach to

church revitalization

pastor who has previously led the transition of a congregation from decline

employs him

or

her

as a

mentor/coach for other pastors who

lead their

congregations from decline to growth. Peer-mentoring is

coaching

in that

trajectory"
statistical

was

areas

peer-mentoring assumes

suggested by
such

as

a

collegial relationship.

Dr. Leslie Andrews and refers to

average

worship attendance,

average

are

seeking to

different from

The term "revitalization

growth

Sunday

in the

key

school attendance.
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and percentage of congregation in

indicates

an

ministry

over

the dm^ation of the

mentoring time that

upw^ard movement of a congregation.
Context

The context of this
diverse

study

is Central Nev^ York State, which has

The so-called "Burned-Over

religious history.

nineteenth century Central New York State
movements. The Oneida

Community

was a

and other

a

unique

and

District," during the mid-

hotbed for

new

religious

Utopian experiments

groups and

occurred here.

Further, Central New York State is the birthplace of Mormonism. While Mormonism has
grown

place

significantly

of origin

in the past 150 years, the movement has had minimal

(Cross 138). Central New York

State

was

the center of the Adventist surge

of the 1 840s. The famous late nineteenth century revivals of Charles
this

Central New York

area.

Wesleyan

(and

Westem New York

reason

New York State

technological

for the advancement of this

was

the Erie Canal. The Erie Canal, when

marvel and

spreading the gospel.

was

called the

The

use

excellent

such

examples of this adaptation (J.

The Erie Canal

provided evangelists

rapidly growing population along the canal,

as

by

Oral

Hunter

the

use

times, the early

Roberts, Kenneth Hagan, and

6).

and other Bible teachers' easy
from Buffalo

some

publication of Bibles,
in modem

gospel, and,

by evangelists

World"

was a

technological innovations for

utilized

of Gutenberg's press for the

of radio and television

energy in Central

completed in 1825,

"Eighth Wonder of the

of the Erie Canal for the dissemination of the

are

in

State) is the birthplace of the

religious diversity and

(Sadowski). Throughout history, evangelists have

others

Finney happened

Church and the Free Methodist Church.

One

adoption

impact on its

access

to a

through Rochester, Syracuse,
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Utica, Albany, and New York City. Central

New York State

district because the fires of revival in the nineteenth century

populace.

The

legacy

of these revivals

was a

the enthusiastic

religion of the revivalists.

canal

highly suspicious

are

either

was

called the burned-over

repeatedly swept across

its

population that either embraced or rejected

The descendents of those who lived

of enthusiastic

expressions of religion or

along the

live their lives

bitterly resisting change (Cross 353).
suspicion of enthusiastic religion is complicated in modem times by

This

prevalence of Roman Catholicism

in Central New York State. A denomination of

Roman Catholicism encourages

Christianity,

experience that can mitigate against renewal
census, 33

a

a more

formal and

and revitalization.

highly

According to the 2000

percent of the 460,500 residents of Onondaga County

The United Methodist Church rates

a

distant second at just

stmctured faith

over

are

Roman Catholic.

5 percent

(Kosmin,

Mayer, and Keysar).
The third contextual factor in Central New York State, in

Syracuse

and

decades. The
to

just

over

Onondaga County,

in

particular,

is

a

general,

and the

stagnant population spanning several
residents in 1935

population of Sjracuse has declined from nearly 275,000

140,000 residents in 2005. The issue of urban sprawl is significant in

Onondaga County because

while the

city populace declines, the overall population

county remains stagnant. A commonly held understanding is that building
area

where the

church in

population is declining or stagnant is

an area

where the

growing, people who

people to

be

city of

population is growing.

have just moved to the

receptive

to

more

In

area can

difficult than

areas

where the

be found and

a

of the

church in

building

an

the

population is

are

the most

evangelistic outreach; therefore, reaching these

new

likely

populations
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is

an

effective church

growth strategy. According to

migration into Central New

current census

numbers, little

York State has occurred in the past few decades.

Methodology
In order to

congregations

assess

whether

not revitalization occurred in the

or

certain instruments and other information

participating

gathering processes were

developed.
Ministry
A

ministry

intervention

mentoring approach to
Peer-Mentoring Plan:
The
The four

first three

Overview

were on

phases the pastoral

as a

phases

leaders

from all

between October 2006 and June 2007.
and

follow-up.

completed preparatory reading.

contact sessions. The first contact session

group. The second contact session

ministry location.
laity

involved four

leadership, worship, discipleship,

phases incorporated three
pastors

developed by the author that utilized a peer-

revitalization.

mentoring plan

phases

was

Intervention

The third contact session

participating churches.

was

was a

The fourth

with each pastor

large

phase

group

of this

phases

is outlined in Table 3.

These first three

was

with all of the

individually at their

workshop
ministry

follow-up and evaluation meeting with the participating pastors.

In each of the

that included

intervention

was a

The timeline for these
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Table 3.

Peer-Mentoring

Plan Timeline

Phase

Pastors

Phase 1�Leadership
Phase 2� Worship

Pastors

Together

Workshop

Individually

October 06

October 06

October 06

November 06

December 06

January 07

February 07

March 07

Phase 3�Discipleship

Phase 4�Follow-up

April

07

June 07

Instruments
I worked with four United Methodist

and utilized

a

peer-mentoring model.

four parishes. I made
of their

history,

participants

in

a

an

congregations

each church

participated

a

description

and percentage of

in the Church Health Assessment

the North Central New York Church Revitalization Team. This

an

understanding of the perceived strengths

and weaknesses of each

congregation and informed the mentoring process. During the ministry intervention,
kept a field researchers journal
After
teams

for anecdotal

assessing strengths

of each

and

examples

congregation and encouraged them to
on

develop discipleship training

and

fi'om other

congregations.

followed these group sessions with

an

enhance their

strengths

focus and

and minimize

abilities, and

I worked with the church

leadership

deployment in their churches.

mentoring phase, I utilized examples

positive examples

of revitalization.

leadership skills,

improvement of worship experiences. Additionally,

In this

I

weaknesses, I engaged the pastor and leadership

their weaknesses. I mentored the pastors

teams to

area

assigned the

that involved

analysis examining their AWA, ASSA,

ministry. Next,

information provided

in the Central New York State

The North Central New York cabinet

initial evaluation of the

statistical

workshop designed by

parishes

from my

experience

I worked with the leaders

as

as a

well

as

group. I

on-site session vsdth each individual pastor. The
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third element

was

discipleship to

three

workshops

held

sequentially on leadership, worship,

which all members and friends of all the

participating

and

churches

were

invited.

Participants
I mentored four pastors and their

(October 2006 through
revitalization

trajectory.

Fisher and her cabinet
1 The
.

June

parish

requirement places

2007)

The

nine-month program year

moving toward health and a

parishes were assigned to me by NCNY Bishop Dr.

must have

Methodist Church and the

over a

and aided them in

according to

all the

parishes

the

following

criteria:

been in existence for at least

participant parishes

Violet

forty years.

This

in existence before the 1968 merger of the

Evangelical United Brethren Church that

formed the United

Methodist Church.
2. The
to

a

parish must have

been in decline for at least ten years. "In decline" refers

consistent decrease in AWA and ASSA
3. The

parish must be

York State. These counties
4. The individual

in the

are

over

five-county

the

area

specified time period.

generally known

as

Onondaga, Oswego, Madison, Cayuga,

Central New

and Cortland.

congregations with the parishes must be between thirty

hundred in size (AWA). This

worship

congregations within the

majority

vast

attendance level

and

places the participant

of United Methodist churches in the North Central

New York Annual Conference.

5. The

congregation's pastor and leadership team must agree to

mentoring relationship.
The four

parishes

one

selected for this

study were

enter into the
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1 The Mexico United Methodist Church in Mexico
.

2. Jordan United Methodist Church in Jordan
3.

Living

Waters Parish

Madison County,

(Oswego County),

York,

(Onondaga County), New York,

BouckviUe United Methodist

(Madison,

New

Churches)

(Oriskany Falls, Deansboro United Methodist Churches)

in

in Oneida

County, New York, and
4. United in Faith Parish: Canastota United

United Methodist Churches in Madison
Several other

parishes were

Church, Peterboro and Perryville

County.

considered for this

James Street United Methodist Church in

ministry intervention but were rejected:

Syracuse, Onondaga County,

Mannsville and Lorraine United Methodist Churches in Jefferson
Parish United Methodist Church in Parish,

United Methodist Church in
Instrumentation

reports

on

each

New

York;

County, New York;

Oswego County, New York; and, Caughdenoy

Caughdenoy, Onondaga County, New York.

began with the

Church Health Assessment Tool. The historical

congregation's worship, Sunday school;

and

ministry reports

were

from the annual conference journals from the past twenty years. These reports

compiled by the leadership teams of participating
Independent
The

approach to
The

and

Dependent

their

of this

church revitalization I

ASSA, and other nonstatistical

participation

in this

were

churches.

Variables

independent variable

dependent variable

culled

ministry intervention was the peer-mentoring

developed.

was

the

areas

growth that parishes experienced

that moved them toward fiiture

ministry intervention.

in AWA,

vitality

as a

result of
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Delimitations and
This
use

study

Generalizability

aimed to

provide significant insight regarding

in Central New York State United Methodist churches for

decline, breaking

out of current ossification due to

forward in health and
areas

Whether this model is

grovs^h.

of the country, in other

denominations,

or

adapted

and utilized in other

to grow from three hundred to

regions.

one

reversing the

practices,

replicable

or

and

attendance

moving

generalizable

with churches of significantly

smaller sizes is unclear; however, the model may
be

outdated

effective methods for

provide

an

effective

in other

larger or

approach that can

How this model will work with churches

seeking

thousand in AWA is also unclear.

Theological Foundation

Scripture clearly

asserts that lost

congregation, denomination,
tenet has lost its reason for

or

people matter to

other Christian

being.

(Matt. 28:20, NRSV); therefore,

mission will

actively engage

disciples

as

a

disciple-making ministries.

or

by

name.

live out its

Jesus' last words to his

experience

converts

either

en masse

of the

(three thousand,

five

movement to grow,

throughout the world.

and process of mentoring has strong biblical foundations.

Proverbs 27:17 describes

sharpens iron,

new

recording the early days

Thus, early Christian leaders expected the

and exert influence
The

seeking to

recorded in Acts 1:8 tell them to be witnesses "in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria,

Christian movement, counted their

spread,

a

"go and make disciples" of

Christian church

and to the ends of the earth." The book of Acts, in

thousand)

(Luke 15). Accordingly,

organization that loses sight of this central

Jesus told his followers to

every nation

in

God

one

so one man

aspect of a mentoring relationship when it states, "As iron

sharpens

another." Moses mentored Joshua and Caleb and
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others

during the wilderness time. Elijah mentored his

after him

(1 Kings 19).

Jesus

provided the

twelve followers and invested his

Peer-mentoring

should be

an

Elisha to be

mentoring example

of all

as

prophet

he

gathered

life, vision, and hope in them (Matt. 4:18 and others).

effective model for

foundations of this

theological

best

successor

study

are

training pastoral

examined in

more

leaders. The

detail in

Chapter 2.

Overview

The literature review in

by the biblical
revitalization

and

theological

strategies

church revitalization

mentoring,

the

revitalization:

are

practice

section concludes

are

Chapter 2

examines the need for revitalization followed

foundations of a

explored

examined.

healthy

after which

Chapter 2

of mentoring, and the

by discussing the three

church. Some ineffective

some more

goes

on

to

effective

approaches to

discuss the biblical roots of

application of mentoring in the

necessary

ingredients

church. This

of congregational

leadership, worship and discipleship.

Chapter 3 presents the peer-mentoring ministry intervention. Chapter 4 presents
results, and Chapter 5

suggestions

enters into

for ftiture research.

discussion of what

was

leamed with

some

possible
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE
Personal Concem and Motivation
As

elder in the North Central New York Conference of the Untied Methodist

an

Church, I have watched the congregations and, therefore, the
over

the past

twenty-five

years. I have offered time and

annual conference decline

expertise to

development team (known as the Board of Ordained Ministry).

evar^geUsrn team,

and I

teams. Numerous

attempts have been made

congregations
was

to

Christ

am

currently

a

member of the church

supply "peer mentors" to help

with

early

participation

in this

to movement

Community story

led

mentoring experience,

and from
is

severe

unique

in the

the

planting and revitalization

benefited from my

was

on

bring revitalization to United Methodist

in my tenure. This program

School of Theology in Dallas, Texas, and

Christ

I have served

pastoral functioning, skills,

Community, where I currently serve,

institution

leadership

in the North Central New York Annual Conference. One such

of mentoring program

to my

to

our

by

Dr.

Christ

decline to

was

and

perspective.

participation

offered

approach

ty^e

in this

through the Perkins

Stanley Menking. Partially due

Community has moved from

healthy growth. Unfortunately,

the

area.

Movement to Institution
In order to understand

discussion,

a

why restoring

an

institution to

a

movement is

brief look at how movements become institutions is necessary.

hundred years ago, Ernst Troeltsch researched the process of movements
institutions. Troeltsch concludes,
vital

religious

content

always

"Inevitably,

as

fiises with all the

the movement

critical to this

Nearly one

becoming

develops the early naive

highest religious forces

of the intellectual
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culture of the

day" (45). According to Troeltsch,

differentiation between

clergy

and

laity,

as

well

this fiision leads to

as

membership

other hallmarks of institutionalized

religion.
In his

study of the early Christian movement,

Troeltsch' s

groundbreaking work

documented the institutionalization of movements. As movements become

upwardly mobile, they become acculturated

and

begin to adapt to the

economically

established

institutions around them. This accommodation leads to the

adoption of forms, structures,

and

envirormient. For

procedures from the

Christian

established

religious and political

priesthood of post-Constantinian Rome adopted the alb

fourth-century Roman upper classes,

an

adoption

still

example,

the

and stole dress of the

perpetuated

in many denominations

today.
After the book of Acts,
grew from

Empire.

obscurity to

over

the next three hundred years, the Christian movement

official status and

The church grew

eventually to

exclusive status in the Roman

by proclaiming the gospel and embodying the new covenant

community that Jesus taught. Unfortunately,

like all movements,

Christianity eventually

evolved into the institution of the Christian church. How much the Christian
institution before the conversion of the

had evolved into

an

matter of debate.

Attaining

as

the

status

as a

religion

religion of the Empire hastened this

movement to institution is critical to

of the

process.

community

Emperor Constantine

Empire

and later

is

a

being established

Recognizing the transition from

understanding how the trend might be reversed and

ultimately for helping an institution transition back to movement, thereby establishing a

growth trajectory.
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The

history

of the Christian church

can

be

seen as a

Although the Hegelian dialectic suggests that history
focus in the

history

of the Christian church is

continuous renewal

spiraling upward,

was

obvious; however,

cycle

a

no

cycle.

upward

be

can

seen.

The

movement

reaches out, transforms lives, and grows. Over time structure is added, and the

movement

gradually evolves

and

goals,

an

into

institution focuses

an

on

institution. While

a movement

self-preservation and

survival.

reformer" emerges and calls the institution back to its roots,
movement.

According to

Webster's Dictionary

a

institutions that

are

excellent

(founder

(founder

of the

of the

challenge

and

and John

pattem

as

the

cycle begins again.

often known

by the

of the

change the controlling church institutions

resembling the original institutions
later in his

Wesley (founder

Methodists)

founders and their institutions. These reformers

times. Nevertheless, all of their movements

Wesley,

are

same

part of

Franciscans), John Huss (fovinder of the Moravians),

Lutherans),

examples of these

movements to

and the

root

or

a new

emerged after them. Benedict of Nursa (founder of the Benedictines),

Francis of Assisi
Martin Luther

the foimders of movements

visions

thereby giving birth to

follows the

original movement, eventually becomes institutionalized,

on

Eventually a "radical

radical is "the basic

something" ("Radical"). Predictably, the new movement

Throughout history,

focuses

eventually began to

their reforms intended to

life, spoke openly about his fear that his

of their

began

respective

exhibit characteristics

renew or

replace.

movement

might experience

institutionalization:
I

am

not

afraid that the

either in

people

called Methodists should

America. But I

afraid lest

ever cease

should

to

exist

exist

as
they
Europe
only
having the form of religion without the power. And this
undoubtedly will be the case unless they hold fast the doctrine, spirit, and
discipline with which they first set out. ("Thoughts" 258)
a

dead sect,

or

am
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fear

only took a few generations

to

become

cycle

of reform movements, such

as

the African Methodist

Regrettably, Wesley's
After its

Church under Richard Allen in 1816, the

Episcopal
under

Orange

Roberts

own

m

Wesleyan Methodist Connection

Scott and Luther Lee in 1843, the Free Methodists under

1860, and the Holiness Cmsade in the

the Methodist movement

Wesley's

reality.

church has

primary mergers

was

clearly institutionalized.

primarily focused

on

of the twentieth century

following the

years

Over the last

Benjamin Titus

Civil War,

1900

by

hundred years,

one

institutional matters and mergers. The two

were

the Methodist

Episcopal Church,

Methodist

Episcopal Church South,

Methodist

Church, and the Methodist Church and the Evangelical United Brethren

and Methodist Protestant Church in 1939 to form the

Church to form the United Methodist Church in 1968.
The

problem

is not with the movement

management. Studies continue

to show that

institutional management forms and
new

religious

some

deeper

members, and shifts from

relationship.
a

This shift

as

a more

moves

the

charismatic

original

purpose of self-preservation

hierarchy

are

not the critical

either

develop
a

cult

form of hierarchy and

culture

(108). Of concem here

clergy and laity,

other

adopt

more

is the

encourages inactive

leadership to a more rational-legal

movement away from its

a

or

and, therefore, becoming

founding purpose

(112). Organization, stmcture, and, to

issues; rather,

some

111). Existing institutions risk falling

movement

it differentiates

institutional forms of

movements

some

and Beckford

surrounding

some

dissolve. In order for

or

develop

being replaced by a new religious

institutionalization process

toward

(Robbins

into accommodation with the

at risk for

religious

procedures

movement to grow, it must

form of management

adopting

some

and

extent,

well-designed and defined management
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structure will

help the

cause

of the movement. American

megachurches

Saddleback Church in Southem Califomia and the Willow Creek

metropolitan Chicago

seem

to affirm that excellent

management

such

as

Community

can

fiirther

a

Church in
cause;

however, when management and control issues become the main focus and purpose of a
movement

or

the stmctures in

becomes evident in its
In

place lose their original vision,

damaging

institutionalization

sense.

1920, sociologist Ross called the process of movements becoming institutions

"ossification":

general, after a social practice or institution has existed for a generation
two, it is off its original basis of sound reason and will be retained even
in a situation so changed that it has no justification whatever. The first
users scanning with a cold and critical eye will modify or abandon it if it
does not suit their purpose. But after it has been taken over and worked by
a later generation which has feelings about it, it loses its plasticity, tums to
bone as it were. The process, then, by which social institutions and
arrangements lose adaptability and harden into rigid forms, may be called
In

or

ossification.
To

apply Ross's thesis to

ossifying organization
including

changing

in need of renewal. Ross

an

dependent on the
a reason

since 1968.

or

eras

and any of its levels reveals

gives several reasons

clinging to traditions (532). Further,

ossified institution,

(532). Those individuals

likely to challenge

may be

the church in any of its

mental laziness and

barriers for
interest"

(530)

who

are

one

housing, health insurance,

for the dearth of substantive

Ross discusses

changes

as

"guild

given institution

change the institution. Clergy in the United

institution for

for ossification

of which he describes

most invested in a

and

an ever

self-

are

least

Methodist Church

are

pensions. This dependence

in the denominational stmcture
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Change in the world surrounding the church is proceeding rapidly,
the church is stuck in

an

the church to fiilfill its
church fimctions

as

ossified institutional mode of operation,

it has in the past, it may find itself at the
to be

Voorhees identifies several
are

are

congregations.
better

for this

in nontraditional spaces such

In response to this nontraditional

devoting

definition.

a

marginalization and notes that American

approach,

and innovations such

Some small member faith communities have found

Ultimately,

the

answer

increased energy to church

population (11-12).
does not

causes

recommending diversification

theological

becomes

margins of relevancy,

"If the

experienced with nostalgia rather than engagement" (10).

increasingly attending worship

warehouses, and schools.
consultants

increases for

difficulty

primary function of making disciples. Jay Voorhees writes,

crusty old anachronism

Christians

but because

Voorhees

to

multiple-site

niche

by having

reaching unchurched populations

planting in order to

predicted a bleak fiiture

homes,

many church

as

a

as

reach the

emerging

for the institutional church if it

change:
Denominations

(if they are to survive) may need to focus less on
supporting existing congregational structures that are out of step with the
current reality of the world and devote their energies and resources into
creating a wide variety of congregational offerings. Ecclesial identity will
focus less on considerations of function (programs, buildings, etc.) and
much more on theological identity, with each group claiming their unique,
God-given identity as a part of the universal Body of Christ. (13)
Clarity around identity and purpose
denomination

to

adapt and

on a

congregational

grow.

If movements become institutions

failure to innovate then
its

an

uniqueness, restoring

level could enable the

through accommodation, ossification,

institution could be restored to movement

its

flexibility,

and

by becoming innovative.

and

through reclaiming
Certain components
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are

necessary for

the church to

a

a

church that has ossified to become vital and vibrant

"movement"

requires

focused

disciples.

One way to re-instill this

utilizes

a

pastor experienced in transforming

mentor

other pastors in these critical

sense

leadership, vital worship,

of movement is
an

growing Christian church.
newfound

relationship

the world at

large.

was

institution into

a

movement who will

designed

for

growth.

A

Vitality

healthy

Jesus tells the eleven

way to understand this command to be witnesses is to

live

as an

evangelism trajectory.

see

or

her alone but also for

remaining apostles to be
(Acts 1 :8).

his

One

Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and

Jerusalem represents those

nearby. Judea represents regional populations

a

implies that a follower's

with Jesus Christ is not intended for him

Day,

Christian church is

"witnesses in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and to the ends of the earth"

the ends of the earth

passionate

areas.

The command in Matthew 28:16-20

On Ascension

and

through peer-mentoring that

Biblical Foundations for Church

The Christian church

again. Restoring

people

who

similar to Jemsalem. Samaria

represents regional populations different from Judea. The "ends of the earth" represent
those who

are

farther away. These final instmctions

followers: Jesus expects them to tell others the
become

disciplined

Christian church

followers of Jesus,

was

designed to

same

central tenet:

arranging the parables
study to

something

right here, nearby, regionally,

and

faraway. The

increase.

lost

was

in this way is worth

note that Luke's

reminder to all Christ

good news and help new Christians

In Luke 1 5, Jesus tells three consecutive

the

serve as a

parables.

sought, found,

These three

parables

all teach

and restored. Luke's purpose in

exploring further but it is sufficient for this

arrangement of the parables makes

a

powerfiil point.

The
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parables of the

according to
lost

lost

Bill

sheep,

Hybels,

the lost coin, and the lost

that "lost

people matters to God,

follower.

reaching

matter to God"

lost

poignant reminders,

("Lost People" 4). If reaching

should matter to every Christ

people

Christian communities will follow the heart of Jesus and

lost persons. The end result is

to

news

Healthy

then

people

son are

bring the good

community with ever-expanding depth

a

and

breadth.
The book of Acts traces the
that Luke outlines in

Jerusalem
with the

chapter one,

(chaps. 2-7),

Apostle

Paul

later in

the author of the book of Acts, is
2:41

day by day

an

audience with the

particularly

early

continued

Church

was

not

consistently joined the

concemed with numerical

only growing but

movement. These

numbers who have joined and

Rome

movement

persons

were

also

Paul's

new

Acts

added." Acts 2:47 notes,

were

recording

(28:23). Luke,

growth.

being

saved."

to their number. These passages

growth. Throughout the Apostle

Jesus

Emperor in

the Lord added to their number those who

4:4, another five thousand is added

that the

early Christian

Acts shows the Christian movement in

eight.

records, "And that day about three thousand

"And
Acts

verse

of the

Judea, the breakthrough in Samaria (8:4-25), and ends

for

waiting

growth trajectory

its

Again

clearly

in

indicate

growth and expecting

missionary joumeys, people

converts are sometimes

reported by the

occasionally by name (Acts 17:34).

said, "For where your treasure is there your heart will be also" (Matt. 6:21).

People closely monitor what they value
congregation's newsletter that

the most.

says, "We count

Church kept track of the numbers of followers

early Church leaders

valued such

an

increase.

Many churches

use a

people because people

being added,

which

slogan in their

count." The

early

strongly suggests

that
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Jesus warned the

rehgious

institution of his time that "no

one

pours

new

wine into

old wineskins. If he does, the wine will burst the skins, and both the wine and the
wineskins will be ruined. No, he pours
Jesus tells the

new

wine into

new

wineskins"

(Mark 2:22).

When

parable of the wicked tenants in Mark 12:1-12, he is warning the religious

leaders in Jerusalem that the institutions created around their faith have ceased to fiilfill
their intended purposes and will be

wine jSrom the
has been
over

vineyard has

ceased

replaced.
as

In the

the tenants'

parable, the production of grapes

primary

concem;

instead, production

replaced by preoccupation with keeping the vineyard and preserving

it. This removal of the stewards of the

movement,

perhaps indicating

institution with

people who

that God

and

control

vineyard marks the beginning of a new

periodically renews the

will pursue God's

church and

replaces the

original goal.

Institution to Movement

Ossified

told

a

congregations

can

become revitalized

I

was

story, perhaps apocryphal, of the history of Anglican churches in England.

According

to the

story, participation pattems in

stagnation intermpted by occasional spurts
story revealed that these spurts of renewal
consumed the
driven

by becoming movements.

existing church facility.

most

of renewal,

were

almost

The renewal,

by the community coming together

parishes

amidst

showed

participation,

long periods

and

growth.

always preceded by

a

of

The

fire that

participation, and growth were

diversity to rebuild their church

(Swanson). Although the temptation exists to recommend the burning of many existing
buildings,

as

congregations do develop

Nevertheless,

a

fire could

bring a

help any revitalization effort.

sense

a

strong

sense

of place, I will not do

of urgency and

a

desire to

so

here.

begin again that would
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The institution is

moving toward becoming

congregation recognizes their role as
Serious

community.
by

career

published

study

of creating

in

1955, Bridges

(1).

was

a

movement

distinction between how

a

and that the

key phrase

movement of the

gospel beyond the

McGavran goes
among

people

on to

a

become

peoples

missionary there.

significant

McGavran

people (clan,

contribution to

population

essentially

says,

"Disciple the

rather than individuals creates

groups rather than among individuals (Bridges

in and around

a

institution.

demonstrate from the New Testament that the

early Christians were mostly Jews,

the

"How do

Christian and how

in this passage

peoples" (14). Intentionally reaching "peoples"

Jewish

done

He also notes that the Greek word translated "nations" in Matthew 28:20 is

actually "peoples"

primarily

was

States, McGavran retumed to

as a

a

tribe, caste) become Christian. This distinction offers

missiology.

question,

years of service

person becomes

its

begins to evangelize

in his work The Bridges of God. First

vsritten to discuss the

thirty

again when the

within the Christian Church

Bom in India and educated in the United

India and wrote this book after
a

movement

mission station and

missiologist Donald Anderson McGavran

Christian?"

makes

a

a

the

17).

gospel spread
Because the

spread of Christianity naturally moved among the

Jemsalem;

as

the

gospel fraveled

into the wider

world,

Apostles first preached to the Jewish community in a new town (Acts 13:4-5).

McGavran notes that this
new

Christ followers

people movement happened among families

brought their families to

McGavran suggests that Paul, led

would go and

preach:

Christ

and relatives

as

(21).

by the Spirit,

did not choose the

places he

"How then did Paul choose fields of labour? To be accurate

must say that he did not choose fields. He followed up groups of people who had

we

living
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relations in the

responsive

People Movement to

groups

Christ"

(Bridges 31).

McGavran calls these

"bridges." McGavran then discusses the five advantages of doing

missionary work in people movements rather than with the traditional mission
The

approach.

advantages

movement with

of people movements

are

station

(1) providing the Christian

permanent Christian churches rooted in the soil of native villages; (2)

being naturally indigenous; (3) providing natural spontaneous expansion of the church;
(4) providing

enormous

Christian

becoming

Americans
the

for

possibilities

growth; and, (5) providing

generally do not view their culture
still

and native cultures not

high school culture,

of critical

such

Baker

focused

more

like

a

or

"clannish" because

American

psyche;

tossed salad with different

blending together as coexisting in proximity.

the tribal nature is most

pronounced

as

subgroup identity becomes

and self-esteem. Some

subgroup identities,

skaters, the geeks, the heads, the dweebs, and other tribes of Baldwinsville' s

High School,

American

much

importance to teenage self-identity

the

as

so

"tribal"

as

persists in the

however, the image of the melting pot is in reality

In

sound pattem for

(87-91).

myth of the great American melting pot

immigrant

a

dress alike and

youth along tribal

lines is

planning can also help

a

are

a

strong insular conmiunities. Evangelizing

workable strategy.

congregation move

Using demographic

from

an

data and

institutional focus to

movement.

Church

people

to the

growth,

good

accomplishing this
North American

like all

news

evangelistic approaches,

of Jesus Christ. The church

outreach

growth movement proposes

by following key principles

evangelistic approaches.

seeks to introduce non-Christian

This shift is

and

shifting

from traditional

accomplished by de-emphasizing
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such

evangelism events
of the

gospel

as

crusades and revival

from person to person

meetings,

along natural

lines of affinity.

In Understanding Church Growth, McGavran

theological
and
a

criteria for church

growth

in the

emphasizing the spread

while

gives not only the biblical

and

world, but he also presents the sociological

anthropological research of successful mission projects.

In order to focus

on

growth,

missionary must see himself or herself as a field researcher. Significant effort must be

made to understand the

87).

Then the

area

being evangelized.

biblical

community, culture,

missionary must develop

activity,

a

peoples of the specific

mission field

strategic plan for reaching the peoples

The leader should

chart past

and

recognize that evangelism is

growth or decline,

and set faith

goals

for the

a

(78-

in the

thoroughly

growth of the

ministry (278-79).
seeking to reestablish movement

The pastor

stationed

clergy

in

a

churched culture but

Recognizing this tmth is critical
New York State because it will

institution and toward
of every

new

missionaries. Erwin

that

compel pastoral

mediocrity.

Raphael

to pre-,

or

her role not

as

in the mission field.

the local church in Central

leaders to look

beyond maintaining

an

post-, and nominal Christian peoples.
new

members but instead to

develop

McManus argues that low standards of membership

He suggests the need to strive for

develops missionaries.

his

missionary working

ministry should not be to develop

goal

see

bringing revitalization to

bringing the gospel

The

have led to

for

as a

should

a

"radical minimum standard"

When the church is fiill of missionaries, the

only remaining

question is geography (214-15).
Understanding
is

how the

church,

as a

movement, reaches

peoples and populations

important. Clarity around focus of ministry and growth goals allows revitalization
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strategies to

be

A church

the

people

on

groups.

developed that will
move

is flexible and intentional in

Building a clear niche

ways to maintain movement

have to be

encourage movement rather than institutionalization.

homogenous,

as

and

a

presenting the gospel

definite

church

engaging

congregational identity are

institution. This niche and

over

and

identity, however,

growth suggests, but need to

other
do not

be clear and intentional

(Lug 29).
Some Effective
In the West Ohio Aimual

"Church Restart" follows very

decline in
The

a

bishop

geographical

area

and the district

Approaches

Conference,

approach to

a new

specific guidelines.
with sufficient

to Revitalization

A

memorials, and transfers. Closings

are

assigned to

an

building is changed,
to build

a new

season,

a new

and the pastor is

congregation. According to

approach to

over

the past several years.

revitalization is to

plant new congregations

in

existing

through the addition of new worship experiences designed to reach an unserved

population

group. This

approach to

building and

require

a new

restart.

Still, such

must be

July appointment

congregational development director, George Howard, this approach

remarkably successful

Another

churches

the church

appropriate celebrations,

around Christmastime, and the

usually done

empty building with the charge

the Westem Ohio
has proven

name on

severe

slated for closure and restart.

church with

church remains closed for at least six months. In the

pastor is appointed, the

congregation experiencing

population is

superintendent close the

revitalization called

managed

new

can

revitalization is less

be done without the

mouming involved

worship experiences can divide

with skill and

care.

expensive because it does not

a

in

a

church

congregation and, therefore,
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Consulting approaches to revitalization are commonplace.

The church world is

peopled with revitalization and church growth consultants such as Lyle Schaller,

Kenon

Callahan, Bill Easum, and Tom Bandy,

Fuller

Seminary,

NET

RESULTS,

churches and be

more

or

INJOY

few.

Organizations

megachurches

leadership training as

Chapter 1, mentoring

consulting approaches.
versus

that the

a

Willow Creek

do many other denominational
over

the past twenty-

coaching have

also

seen

emerged

as

alternatives

in the purpose of the

expertise

lies in the person

experience

and

or

organization being coached.

knowledge

A peer

of a consultant but have the

advantage

colleague.

reemergence

and

as

requires

be

Brady

in Los

focused and dedicated leaders to
is where

from institution to movement"

price has to

on

Angeles through relocation and

Mosaic Church, notes that this transition from institution to movement is

"[T]his most dangerous place

price

and

The fundamental difference is

McManus, who led the Church

not easy

as

that of the coach. The consultant is the expert, whereas the coach

mentor would have the

of being

such

strategies.

As noted in

assumes

as

bring in expert consultants to help congregations with evangelism ministries

and turnaround

consultant

such

leaders in how to grow

parachurch organizations. Many organizations have emerged

five years to

to

a

help train pastoral

effective leaders. American

and Saddleback offer seminars and
and

to name but

(186).

paid in transitioning

is the barrier

they struggle

a

leader is

a

A

see

it

through.

McManus

seeking to transition a congregation

significant emotional, spiritual,

congregation. Perhaps,

to cross.

writes,

for

and

physical

pastoral leaders, this

Many pastors have approached the barrier of

church revitalization and decided not to continue, while many

more

have chosen to
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proceed only to

provide

a

meet their

own

professional

demise. A

peer-mentoring approach could

support network, opportunity for skill development, and field-tested leaming

that would

help pastoral

leaders

through these difficult transitions.

Biblical Roots of Mentoring

The

experience

and process of mentoring has strong biblical foundations. In

Exodus 17 Joshua is sent by Moses to
is identified

as

accompany them

Another

from

as

example

successor.

This sequence and the stories that

as

Elijah's

Elisha is connected to
at

successor as

Elisha receives the mantle of office

Elijah and follows him

which

in his work before

Elijah

is

point Elisha succeeds Elijah (2 Kmgs 2). Elijah

trains, challenges and encourages Elisha through these stories.

In the

Gospels,

Jesus'

mentoring technique

can

be found. He chooses twelve to

follow him. He invests extra energy in Peter, James, and John,

by themselves

and

them in his work

frequently taking them off

involving them in extra experiences (Luke 9:28).

disciples along with the crowd (Matt. 5-7)

or

(Matt. 10:1) and evaluates

Jesus is mentor to the

This

Moses and Joshua.

from the Old Testament is the story of Elijah and Elisha. In 1

carried up in the whirlwind,
mentors and

Moses'

imply training or a mentoring relationship between

Elisha is identified

Elijah.

In Exodus 24 Joshua

Moses' aid and follows Moses up the mountain of God. In Numbers

27:12, Joshua is identified

Kings 19,

fight against the Amalekites.

Jesus teaches his

by themselves (Matt. 9:37).

that work when

they

retum

Jesus engages

(Luke 10:17).

apostles.

mentoring process

does not stop with Jesus. In Acts, Bamabas

role of mentor and friend for Saul

following

Saul's conversion

(Acts

assumes

1 1 :25).

Saul,

the

now
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called Paul,

actively mentors many others, including

(Acts 16:1). Clearly mentoring has deep biblical
Literature

Recent decades have shovm
Research in the

mentoring.

church has been
and

quite

use

into

careers

(Schwiebert 2-3).

women

proteges

as

a

modeling

are

roots.

Mentoring

are

recognized today as

In American business and

strategy that

was

used

military, and the

industry,

adopted this

same

the number of women executives has increased

"psychosocial issues,

primary components

essential concepts of
the

practice

of

primarily by men to fiirther proteges'

Women executives have

the three

Timothy

original concept of mentoring embodied both career

decades. Valerie L. Schwiebert notes that
role

and

increasing interest in the subject and practice of

both of which

mentoring relationships.

mentoring developed

(Acts 15:22)

of mentoring in business, education,

extensive. The

psychosocial functions,

successful

an

on

Silas

in

a

successful

strategy for young

over

career

the past few

development

and

mentoring relationship"

(86).
The business

assimilation and
encourages

model

a

community has utilized peer mentoring

development model. Becton,

coaching

culture that

coaching, expects

establishes coaching

as

places

a

norm.

types of constructive coaching

"Peer

are

as an

high expectation on corporate leaders to
coached, and

coaching thrives in an organization when other

effectively and frequently practiced" (Toto 69).

North Central New York Annual Conference

welcomed.

coaching

Company, for example,

all management leaders to coach and be

the

mentor group. Continued

Dickinson and

and

The

requires all new pastors to participate

participation in other mentoring experiences

should be

in

a
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Mentoring is utilized in education
Mentoring

is

generally

veteran teacher has the

to

provide help

done

as a means

satisfaction and frustration

as

needed.

Chaya R.

The

Gorsetman notes that among novice

most

quit because of a lack of job

The attrition of new teachers could

(2).

assigned to help novices

Yvonne

teachers.

responsibility of showing policy and procedures to the novice and

and assistance

environment and

new

by assigning an experienced teacher to the novice.

teachers, though many survive without mentors,

someone

of assimilating

become

more

easily be

alleviated

by

quickly familiar with their new

responsibilities.

Cooper

in the Canadian army

showed in 2005 that

provided

for

prevalent in child-focused national

a

mentoring for military public

sustainable

community (1).

programs such

as

The

use

affairs officers

of mentoring is

Big Brother, Big Sister,

and both

Boy and Girl Scouting. Medicine, law, and technology are also fields that have utilized

coaching/mentoring approach to develop, assimilate,

and

a

strengthen their emerging

leaders.
Mike Edward Conkle reports that

mentoring literature can be found in four

categories: (1) professional development, which

performance, etc., (2) methodology,
proteges get cormected, (3)

which

is

mentoring designed to improve skills,

explores the question of how mentors

assessment of mentoring,

and

including tools for evaluation,

inventories, etc., and (4) philosophical and theological foundations (20-24). His study

sought to identify the needs of new Free Methodist pastors (less than ten years experience
and under the age of thirty)

clergy

so

burnout and attrition at

that
an

a

mentoring program could be developed to

early

age

reduce

(56). Although his research does not help wdth
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the

development of a peer-mentoring program for revitahzation,

significant argument for the utilization
The

practice

of mentoring in

provide a

pastoral development.

of peer-mentoring in the church includes many of the

support and encouragement of the business model and provides
revitalization

it does

ministry can function.

Peer

co-mentoring

a

psychosocial

role model of how

is rooted in

a

fiiendship and brings

perspective based on experience (Frank 26).
Craig

Fred Frank identifies four ways mentors

they help clarify the calling
development takes place

of God

in the

on

mentoring relationship. Third,

take

a

chance

of resources,

lifestyle, (9)
interests

personally, (2)

on

(6)
are

have the

the individual,
are

consulted

able to

(4)

are

ability to

help the mentored

impact the spiritual development of the
Mentors

cultivate

seem

to

(1) have what the

relationships, (3)

are

respected by other Christians, (5) have

by others, (7)

diagnose

mentors

others'

can

both talk and listen,

needs, and (10)

are

(8)

are

willing to
network

a

consistent in

concemed with others'

(14-15).

Frank's
mentors

mentors

(3-4). Frank reports ten marks of a mentor.

mentored need

in the church. Ffrst,

the life of the mentored. Second, character

develop their spiritual gifts, and, fourth,
mentored

impact others

study

of Church of God

(Anderson) pastors

and their

experience

with

provides insight into how having a mentor contributed positively to their

experience
someone to

in

ministry (40). Frank

lead and

studies suggest

approach.

also leamed that pastors have

guide them in their ministries (80).

positive expectations

Frank and Conkle both

from those

In

a

or

deep "hunger"

peer mentor

for

approach, these

being mentored toward the mentoring

provide supporting material

education have been reporting. An assigned

a

found mentor

for what business and

early

in

a

pastor's

career
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enhances the hkelihood of job satisfaction and decreases the hkelihood of clergy burnout
at an

early

life stage.

Mentoring becomes
postmodems do
Gosman

not

accept

more

an

age of skeptical

demonstrate their tmstworthiness.

Mentoring

a

eaming of tmst and building

postmodem world because

or

assigned authority. Sterling Neville

postmodemism,

must

eam

and

allows the time necessary for tmst to be

development of leaders in the

built and represents the chaimel for the
This

in the

face value experts

on

writes, "Pastors, in

important

local church"

of relationships is also necessary in the

(5).

development of

peer-mentoring approach.
After

mentoring,

noting in his abstract that thirty of thirty-one pastors

Gosman identifies

solution�leading

seven reasons

through interpersonal

skill

why mentoring is

he

surveyed desired

needed:

(1)

the business

developed through mentoring, (2)

contemporary society�individual parameters developed through integrity, (3)
dreams�mentoring sets the heart

legacy�mentoring to

pass

on

do not

first-time

study

lay leaders.

leaders. His results
his

was a

Gosman

were

(4) hving

generations what has been leamed, (5) holy

leam to live

mentoring relationships, and (7)
Gosman' s

fire and the knees in prayer,

to fiiture

responsibility�helping others

experiential postmodems

on

assume

a

holy life, (6) postmodernism�existential

leaders

are

and

tmstworthy but build tmst through

build tmst�through

relationships (37-42).

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, congregation-based mentoring of
was

senior pastor and the mentor for these first-time

disappointing,

as

lay

they found no significant correlation between

mentoring and the spiritual and leadership maturity of the

five with whom he worked

(70). Nevertheless, assessing the long-term impact on the lives of these

five and the

long-
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term

impact on the congregation he

Retesting the original
grew in

experience
As

five in 2006, two years after

significance

are

over

time could

are

as a

assigned to

a

calling,

and all

approach

the American

Wesleyans

Baptists

way to

also

Baptists

and the

in Texas utilized

seminary

bridge

provide more

to

see

if the

mentoring

education and

reduce

In the church

work of ministry, the

probationary

mentoring has

in upstate New York. J. Michael

because

they

the 'hard

were

"looking

for

a

including

Godfry notes
middle road

way'" (1). Mentoring was

been used for

helping clergy

development of discipleship approaches,

helpful

training

members of the annual

is used in many other denominations

leaming

seen as a

Mentoring

because the

ministry experience

one

of whom has

more

leam the

and

mentoring of clergy: "Mentoring

ministry professionals,

This summary is
to have more

of ways in the

is

clergy bumout (Conkle 29).

Rochelle Melander summarizes
between two

mentoring

useful information.

the gap between academics and the real work of ministry.

being used to

mentor for

completion,

in 2004.

mentor group. The purpose of this group is assimilation

rather than revitalization. This

between

study was completed

used in the North Central New York Annual Conference for

exploring ministry

conference

that

is difficult. This

mentioned, the principle of mentoring is utilized in a variety

church. Mentors
those

serves

day-to-day

multiple

is

a

other

uses.

relationship

ministry experience" (30).

peer-mentoring approach not only needs the mentor

but to have

revitalization needs to have

a

very

specific type

of experience. The peer

experience moving a church from institution to

movement.

Utilization of a peer mentor for revitalization of congregations is
this

approach.

The

goal

was

not

assimilation

or

a

unique

use

of

familiarity with the institutional systems.
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The

goal

was

to offer

insight and experience

congregation become a movement.

in the work of helping

The intentional focus of this

functioning and growth of leadership, the place
critical role

Components

significant body of literature

and weaknesses of a

to ascertain whether

such

as

designed
and

or

not

Natural Church

Evaluation

importance of worship,

is available

checklist,

to

help

a

or

a

congregation

Development,
the

use

on

and the

approaches to congregational

of diagnostic tools to determine

congregation (Callahan xi-xx) to
is

growing (Easum).

extensive data

gathering

Other assessment tools,

the Beeson evaluation tool, the NCNY Church

Organization Perception

congregation begin to

assess

its

Indicator

(OPI) (Joehnk 22),

ministry and

to

plan

are

all

for revitalization

growth.
Different authors and studies

For

mentoring was the

of Congregational Revitalization

revitalization. The literature ranges from the

strengths

institutionalized

developing disciples has in the establishment of a growth trajectory.
Possible

A

and

an

example,

the Beeson Church

congregational

health: authentic

functional structures, intentional

identify different key components

Questioimaire

programming, laity
Alexander notes

in

eight elements

of

community, empowering leadership, engaging worship,

evangelism,

transforming discipleship (McKee 122-23).
effective church: among them

identifies

to revitalization.

are

effective

mobilized

laity, passionate spirituality,

Keimon Callahan identifies twelve

and

keys to

worship, strong leadership, good

mission, and appropriate facilities (xii-xiii). Mark Linley

seven:

(1) recapturing prayer and spiritual renewal, (2) recovering

worship, biblically based preaching and teaching, (3) vision, (4) relationships,
and horizontal, (5) assimilation, (6) members into

vertical

ministry, and (7) accountability (72-

an
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73). John Eugene Heckman,
revitalization
and

as

and

"Trinitarian

factors:

more

to do with whether

particular congregation is prepared to

a

congregation must be ready,

timing must be right, leadership

must be

change, leadership

must be

ready to

ready to

affirm and

important

factors. The first is

lay ministry (40)

to grow

that is focused

deal vsdth conflicts that result from

individually and be team
on

lordship principle, the church will

church will reclaim

scriptural

do

(42-43).

is the biblical

truth

as

the

reclaim

a

one

is the

clear focus

is the covenant

deeper commitment to

on

lordship principle.
Jesus Christ

as

principle. Utilizing the biblical principle,

primary

source.

Principle three

employing the liturgical principle the church will

Principle four
a

(35-39).

Slaughter, of the Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church in Tipp City,

object of faith. Principle two

will make

builders

spiritual gifts. People are released to

Ohio, identifies six principles of church renewal. Principle

When

go

Jr. reduces these revitalization elements

and outreach

ministry that emphasizes evangelism
Michael

the pastor must lead, the

leadership (34). Leadership must have vision,

cormections, integrity, and willingness
The second is

be restored to

build, and the church must be ready to

beyond the walls (35-36). George Edward Sloan,

forms.

love

diversity, self-giving

Joehnk notes six critical elements of revitalization. His elements

the

principle.

in

and celebration of the

teaching, character of the pastor,

movement. His six elements are

Under the

sees

(89).

George Wayne

to two

unity

Ontological Approach"

mission, glorification of the Godhead, Christian

of purpose and

education, preaching

have

challenging

embodying eight conceptual

mutuality, unity

Eucharist

in his

is the

discover

the
a

liturgical

new

worship

principle. Under the covenant principle the church

the

integrity of membership. Principle five

is the
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priesthood principle.
for

A church

ministry. Principle

following the priesthood principle is equipping the laity

six is the

leadership principle. Slaughter calls the leadership

principle spiritual entrepreneurship (10).
In my

study

of the

literature, I have found three elements

are

almost

always

identified and emphasized in revitalization strategies. First, although each revitalization

project

is

unique to

leadership.

No

its context and location, every revitalization effort is

organization

can

coach, dream, vision, plan, and
and

grow

create

approach is developed. Second,

Worship

Word of God

Worship

is where

culture of growth and

proclaimed,

basis. The third

and it is the

principle

peer-mentoring approach to
The

the

into the three

and its

primary gathering of the

of church turnaround is

congregation's
teaching

Table 4 shows

primary categories

implement

whatever

vitality is

critical to any

people

hear the

Christian commumty

vitality.

This

study

examined

and demonstration of these three critical

seven

of leadership,

authors'

worship,

on a

discipleship; tuming members

health and

all variations

plan

energized worship.

connect with God. It is where

ingredients of revitalization are

worship, and discipleship.

community,

on

leader. Someone has to

every revitalization effort has

people

into missionaries is critical to any
a

a

is the heartbeat of every Christian

renewal effort.

weekly

beyond the ability of its

dependent

or

components of leadership,

keys to vitality
and

areas.

and how

discipleship.

they

fit
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Table 4. Seven Revitalization
and

Strategies

as

Components

of Leadership,

Worship,

Discipleship

Source

Leadership

Worship

Beeson

Empowering leadership,

Energized worship,
passionate spirituality

functional structures,
mobilized laity

Callahan

Specific mission
objectives,
strong leadership

Discipleship
Authentic

community,
evangelism,
transforming
discipleship

intentional

Pastoral and

Corporate dynamic
worship

significant relational
structures

resources,

keys 6-12 are
leadership
Alexander

lay

visitation,

all

Biblically focused
worship,
preaching

Vision,
assimilation,

accountability

Prayer,
relationships,
members into
missionaries

Glorification of the

Unity of purpose,
character of pastor

Heckman

Godhead,

Unity m diversity,
self-giving love.

preaching,

Christian formation

Eucharist
Pastor must

Joehnik

lead,

congregational
leadership must be ready
to lead and move

forward
Sloan

Leadership

Slaughter

Leadership

Lay ministry

Lordship principle,
biblical principle,
covenant principle,
priesthood of all

Worship

believers

As

can

possibilities

be

seen

from Table 4, various writers have

of what is necessary for

revitalization elements fit into

worship, and discipleship,
are, to a

large degree,

more

congregational
than

one

provided a constellation

revitalization.

of the three critical

Table 4 shows that the

all elements of leadership,

Although some

categories

of
of the

of leadership,

variety of revitalization possibilities

worship, and discipleship.

The

following
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section examines these three

critical elements in

a

spiritually centered,

ingredients

vision driven, and team

show how

begins to

church revitalization.

peer-mentoring approach to

and God focused while

empowering. Worship

they

spiritual gifts

Leadership

is corporate,

of every Christian and

the

are

deploys

is

dynamic,

being contemporarily relevant and engaging. Discipleship

group nurtured and calls forth the

Christian in

in detail and

is small

every

ministry.
Leadership

In

1981, when I graduated fi'om seminary, I had taken courses

lectionary preaching, pastoral counseling,
taught how to
courses, and

were

offered

parish

left

manage

a

large congregation.

certainly no

during

me

and Christian

courses on

my time in

No

an

ossified

lead. I have used

fimds to retrain and attended events to leam how to be

a more

no

the Bible,

one course

that

change agent

congregation to vitality

This lack of relevant

ill-equipped and unprepared to

I took

leadership courses,

how to restore

seminary.

history.

on

training

for life in the

continuing

education

effective leader and pastor

for Jesus Christ.

Throughout the revitalization literature,

common

threads and

understandings

can

Mary Angela Robinson presents information on reform and revitalization

be found.

movements. This research shows that every reformation

This

vision

usually the

began with a dream,

focus of one

individual,

a new

prophet

of seeing

things.

preacher.

The

prophet or preacher then communicated the new vision and gathered

disciples.

The

gathering

developed

some

new

was

of disciples

sort of organization

the vision. The movement

began a movement around the
(Wesley's

adapts and

class

grows and

meetings

for

new

a

way
or

vision and

example)

to carry out

eventually leads to transformation of an
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existing subculture.

This movement then becomes the

process is critical

the

as

new

dream

norm

vision is focused

or

(27-30). Leadership in this

through the prism of the primary

leader.
John C. Maxwell says that
within You

leadership,
better

"leadership

is influence"

1). Maxwell, who has written several books and
understands that certain

develop their leadership

your work will

never

leadership

skills and

rise above your

produce consistently on

a

abilities

insights.

ability to

higher level

are

(Developing
is

a

the Leader

well-knovm

speaker on

conferred, but everyone

can

Maxwell writes, "The effectiveness of

lead and influence others. You cannot

than your

leadership" (viii).

In his 21 Irrefiitable

Laws of Leadership, Maxwell discusses the "Law of the Lid" wherein he states that

"leadership ability
leadership,

determines

a

person's

"The Local Church is the

hope

the hands of its leaders" (Courageous
one

way to

help pastors become

revitalization

perform their duties

as

Understanding

how leaders

other

adversity

from

non

leaders"

effective

The

pastoral

on

primarily

in

peer-mentoring approach is

leaders. The process of

local church pastors view themselves

formed and

are

developed

is critical to

essential because

self-identity.

to find

(108).

are

is encountered. The

define and hone the leader's

conclude, "The ability

of the world and its fiiture rests

Leadership 27).

why leadership

Transformational experiences
or

(1). Hybels writes

as

leaders and

such.

culture and focus clarifies

setbacks

more

begin only when

can

level of effectiveness"

and how

revitalizing

they keep the

struggle

they

churches.

leader

creates the

establish

going when

experiences

that

Warren G. Bennis and Robert J. Thomas

meaning and strength

in

adversity distinguishes leaders
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In the world of the mainline

transformational

leadership

therapeutic model, the goal
In revitalization

suffering.
and

change always

creates

church,

most

but instead leamed
is to

the

ease

If the first instinct of the leader is to

willing to compromise the

better, the revitalization will

grief,

even

when benefits for

Friedman notes that

an

more

direction. Effective

never

but is

seem

forward

leader is

a

a new

megachurches

pain

are

and

can

and

such

founding leaders of those congregations
stmctures for the

who

pain. People

are

being

will often act out that discomfort

help

such individuals

significantly pronounced.

are

vision

Edwin

is lower when the individual "is

motivated to

seriously

accomplish something"
to

make everyone

motivated to

move

as

a new

(Schein 301).

be found in

This

in

acknowledge the pain in revitalization

consistently

working procedures of the group" (375).

developed

requires change

Schein' s work.

Edgar H.

creator of culture: "Leaders extemalize their

assumptions and embed them gradually

histories of American

Growth

such individuals feel better and the

tolerable when the leader is

Another vital fimction of leadership
a

the alleviation of

greater when the leader is trying

leadership will recognize

Schein suggests that

of leadership. In the

happen. Leadership will acknowledge the pain of

higher when we

but will also continue to lead toward

and

liability.

transformation of the church to

moving

(Generation 48). The pain will
and will be

help

individual's threshold for

fiinctioning dependently,

happy

a

feeling threatened or challenged by change

and

feel

is

level of discomfort and

or

leader is

trained in

therapeutic model

a

strategies avoiding pain
some

were not

pain and become oriented to

displaced
pain.

pastors

in the

embedding

own

mission, goals, stmctures,

can

be

clearly

Willow Creek and Saddleback.

have created coherent missions and

carrying out of their respective directions

seen

in

Clearly
goals

the

and

and purposes.
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Understanding that a leader is a creator of culture
discussion of revitalization because
recreation of the
my first

1988. This

was

image change

opportunities

A leader is

The

a

done

leamer and

success or

E. Schaller asserts that

for

(11).

The

develops

an

organization that
is

and

mistakes, failures,

and

adaptable.

The

constantly

are

or

stmggles

as

is

agents of change.

process will vary

according to
very little

second, what little is known will

peer-mentoring approach

adaptable

in their

Willow Creek

or

is

one

not

way

ministry.

Saddleback, and what is
are

passionately

imagined and implemented a plan to accomplish that

vision. This vision is owned

by the congregation,

the leaders of the church

responsible

are

is also

things about planning predictable change: first,

from churches such

vision and have

critical to revitalization

developing

applied creativity" (101).

translatable to Central New York State, is the power of a people who
a

it existed in

dream and vision,

adaptability is the key; change

leaders to continue to grow and stay

committed to

Community,

congregation as

a new

"adaptive capacity

plan predictable change,

key leaming

church. At Christ

failure of the venture. Leaders

Leaders vdll have to be

pastoral

project is the

living by example the beliefs

to leam and grow from their

is known about how to

of any renewal

of the

in the

significant

central to what church could be.

venture. Schaller concludes two

work

through creating

Bennis and Thomas note that

critical to the ultimate

Lyle

was

lifelong

ability of leaders

existing

change the self-image

to

for the church to succeed, and

understandings that were

leaming.

key component

and culture of the

atmosphere

responsibility

one

becomes

sfrategies.

for

but it

was

developed by the

declaring the vision.

This

leaders. All

leadership focus

is
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The formation of leaders and their
for the church; it is

an

ongoing study

leadership formation of the
called "Geezers," and

so-called "Builders"

Although differences

formed

by

the Geeks

were

to both groups

had

regardless
some

formed

by

an era

by the

of the age

moment in their lives

the direction of their lives
This

Great

they studied,

"aha" moment,

an

pastoral

person's

leaders have

awakening,

experienced the

"call to

ministry."

A

rescued from the second floor of the

eight years old;
from the

in his adult life

buming" (qtd.

personal experience
how

Geezers

were

at war

(24), and

rapid growth (52).

Common

generational

groups

or a

revelation that formed

(94).

more

to

revitalization

types of crucibles. In

questions

seek

strategies

and

probe

stories

question to explore is
leadership

buming parsonage

at

an

in the church.

Wesley

Epworth when he was

Wesley often referred to himself as a "brand plucked

in Tuttle

42). Wesley required his preachers to have had

of the grace of God. Most of these

they were sinners saved by

to

same

valuable

individual's "crucible moment" that drove them
was

they

every leader could describe at

ordination interviews. Boards of Ordained Ministry ask
a

which

Bennis and Thomas found that

understanding of "crucible experiences" applies

because effective

related to

experiences,

Depression and the world

experience."

of the leaders
an

study

they affectionately

certain type of experience. The leaders in both

or era

critical

of experience between the two

of options, "dot coms," and

sort of formational "crucible

some

that

existed in the actual formative

of limits created

was a

generation,

study discovered a common type

groups.

a

in business. Bennis and Thomas studied the

leadership formation of a much younger generation,

labeled "Geeks." Their

an era

ongoing reformation is not only

grace.

a

early preachers could describe
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Crucible

experiences

realize that life is
for

Young

an

Pastors

(Willow) that I

can

be

as

simple

as

ministry. I have come to

one's call to

experience of ongoing crucible experiences.

was a

attended

the Walk to Emmaus

crucible
was a

were

for

experience

crucible

all crucible

The first

Leadership

experience. Participating
for

experiences

reworked and renewed and reformed to be

me.

be

a

Program

Summit

in renewal events and

In each of these events, I

effective pastor. The

a more

approach advocated in this paper is designed to

participating pastors. Leadership

me.

The Mentor

crucible

was

peer-mentoring

experience

for the

is critical for any revitalization effort and is the initial

focus of peer-mentoring for revitalization.

Worship
The Christian church is

community's opportunity to

fundamentally a worshipping community. Worship

encounter God and each other and to hear God's word

proclaimed. Worship is the primary gathering of the Christian community.
Christians

are

conversations

worship

sent into the

is the

world for mission and

ministry.

From

worship

I do not intend to enter

regarding the traditional versus contemporary versus emergent styles

in this dissertation.

and draws them into

an

of

Regardless of the worship style, worship that engages people

encounter with their Creator and Redeemer is essential to

a

healthy church.
The

worship

primary worship question

as a

key

to

an

is not

style but quality. Callahan,

effective church, suggests that

dynamic. Worship should be corporate

in the

sense

worship needs to

that the

about God and that God is "the

be corporate and

gathered congregation is

participating and dynamic in the sense that they are moved (24).
worship is

who asserts

Subject and Object,

Marva Dawn notes that

the infinite center of our
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worship" (8).

Dawn argues that the

worship

the focus of worship from God to their
driven

own

culture, worship has been centered

wars are

raging because people have changed

neediness

on

(21).

In the current

consumer-

the individual rather than centered

Writings about the contemporary-traditional-emergent worship have
musical

style

Music is

and type. The

culturally driven,

of the music be

on

renewal of worship

for

Most

us

and the

is

largely

traditional
as

the

importantly,

goal

worship

and contemporary

in Christ at the Cross and

"Worship

through the

"Renewal

gives

unchurched

birth to

people,

new

research is

rather than to the

people

were.

Renewing worship

prayed.

Renewed

is critical to

worship reclaims

preacher and choir as performers

He states,

of the churched"

so

his

community

(59).

For

to

example,

could read

preach because that was

it, and the

where the

developed and adapted the popular music

of the

worship gatherings.

revitalizing

Methodist churches. Such renewal involves
and

relationship of

which relate to the needs and culture of

preferences

culture around them to draw people into

(17-

does for the church what God has done

the fields and the town squares to

Both of these leaders

sees

(19).

Martin Luther translated the Bible into German

Wesleys took to

middle

of the renewal movement

helpful for discussions of worship.

worship forms,

focus

Robert Webber

resurrection. It restores the

individuals and the collective Church to God"

Slaughter's historical

objectives

worship.

a

on

study.

important than that the

extensively about navigating

and cites several

Webber writes,

focused

irrelevant for the purposes of this

of the music is less

style

God. Webber has written

ground between the

19).

question

God.

on

Central New York State United

improving the quality of what is

the focus

on

God and shifts the

sung,

said,

thinking of the

reclaiming the congregation's rightfiil place as the
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performers

of worship rather than

consumers or

spectators. Authentic worship remembers

that God is the audience and receiver of worship; those who
are

doing

is to

for

so

an

audience of one

and

by reclaiming

its

improve my preaching.

preaching

on a

I leamed in

use

preaching

but

I leamed

visual arts in

worship

and

our

Community began with

early

in my

ministry at Christ Community that

highway cloverleaf was

a

my

improving the depth, style,
then

with God

In his

goal

a

a

and

series of worship

through Jesus

discover

see new

worship forms

focused attempt

the academic exercise
not the act of

become

a

better

emphasis was placed

that

on

utilizing

leading congregational

of music. Over time

gatherings,

we

developed

a

helped people deepen their

Christ.

This

Slaughter's argument that a church

and music emerge

and musical forms that

understanding of the uniqueness

important because of a tendency

other "successful" churches
vital

was

of people in

variety

not

a

book. Slaughter identifies six principles present in every renewal of the

worship, liturgical,

community.

more

diversity

Christian church. Critical to this discussion is
renewal will

of preaching

preaching,

celebration, involving

worship gathering,
relationship

Christ

communicating the gospel; therefore, I needed to
on

music and

at

I also leamed that the

communicator. While I worked

dance

or

of the arts.

dead-end street inside

seminary.

sing,

(or the One). One goal of this peer-mentoring process

The transformation of worship

is

pray,

improve each congregation's worship by improving the quality of its

preaching

to

preach,

congregation

are

among

(9).

are

The church in renewal will

indigenous to

of each

in

its

region

and

congregation's worship

forms

pastoral leadership to try to duplicate what

doing. The worship

will have forms of worship,

renewal

liturgy,

principle argues that each

and music that

are

in

some

way
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unique to

itself (58-68).

attendance

growth because

of God, their attendance is

organization

or

is

Slaughter
"until

more

interested in renewal than just

people become

committed to

worship
the will

being faithful to

meaningful than membership in any other human

no more

club" (19).

Discipleship

Discipleship

is the intentional formation of people into

Jesus Christ. As such the

defines
and is

a

disciple

using them

membership
or

as a

in mission and/or

People joined the

so

that

membership

they

had

a

Community

as

of religion, and the

services. The pastor

giving

spiritual gifts

in the American

preached

invocations for civic

and

Legion

in the

place to belong

dying, performed baptisms, weddings,

civic functions such

of

In the churched culture of Christendom,

were consumers

provided religious

counseled the sick and

performed

ministry.

church

Members of the church

to be the one who

and service. Christ

committed follower of Jesus Christ who knows their

in the church had little difference than

the Masons.

community.

key to discipleship is ministry

fiilly devoted followers

pastor's role was

and led

worship,

fimerals, and

organizations

or

high

school commencement exercises.
This

belonging to

understanding of ministry worked well
and

participating

for the church institution

in the life of the church had

Further,

as

change

understanding of membership became

"go and make members," or

as

of attitudes in
outdated.

the church continues to function in this mode, it is doomed. The

Great Commission is not to

long

high value in the community

and the rest of the culture. With the death of Christendom and the

much of postmodem America, this

as

even

to

goal

of the

"go and make

adherents;" it is "go and make disciples." This understanding led Slaughter to change
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Ginghamsburg's understandmg of membership. Slaughter wanted to

reestablish the

significance of the membership vows and reclaim the "priesthood of all believers" (84).
Soo-In Lee, in
notes that the

ministry.
not

examining the renewal of Mia Central

renewal would be the

key to

He argues that

according to

church but the

the

"clergy

and

position" (19).

subject

or

laity

training

are

and

Methodist Church in Korea,

separate according

Lee believes that the

laity

to

twenty-five years

mission.

duty imposed

is not the

object

each,

on

of the

agents of the church (4). For the church to be all that God

intended, the laity had to become engaged in ministry and service.
the

in

deployment of the laity

of the Mia Central Methodist Church the

They participated

in

public worship

but

saw

He concludes that in

laity had

lost its

sense

of

ministry as the pastor's

responsibility (33-34).
The Mia Central Methodist Church in Korea

serves as an

excellent

into the

American Christian church. Many American Christians

the pastor

provider of religious

services and

Reclaiming the priesthood
in mission and

ministry is

the

ministry
essence

are

not

in

actively engaged

of all believers and

commitment

or

as

the vendor

or

ministry themselves.

actively reengaging the laity

will be critical to revitalization efforts. This

of the church

reengaging

in

of discipleship.

A church will be revitalized to the extent that it is able to

no

of the

problem with the

generic problem of institutionalization and provides insight
see

example

nominal commitment to Jesus Christ to

followers of Jesus Christ. McManus, in

how many

from

being fiilly committed

discussing how American Christians have

identified several levels of calling�a call

ministry�asks the question,

help people move

to follow

callings

are

Jesus,
there?

a

call to

(201).

Lordship, and

McManus

a

call to

concludes.
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biblically, "[T]he one call
(202).

is to

McManus refers to this

minimum standard"

George

lay your life

what Jesus

actually

calls

of traditional churches is

exist,

a

deep

none

identify

the

are

having

people

new comers

goal.

apostolic

The

one

politics

of other members, to

body

of Christ and to

elements to all of these

actually had

goal

in mind. Hunter goes

goals
on

to

they

were

created to be. Transformation in

involvement in

between traditional churches and

goal of the traditional

church is

to

a

small group,

apostolic

through

unchurched, pre-Christian people

apostolic churches

is

seen

in their

assimilation, whereas the goal of the

church is transformation.

Wesley
and

like other members, to

become part of the

engagement in ministry, and through being witnesses

ultimate

in traditional

to believe like other

experience

to share the

options

for heaven. Hunter concludes the final

what Jesus

happens through worship, through

(43). The difference

comparing traditional

of apostolic churches who cultivate the fiill transformation of

individuals into the kind of people
churches

an

religious,

(39-40). Although biblical

fiilly approach

expectations

to become. In

to be

good citizens,

to prepare

devotional life

of them

"radical

in traditional churches does not

Hunter identifies ten

behave like other members, to have

support the institution, and

people

people

apostolic churches.

become like other members, to be

develop

for

goal

churches. Members in traditional churches
to

a

(200).

churches to what he calls

members,

the feet of Jesus and do whatever he asks"

understanding of a Christian's calling as

Hunter suggests that the

begin to approach

at

had

only

only, is required

members of the

society

one

a

�

were

condition for joining
real desire to

save

welcomed and

a

Methodist

the soul"

taught

a

(qtd.

society.

"One

in Sweet

42).

condition,

New

method of spiritual growth and
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transformation. The "method of Methodism"

of God. Members of the

Methodists

were

society

expected

to

were to

belong to

to engage in

was

All members

hallmarks of a Christian

reclaiming

of the

in

disciple.

meaning

small group, called

a

engage in

one

a

where

are

discipleship

is best

community.
as a

Biblical

social

images

Epistles

a

and

using their

focuses

In the often

misquoted preface

1739," Wesley says, '"Holy solitaries' is

gospel

than

adulterers.' The

holiness but social holiness"

Leaming to
the

blessed

living

(Acts 2:46). Much of

together in

life

live life

gospel

Christian

communal

a

from the

phrase no

a

"Hymns and Sacred

more

of Christ knows of no

consistent with the

religion but social;

no

(321).

together as disciples

congregation. Richard

to Care

of

Wesley writes, "Christianity is essentially

Poems

caring within

to house

example

community (Van Gelder 107-08). Wesley understood the

religion" (296).

'holy

on

the

in small groups.

for the church all revolve around the central theme of the

of Christianity. In "Sermon XXIV,"

more

spiritual

require

practiced

significant life change happens. Following

the content of the New Testament

is

and

This method iterates the

spiritual growth,

Pentecost, the expansion of the early Church is from house

social

meeting,

ministry.

Small groups

nature

class

study.

follower of Jesus Christ. These followers will be

Much current research suggests that

church

a

The revitalization of the church will

of being

private worship

another for their

ministry.

accountable to others for their

spiritually disciplined,
gifts

expected to

were

and

engage in individual and group Bible

members of the small group would be accountable to

growth.

pubhc

than to Cure"

C.

of Jesus Christ creates

Meyer's small

group

(43). The purpose of small

a

resource

latticework of

concludes,

groups in

a

"It

church is to
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be the front line of caring within the

whatever level of growth to leam to live
Christian communities

leaming to

commmiity will require

the

ministry

of the church

missionary

areas

(29). Using

of ministry:

fellowship,

and

importance

of having

implements

those

explored,

populations.

worship

much

can

of a

comprehensive

projects become

that would drive the

of fimctioning

or

provides

an

as a

on

magnification, ministry, evangelism,
from Warren is the

primary leaming
expectations

principles

and

of leadership,

a

process that

worship,

be leamed from Warren's fivefold focus and

Saddleback

ministry.

developed his purpose-driven model focusing

The

As the

for all Christians at

small group

understanding

clear set of discipleship

expectations.

place

together. Accomplishing this depth of

McGavran' s

discipleship (103-06).
a

a

identify those biblical principles

in American culture, Warren

five biblical

are

live life

provide

Revitalization

together.

development

Rick Warren set out to

and

congregation

excellent

example

and

discipleship

specific targeting

of an intentional

of

discipleship

process vital to this discussion.

Although
an

difficult to

intentional process for

every level of a church's

and

youth into

mature

Christ. A process for

growing disciples

ministry.

and to

disciples

fiilly functioning disciples

to

needs to be

Sunday

develop

to

equip

Ginghamsburg

a

designed to

York,

on

raise children

adults into conmiitted followers of Jesus

become believers and for believers to become

employed.

unique ministry that calls

and

is

developed and implanted

school must be

for Jesus Christ needs to be

Slaughter has developed

vital churches,

The

helping seekers

membership and seeks

all of Warren's innovations in Central New

reproduce

deploy

for

every believer in

undergirded by

a

high-commitment

ministry. Like

many other

latticework of small groups that
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provide

the

primary pastoral

work affirms

a

clear focus

care.

on

Although these approaches

leadership and worship

membership that is called, trained,
question of discipleship and,

in

and sent into mission

particular,

ministry, Ginghamsburg's approach
(Slaughter 83)
The

is

an

excellent

a

28), and the
effective

success or

they

are

in

ministry.

When

of

examining the

"every

member in

ministry"

church revitalization will encourage every

church. To borrow the

discipleship.

language

of business, the bottom

"go and make disciples" (Matt.

Jesus said to

failure of a Christian

doing

or

understanding

example.

disciple-making

line of the Christian church is

an

criticized, the

how to engage persons in mission and

and commitment to

peer-mentoring approach to

church to be

and

have been

congregation will

be determined

by how

so.

Conclusion
The revitalization of Central New York United Methodist churches

biblical commitment to grow. Revitalization

churches to teach, encourage, and model

a

requires

a

choice

by leadership

generous life of faith

sharing.

revitalization strategy utilized

a

peer mentor who worked vsdth four

month time frame to establish

a

revitalization

three critical

a

in these

This

parishes

over a

nine-

The peer mentor coached in

areas.

First, the
leaders and

trajectory.

requires

mentor

focused

congregational

ministries. Coaching

positive culture,
but is focused

on

leaders to become

pastoral leadership

and influence the

on

leadership.

growth

cause

This process involved

more

should

effective in their

help

articulate

of Christ. This

and transformation.

respective

vision,

leadership

coaching pastoral

create a

is not

more

therapy

driven
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Second, the

mentor focused on

worship.

alive, energetic, and God focused. Worship
entertained, the congregation.

being culturally

It utilized the

mentor focused

missionaries for Christ who will

goal

was

to

help

each

on

use

gifts

gifts

parish develop

is to

develop worship that is

and talents of the

discipleship.
their

goal

developed that involved,

sensitive to the seekers present in

Third, the

mentor's

was

The

rather than

congregation while

worship.
The

goal

of discipleship is to grow

and talents in mission and
and

implement

a

plan

for

ministry.

The

growing

disciples.
In

Chapter 3

the

examined and detailed.

mentoring

process.

peer-mentoring approach

and the program

Chapter 4 presents findings

Chapter

5

explores

the

and what

imphcations

was

of this

designed to

utilize it is

leamed in this

study.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
The Problem

The United Methodist Church in central New York State is in
The demise of the denomination
and

worship

Table 1 p.
years.

can

be

seen

significant

in the 38 percent decrease in

membership

attendance since the 1968 creation of the United Methodist Church

4).

An additional

warning sign

is the start of only two churches in

Further, according to annual conference statistical reports,

report stability

or

decline rather than

Central New York Journal, 2004 352-461).
in decline have been

in

growth

membership

for

recommended, promoted, and implemented

(see

twenty-five

congregations

most

and attendance

Muhiple strategies

decline.

(North

revitalizmg the

over

church

the past several

decades with minimal results. The North Central New York Annual Conference of the

United Methodist Church has identified
and

priority

in its current

mentoring, revitalization,

approach to

strategic plan.
and

helping

"congregational revitalization"
In the survey of literature

church revitalization has been

The purpose of this dissertation

Certain

a

church

institutions become movements,

a

critical issue

vitality,

peer-mentoring

proposed.

Research

establishing

on

as a

was

Questions

to evaluate

a

peer-mentoring model

for

revitalization trajectory in Central New York United Methodist churches.

questions

arose

"What evidence of an

in the

development of this

question

1

improved revitalization trajectory is observed throughout and

following the ministry intervention?" Question
occurred in the

dissertation. Research

1 examined

what, if any, changes

participating congregations and parishes during and following this

is,
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ministry intervention.

Hard statistical information obtained from the AWA and ASSA

charts, percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry
information from my field researcher's journal

trajectory.

provided

This information determined if there

was

as

well

anecdotal

as

evidence of a revitalization

revitalization in the

participating

congregations.
Research

question 2 is,

"What components of peer

associated with revitalization?"
small group, one-on-one,

or

mentoring

seem

to be

Question 2 examined what elements of peer mentoring,

large

group

may have led to these

workshops,

changes.

field researcher's journal and the Church Health Assessment Tool

provided usefiil

information

most

regarding

which components of peer-mentoring

were

The

associated with

revitalization.

Participants
Four United Methodist

York State

were

selected to

parishes

participate

in the

in the

five-county
study.

base,

a common

Parishes

This

history,
were

and

area

has

over

assigned to

common

known

These counties

Oswego, Madison, Cortland, and Cayuga and comprise

metropolitan Syracuse.

area

the

as

are

Onondaga,

demographic

cultural similarities,

Central New

area

a common

known

as

economic

600,000 residents.
this

ministry

intervention

Dr. Violet Fisher and her cabinet. Dr. Fisher has been

by United

bishop

Methodist

Bishop

of the New York West Area

since 2000, and the Cabinet of the North Central New York Conference has four

superintendents

who share

Rev. David Underwood is

Onondaga County;

supervisory responsibility

superintendent of the

Rev. Carl Johnson

serves

for the Central New York

Region.

Cross Roads District that consists of

the Mohawk District that includes Madison
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County; and,
includes
Flow

Rev. Deborah O'Connor-Slater

Oswego, Cayuga,

District, which has
I held

Center in

was

to

two

from

with the cabinet

At this

Bishop Fisher and members
a

second

meeting

after the

I did receive

ministry

intervention.

A second

meeting

was

center in

Cicero, New York.

dissertation
cabinet to

as an

I

a

an

initial outline of how I

and answered

ministry

intervention's criteria

commitment from the

on

12

bishop

April

ministry intervention.
from the

and

five-county

initial recommendations to four that would

At this

area

were more

and cabinet to

2006 at the conference

presented an earlier version of Chapter

outline for this

3 of this

meeting

I asked the

with the intent of reducing the

actually participate

intervention. The cabinet, after reviewing the selection criteria,
to this

questions

of her cabinet. The result of that conversation

held with the cabinet

identify eight parishes

eight parishes

the Northern

16 December 2005 at the Conference

meeting I presented

in the

participate

on

project at that time (see Appendix B)

schedule

serves

churches in Oswego County.

meeting

fully developed; however,

eight

and Cortland counties. Rev. Beth Benham

Cicero, New York.

envisioned the
concems

initial

an

the Central Lakes District that

serves

in the

ministry

agreed to assign at

least

project.
Criteria for Selection

In order for

a

parish to

five criteria. First, the

Second, the parishes

or

assigned to this ministry intervention, they had to

must have been in existence for

must have been in

must be in the correct

station churches

parishes

be

geographical

more

than

forty years.

decline for at least ten years. Third, the

area.

meet

parishes

Fourth, the congregations involved, whether

multiple-church parishes,

must be

thirty

to one

hundred in average
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worship attendance. Finally, the parish leadership
For the purposes of this

project.

study, leadership

must be

willing to participate

in the

refers to the pastor and the

administrative council.
The cabinet members
this

assigned eight parishes

for consideration for

participation in

ministry intervention:
Jefferson

County�Mannsville/Lorraine (Pastor Mary Drake);

Oswego County�Parish/West Amboy (Pastor Joe Auslander)
William

and

Wayne),

Madison

Caughdenoy (Pastor

Fellows and

Steve

(Pastor

Eddy); and,

County Oriskany

Falls/Deansboro

and

(Pastors Norma Jean

Raymond Lighthall).

Following the assignment of the eight parishes,
the pastors of the
at

James Street�Syracuse

County�Canastota/Peterboro/Perryville (Pastor Martha T. Fischer)

Madison/Bouckville and Oneida

pastor

(Pastor

Palmer);

Onondaga County�Jordan (Pastor Jill Magnuson),
Patricia

and Mexico

parishes under consideration.

I held initial conversations with

I contacted each

potential participating

the annual conference session of the North Central New York Annual

Conference 1-3 June 2006 in

Liverpool, New York.

Three

churches, Caughdenoy, James

removed from consideration after these

Street� Syracuse and

Mannsville/Lorraine,

conversations for the

following reasons: Caughdenoy was dropped due to

interest from Pastor

Eddy.

were

James Street�Syracuse

congregational leadership's unwillingness

to

was

a

lack of

eliminated due to the

explore the ministry intervention; and,

Marmsville/Lorraine is outside the five-county

area

designated for this study.

The
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remaining five parishes

Community on

were

invited to attend

an

informational session at Christ

1 5 June 2006.

At the 15 June

meeting, I presented the outline

explored three questions

with the

of the

leadership teams. First,

understanding of evangelism and disciple-making (i.e.,
essential

or

possible)? Second,

what is the pastor and

selection of four
interest. Each

what is the

was

made

Participation" (see Appendix C)
The four

by me

and

parishes

selected for this

1 Jordan United Methodist
.

study

location?

enter into this

parishes signed a

Third,

The final

study?

and

pastoral

"Covenant of

meeting.

were

Church, Pastor Jill Magnuson,

2. Mexico United Methodist
3. United in Faith Parish:

they believe growth is

depended on congregational

at the end of this

Plan. I

parish's

congregation's history and

team of the four selected

leadership

what is the

do

parish leadership's willingness to

parishes

Peer-mentoring

Church, Pastor William Palmer,

Canastota/Perryville/Peterboro

Pastor Martha

Fisher,

and
4.

Living

Waters Parish:

Norma Fellows and Pastor

Madison/Bouckville/Oriskany

Falls/Deansboro Pastor

Raymond Lighthall.
Instruments

Following the selection of the four parishes,
of a twenty-year

history

school attendance
charts and

parish.

of their average

(ASSA),

Sunday school

worship

each

attendance

and mission and outreach

attendance charts

were

congregation prepared
(AWA),

average

participation. Worship

report

Sunday

attendance

prepared (see Appendix E) by

The NCNY Annual Conference Director of Congregational

a

each

Development,

Rev.
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Lauren

Swanson, provided a demographic study of each ministry location. Finally, each

congregation completed the NCNY
Team's "Church Health

Annual Conference

Congregation Revitahzation

Questionnaire" to identify strengths and weaknesses

questiormaire defines them.

I also

kept

a

as

the

field researcher's journal for anecdotal

examples

of revitalization.
Data Collection
As part of the front-end reports,

Appendix E)
This chart

were

was

compiled

compared with

ascertain if any increase in

Sunday

for the
a

week-by-week worship

Sundays

chart from 1

worship

from 1

school attendance and information

the church's mission and ministries to ascertain

following the mentoring

process, each

The second Church Health

each

parish over the period

structured interview

of the

study.

on

2007 to

were

prepared

areas.

In June

Church Health

changes

impact on their parishes

its

future

peer-mentoring

in the self-evaluation of

a

semi-

and themselves and to make recommendations for

efforts.

Ministry Intervention

mentoring approach to revitalization.

in

Questioimaire.

addition, each pastor participated in

ministry intervention was developed by the

for

2007,

protocol (see Appendix F) of the peer-mentoring experience to

assess

A

2006.

congregant's participation

growth in these

revealed any

In

through June

Similar charts

gathered

parish retook the

Questionnaire

2006

emerged.

was

(see

September 2005 through June

September

attendance

attendance charts

author that utilized

a

peer-
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Peer-Mentoring Plan:
The
The four

mentoring plan involved fom- phases

phases

first three

Overview

were on

leadership, worship, discipleship,

as a

The third contact session

laity from

all

follow-up

and evaluation

participating churches.

was

was a

The fourth

large

phase

with all of the

individually at their

workshop that included

group

of this

These first three

was

with each pastor

In each of the

ministry intervention was a

meeting with the participating pastors.

The timeline for these

is outlined in Table 3.

Table 3.

Peer-Mentoring

Phase

Plan Timeline

Pastors

Phase 2--Worship

December 06

February

Worlishop
October 06

January

March 07

07

April

07

07

June 07

Plan: Detail

beginning

October 2006 at Christ

of Phase 1�Leadership, I

Community and began

importance of pastoral leadership

preparation for this session,

Maxwell's

Individually

November 06

Phase 4--Follow-up

For the

Pastors

October 06

Phase 3--Discipleship

Peer-Mentoring

Together

October 06

Phase 1--Leadership

In

follow-up.

contact sessions. The first contact session

group. The second contact session

ministry location.

phases

and

phases the pastoral leaders completed preparatory reading.

phases incorporated three
pastors

between October 2006 and June 2007.

gathered the pastoral

leaders in

discussions of leadership and the

in revitalization

(see Appendix D

for schedule

details).

the pastors read Friedman's Generation to Generation and

Developing the Leader vyithin You. Friedman's

work focuses

on

the
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importance

of healthy

church. Maxwell

functioning of the

provides

leader within the

family system known as the

step-by-step approach to improving one's leadership

a

abilities, attitude, and focus. The initial leadership meeting allowed the

acquainted

and focused

on

the

functioning of a leader, developing vision and dreams

The group also used this initial

making strategic plans.

group to get better

meeting to

and

set the calendar for the

year ahead.

After this group
their

meeting,

respective parishes.

The purpose of this

application of the leadership
visit also allowed

me

I held individual

material to each

to observe the

On 1 November 2006 I led

all

participating

churches

of Participation, the

addressed the

were

leadership

a

and how to get

Phase 2�Worship

of each

things

on

and

according to

congregation's worship experience.

explored the place

goal, the pastoral

evangelizing unreached segments

This

specific
on

site

the Covenant

attend. In this

with discussions vsdth the pastors

explored understanding preaching as
the

address

workshop

I

done.

examine and discuss their

was

to

purpose of vision, how to support one's

gathered the pastors to

revitalization

was

All members and friends of

parish was expected to

each

also

leadership.

workshop,

question of improving

traditions. The pastors and I

session

pastor's individual situation.

workshop

invited to this

began

mentoring

sessions with each pastor in

pastors in their primary ministry setting.

importance of leadership, the

pastoral leader,

mentoring

an

group around the

In November

2006, 1

congregation's worshipping history and

and

importance

of music in

worship.

We

exercise in communication. Because

leaders and I

of their

as a

explored the pastors'

population through the

interest in

addition of new

worship
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opportunities.
Blended

In

Worship

After the
their

preparation for this meeting, the pastors

ministry

and

pastors'

I led

group

was on

each
the

worship issues specific to their situation.
on

worship

importance of worship in renewal

of this

met with

2007. This

participating

was

churches. Band and other

in this

me

workshop

workshop.

and revitalization. The

The

primary focus

improvement

of

workshop.

pastoral

questions:

leaders in

February

on

the

church's process for the

experiences

spiritual

spiritual

inviting people to

in

follow Christ? What is

stewardship plan?

youth?

people

What is your

What

opportunities

of all ages to

move

deeper in

The pastors read McManus 's An

preparation for this gathering.

individually with each pastoral leader at his

2007 and examined

following

discipleship development?

does your church make available for

Unstoppable Force

with them the

explored

formation of children and

their faith? What is your church's

I met

formation

ministries of the church. I

disciple-making

2007 and

What is your church's process for

your church's process for

specific application of the

answers

or

her

to the

ministry

site in March

discipleship questions to

pastor's location.
I led

four

January

Community assisted

Phase 3�Discipleship focused

each

in

congregation's worship gatherings by improving participation and presentation was

goal

and

I met with each pastor in December 2006 at

and friends of all

leaders from Christ

the

meeting,

workshop

a

developed for the members
worship

Planning

Slaughter's Spiritual Entrepreneurs.

sites to discuss

Finally,

read Webber's

a

parishes.

third
The

workshop

in

April

2007. 1

goal of this workshop

was

designed this workshop

to

develop

more

for the

effective

laity of the

disciple-making
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approaches in each church.

I included in this

workshop that examines

individual's

Experience

as a

the end of this

fiilly
the

an

each

workshop,

congregation

gifted every

created

committed followers of Jesus Christ. This
as a

S.H.A.P.E

Spiritual gifts, Heart, Abilities, Personality,

way of determining how God has

Sunday school

a

Christian for

and

ministry.

At

comprehensive plan for developing

plan included

small groups and utilized

discipleship training center.

For Phase 4 I held

The

workshop the Christ Community

leadership team and

a

follow-up meeting

I examined the

year's

in June 2007 with the
work

together and

pastoral

leaders.

studied the attendance

charts and other statistical and anecdotal information. I collected evaluation forms, and
the group discussed
I established

plans
a

developed by the NCNY congregational development team.

This assessment identifies
The

eight

areas

eight areas

have

lay and clergy,

who

of church health for United Methodist churches

of church health

the power of prayer and make prayer

vital leaders,

coaching.

contemporary baseline for each congregation using the Church

Health Assessment Tool

(see Appendix A).

for fiirther fiiture

are

a

maturing followers

communicate the Good News of Jesus Christ

churches

are a

to

all

of Christ;

living example

of Christian

(3) healthy

efforts that invite

churches

community

and

people; (4) healthy churches respect,

in all stages of Christian faith

people

buildings and equipment that

(1) healthy churches recognize

regular discipline; (2) healthy churches develop

developed relational and lifestyle evangelism

encourage and nurture

are:

development; (5) healthy

stewardship; (6) healthy

facilitates the church's mission and

(7) healthy churches provide mission and ministry opportunities

churches have

ministry

that

are

in the

world;

developed to
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utilize

God-given gifts; and, (8) healthy

Connection

eight

areas

discipleship. Providing
6)

and

keeping the

are

accountable to the United Methodist

shared support and shared mission and

through

These

churches

of effectiveness

vital leaders is

connection

worship. Discipleship

resources.

all elements of leadership,

are

leadership

is the

as

question

(number 8). Prayer (number 1)

is the purpose of evangelism

worship

of facilities

and

(number

is the critical component of

(number 3), faith development,

(number 4), stewardship (number 5), and, mission and ministry opportunities (number 8).
The Church Health Assessment Tool
2005

was

by the North Central New York Annual

Conference

Team. The Church Health Assessment Tool is

Congregational leadership
identify
help

areas

teams will

use

developed

designed

the tool to

specific

areas

as a

Syracuse

diagnostic

self-diagnose

for

congregational

in the

spring

information shows

a

in

and

or, with

planning tool.

a

guide,

congregations

can

to

request

of ministry from the annual conference. This tool has

been field tested in several churches and has been revised

workshops

period

Congregational Development

of strength and weakness. With this information

and support in

nine-month

over a

leaders that

of 2006. 1 led the

were

held in Watertown,

workshops

congregation's strengths

following three

different

Auburn, and

in Watertovra and

Syracuse. This

and weaknesses.

In order to understand fiirther the churches'

history, I established an historic

growth/decline trajectory by examining the AWA and ASSA of the congregations for the
past twenty years (see Appendix E). I determined the percentage of the active

congregations engaged
the

demographic

in

ministry and mission

information for each

as

of 1

September 2006.

congregation's respective

1 also detailed

location.
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I worked with the

in order to

congregations

of church health

as

pastor and lay leadership

congregational leadership
their weaknesses. The

by the

of the

and weaknesses

identify strengths

identified

teams

participating

according to

Church Health Assessment Tool. I

teams to work

improving their strengths

on

primary mentoring

areas were

the

eight

areas

began mentoring

and

leadership, worship,

minimizing
and

discipleship.
These three

Theology

Mentor

areas were

Program,

chosen based

my

experience

on

at

my

experience

Christ

leadership

deepening

and

Worship

strengthening worship

the purpose and

disciples

fi-om the pastor.

goal

for Jesus Christ and

independent variable

was

required

and

the

Healthy,

Finally, discipleship

vital churches

out into mission and

Dependant

focused and

healthy congregations;

is central to revitalization.

sending them

Independent
The

is vital for

of every Christian church.

and the literature

Community,

review. In all three situations revitalization and transformation
effective

with the Perkins School of

are

is

raising

ministry.

Variables

peer-mentoring approach to

church

revitalization I developed and led from October 2006 through June 2007.
The

dependent variable was the growth

result of their
fiiture

participation in this ministry

in AWA and ASSA

intervention that will

experienced

move

as a

them toward

vitality.
Control
As

part of this study the

participating parishes

was

same

front end reports and

prepared by the

growth charts prepared by the

Mannsville United Methodist Church

(in

Oswego County) and the James Street United Methodist Church (in Onondaga County)
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as

well

as

the final AWA, ASSA, and percentage of participants in

reports by those
may

not

participating

impact the study during

its

in the

study give

The churches chosen for this

They

identified

are

been in existence for

States

more

least ten years. The pastors and

participate

in this

forty

Sample

are

and her

all in the five county

metropolitan Syracuse.

area

All of the churches have

years and all of them have been in decline for at

of the four churches all

lay leadership teams

agreed to

study (see Appendix C).
Evaluation

In June of 2007, the five pastors

the

and

churches, and they

census as

than

other factors that

study were assigned by Bishop Violet Fisher

all United Methodist

by the United

insight into

These

length of duration.
Population

cabinet.

some

ministry.

by Participants

serving

the four

church revitalization

peer-mentoring approach to

parishes were

by using

a

invited to evaluate

semi-structured interview

protocol (see Appendix F).
Overall
The

Ministry

Intervention Timeline

ministry intervention was designed to

year from October 2006

time line for the

through

June 2007. The

be

completed in

a

nine month program

following is the ministry

peer-mentoring plan for revitalization:

June 2006�The cabinet

assigned eight parishes

July 2006�The eight parishes were reduced to
October 2006�Data collection and histories

to the

project.

four.

were

completed.

October 2006�Phase One� Leadership
November 2006�January 2007�Phase Two�Worship.

intervention
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2007�Phase Three�Discipleship.

February�April

June 2007�Phase
June 2007�The

reports

were

prepared

in mission and

Foui^Follow-up

sessions

were

held with

ministry intervention phase was completed

on

ministry.

worship attendance, Sunday

The Church Health

pastoral

leaders.

and the statistical

school attendance, and

Questioimaire

was

reexamined

participants

at

this time. I

expect these mentoring conversations will go beyond the dissertation phase, and I plan

duplicate

this process at

a

later date with four

new

churches.

to
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS
Research

This

Chapter 3.
trajectory

chapter

Research

examines the

question

is observed

explore the

1

impact of the ministry intervention delineated

in

asks, "What evidence of an improved revitalization

throughout

first research

Questions

and

question,

following the ministry

statistical information

on

intervention?" In order to

changes (if any)

in AWA,

ASSA, the percentage of the congregation involved in mission and ministry, my field
researcher's journal and the semi-structured interview

revitalization

trajectory

Research

was

"What components of peer

question 2 asks,

in

group

meetings,

non

one-on-one

statistical information

NCNY Church Health

considered
and other

to

mentoring

seem

question explored which components

establishing a revitalization trajectory.

question,

examined to

if a

meetings,

In order to

or

workshops-were

explore the

be

to

of peer
most

effective

second research

gleaned from my field researcher's journal, the

Questionnaire, and the semi-structured interview protocol

ascertain what aspects of peer

perceived changes

see

established.

associated with revitalization?" This

mentoring-the

protocol were

were

mentoring

led to

positive change.

were

Anecdotal

also examined.

Profile of Participants

The four

intervention

are

parishes,

nine churches and five pastors who

briefly profiled below.

participated

in the

ministry
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Jordan United Methodist Church and Pastor Jill

Magnuson

The Jordan United Methodist Church is in westem

Onondaga County

fifteen miles west of the city of Syracuse. The current church facility
but the Jordan
bedroom

in 1 829. Jordan is

congregation was officially organized
in

community

metropolitan Syracuse.

was

Pastor Jill

Magnuson

about

built in 1986,

primarily

a

is 58 years old and

probationary

elder in the North Central Conference of the United Methodist Church. She

is

of the United

a

graduate

two years.

Ministry

Ohio and has served in Jordan for

Theological Seminary in

is her second

a

career.

Mexico United Methodist Church and Pastor William Palmer

The

city

village

of Mexico is in

of Syracuse. The

facility

was

Oswego County about thirty-five miles north of the

congregation at Mexico

constmcted in 1851 with

56 years old and is

an

a

foimded in 1808. The current church

major addition in

1920. Pastor William Palmer is

associate member of the North Central New York Conference of

the United Methodist Church. He

completed

Theological Seminary in Washington,
having worked

was

at the Jefferson

entering pastoral ministry.

the Course of Study

DC. Pastor Palmer is

County Developmental

He has served the Mexico

a

through the Wesley

second

career

pastor,

Center for several years before

congregation for two years.

United in Faith Parish (Canastota United Church, Perryville, and Peterboro United
Methodist Churches) and Pastor Martha Fischer
Pastor Martha Fischer

Fischer is 63 years old and

a

was

assigned to the United

full member

(retired

1

in Faith Parish in 2004. Pastor

January 2007) and

an

elder in the

North Central New York Aimual Conference of the United Methodist Church. She has
been under fiill-time

appointment since 1989. When Pastor Fischer retired

she elected to
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continue to pastor the

Perryville

and Peterboro United Methodist Churches but not the

Canastota United Church. She is

previously
of the

and served three

Colgate

Rochester

a

second

career

parishes prior to

Divinity

School in

pastor, having worked in education

United in Faith. Pastor Fischer is

a

graduate

Rochester, New York.

Canastota United Church
The Canastota United Church is the
in the late 1960s. The

Syracuse

in Madison

Village
County

Canastota United Church

part of the village. The

congregation

was

of Canastota is about
and has

facility

a

in the

twenty-five

along the

facility was

early

Perryville

Perryville

hamlet of about

constructed in

1880s. The current

1903, but the

facility

was

building

is

the

Presbyterian

now

used

as a

village.

forty

United Methodist Church is

houses.

agricultural country

Perryville

is not

of eastem Madison

fields. In the hamlet of Perryville there

building

The

United Methodist Church

The

the

in the

city of

Erie Canal in the center of the older

Church at the time of the merger. The old Methodist church

banquet/reception hall

merger

miles east of the

population of approximately 14,500.

is located

current church

organized

product of a Methodist/Presbyterian

an

a

clapboard

incorporated community

County

are no

small white

surrounded

businesses and

in the hamlet is the United Methodist Church. The

church in

and it sits in

by dairy farms

no

schools. The

and

constmcted in 1839.

was

organized

congregation boasts

in 1831, and the current church

com

only public
few

children, and its Sunday worshipping congregation is predominately elderly. The

Perryville congregation

a

facility was
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Peterboro United Metliodist Church
The Peterboro United Methodist Church is located in

houses in the southeast
a

stop

on

the

comer

of Madison

Underground Railroad

three families who

are

It has

County.

a

fimded John Brown's rebellion

on

prior to the

in the life of the church. The Peterboro

was

slavery and

chose to settle

Civil War. Elizabeth

man

who

Stanton summered

Cady

congregation in the Mohawk

Hispanic, and Anglo

families all active
1857 and the

congregation was organized in

constmcted in 1858.

was

Living Waters Parish (Madison, BouckviUe, Oriskany Falls,

United Methodist

Peterboro

to Canada. Peterboro is the home of the

district with African American, Native American,

The

fifty

and the church has active members from at least

here. Pastor Fischer noted that Peterboro is the most diverse

facility

hamlet of about

unique history.

the descendents of those rescued from

in Peterboro rather than continue

current

a

Churches)

and Deansboro

and Pastors Norma Jean Fellows and

Raymond

Lighthall
Madison and BouckviUe have been
and Deansboro have been
into

point charges
the district

done

four church

superintendent.

This

for

nearly as long.

decades and

four

Falls

The combination of the two two-

parish was accomplished in
yoking of the

Oriskany

1999 under the direction of

congregations into

one

parish was

primarily for economic reasons.
Pastor

He is

a

yoked

yoked for many

Raymond Lighthall

currently working his

teacher and

a

membership

way

is 62 years old and

serves as a

part-time

through the course of study. Ray

is

a

local pastor.

retired school

long-term resident of the parish. Before entering pastoral ministry, Ray held

in

one

of the

parish churches,

and worked with the senior

high Sunday
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school class and

youth group.

ministry team that was

Pastor

Lighthall

was

part of the original Living Waters

formed in 1999.

Pastor Norma Jean Fellows is 63 and

a

fiill member and elder in the North Central

New York Annual Conference and has been imder fiill-time

Pastor Fellows is in her second

(which subsequently has
the

Colgate

Rochester

her second fiill-time
and Pastor

been

career.

sold)

Divinity

in

and

previously helped run the family dairy

taught in the public

School in

appointment.

Lighthall was

She

appointment since 2001.

Rochester,

schools. She is

New York.

Living

Fellows

was

assigned

as

graduate

of

Waters Parish is

Pastor Fellows is the lead pastor in the

place when Pastor

a

farm

appointment,

lead pastor in

2005.
Madison United Methodist Church.

The

village of Madison is

approximately forty-five miles
of about 5,500. The

situated

along US

southeast of the

congregation was founded

church. The current church facility

was

city

Route 20 in eastem Madison

of Syracuse. It has

in 1832 after

a

buift in 1840 and has

an area

County

population

split with the BouckviUe

undergone

little

change

since its constmction.
BouckviUe United Methodist Church.
The

Village of BouckviUe is two miles

population of BouckviUe
number increases to just
festival is the

single

is about 2,200, but when

over

most

west of Madison

a

on

US 20. The

five mile radius is

considered, this

nine thousand. The Madison/Bouckville annual

significant

antique

event of the year for these two communities. The

BouckviUe United Methodist Church celebrated its bicentennial in September 2006, just
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prior to

the onset of this

ministry intervention.

The current church

facility

was

constructed in 1853.

Oriskany

Falls United Methodist Church.

The
York. The

people.

village

village

The

and

village

decades. The

of Oriskany Falls is situated about twenty miles south of Utica, New

surrounding

area

have

of Oriskany Falls has

congregation was organized

a

seen

population of slightly over
little

or

seven

thousand

negative growth over the past few

in 1858; the current

facility was constructed

in

1872.
Deansboro United Methodist Church.

Northeast of Oriskany Falls
has

a

five-mile radius

population

congregation was organized by
Deansville),

on

this

NY 12B is the

of just

over

same

village of Deansboro.

Deansboro

eleven thousand. The Deansboro

circuit riders in 1803,

and the current church

has rebuilt its church

on

(when the

building was constructed

town was

in 1884. The

known

as

congregation

site three times.

Summary of Participants

Eight of the nine congregations
are

are

United Methodist churches

although all

nine

the parishes average ninety
part of the United Methodist appointment system. Two of

or more

in

worship, which places them in the top

Churches nationwide. The remaining

congregations have been
church facilities

in existence for

are over one

decline in AWA and ASSA

congregations

is 44.25.

seven

10 percent of all United Methodist

average fewer than

more

than 120 years.

hundred years old. All nine

over

the past

forty

fifty

in AWA. All nine

Except for Jordan,

congregations

have

seen

all nine

steady

years. The average AWA of the nine
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The five pastors in this

Except foT Pastor Fischer,
and

are

in their first

or

range of local church

group

can

be found

member, and

a

study

over

55 and

are

all second

all of the pastors have less than ten years

second fiill-time

pastoral options

an

all

are

elder,

an

elder

career

pastors.

pastoral experience

appointments. They represent nearly the fiill

in the United Methodist Church. In the mentor

(retired),

a

probationary elder,

an

associate

part-time local pastor.

The peer mentor. Rev. Robert J.

Norrix, is 51 years old and

an

elder and fiill

member of the North Central New York Annual Conference. He has served fiill-time for

twenty- five years. He is
has served the Christ

appointment.

Christ

Onondaga County.

graduate

of Boston

Community United

Community is

The

Church has grown from
years. Christ

a

seven

population in
thirty

Community

a

adults to

miles northwest of the

five-mile radius is
over

The

over

three hundred in

(1981).

He

city of Syracuse

fifty thousand.

The

Little Lakeland Methodist

Community was organized

congregation has

in

worship in the past nineteen

congregation of the

is the descendent

facility was constructed.

School of Theology

Methodist Church since 1988. It is his third

Protestant Church founded in 1884. Christ
current

University

made additions

in 1956 when the
or

major

renovations to its facility in 1961, 1981, 1995, and 2000.
Research

What evidence of an
and

following
Before

First,

none

the

1

improved revitalization trajectory is

observed

throughout

ministry intervention?

presenting

of the

Question

evidence of revitalization, two

congregations reported change

mission and ministry. This lack of reported

explanatory notes are

necessary.

in the percentage of congregants in

change happened because I failed to develop
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an

effective

data-gathering tool

information,
up,

no

were

not

were

prepared

on

developed to measure percentage

Because of this failure to

provided is
Health

where week-to-week charts

such charts

ministry.

for this information. Unlike the AWA and ASSA

scientifically

develop

a

as a

follow-

of congregation in mission and

reporting tool

reliable and will not be

the front end and

and process, the information

reported. Second,

the NCNY Church

Questionnaire produced many anecdotal examples of revitalization that will

cited in this

chapter but did not produce

any

be

statistically reliable data.

Jordan United Methodist Church

The

worship

congregation

in

long-term

York Conference

declined

by

attendance averages since 1966,
decline

(NCNY)

37.9 percent,

comparable

shown in Table 5, reveal

of the United Methodist Church. NCNY Annual Conference

(see Table

1 p.

4) while Jordan declined by

35 percent.

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

145

143

96

115

100

94

history

of the Jordan United Methodist Church's ASSA is

again reveals long-term

a

to the decline of the North Cenfral New

Table 5. Jordan United Methodist Church AWA

The

as

seen

in Table 6 and

decline.

Table 6. Jordan United Methodist Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

71

66

38

50

41

24
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The statistical results of the

ministry

intervention

can

be examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry measurements. Table
7 shows the AWA and ASSA

comparison

for the past five years and at the end of the

intervention.

ministry

Table 7. Jordan United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA
2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

109

113

93

93

93.1

91.2

ASSA

41

25

29

24

21.9

26.0

^Statistically signiflcant increase
#percent cliange for tlie 2005-2006

year

2006-07)

when

two-tailed

SD

40

1.90

33.460

.359

.721

-2

26

4.038

5.78

3.55

.002*

+18.7

Sig.

1

31

May 2007

September 2005 through

.721. The AWA showed

no

31

AWA decreased from 93.1 to 91.2. A

conducted to compare the AWA for the 2005-06

program year with the AWA for the 2006-07 program year. The two-tailed
was

change#

only

compared to program year

paired sample t-test was

T

September 2006 through

May 2006, (program year 2005-06) show that the

%

Mean

to 2006-2007 program years

Final statistics for the program year 1

(program

N

statistically significant difference

significance

for the two program

years.

The ASSA increased from 21.9 to 26. A two-tailed

conducted
was

.002

to compare the ASSA for the same program years.

indicating that this nearly

percent increase in the ASSA is

mentoring.

paired sample t-test was

The

trajectory

a

19 percent increase is

The two tailed

significance

statistically significant. The

significant change that may be the result of peer

of the AWA continues downward.

19
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Mexico United Metbtodist Churchi
The statistical

history

of the Mexico United Methodist Church

Table 8, which shows the AWA of the Mexico

congregation.

The

can

be

seen

in

congregation has been

in decline since the 1968 merger that formed the United Methodist Church and has been

declining

at

a

rate

slightly faster than the

conference AWA declined

by

annual conference

203

1985

130

Table 9 shows the

Sunday

whole. The annual

37.9 percent while Mexico declined

Table 8. Mexico United Methodist Church AWA

1966

as a

steady

by 43 percent.

History

1990

1995

2000

2005

no

96

113

115

decline of the Mexico United Methodist Church's

school.

Table 9. Mexico United Methodist Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

114

70

87

43

58

49

The statistical results of the

ministry intervention can be examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry
1 0 shows the AWA and ASSA

comparison.

measurements. Table
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Table 10. Mexico United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA
2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

113

137

124

115

107.4

ASSA

56

38

25

28

24.9

*Statisticany significant decrease
#percent change for the 2005-2006

Mean

SD

t

108.2

40

-.750

54.863

.086

.932

+.07

21.0

26

3.909

5.700

2.27

.046*

-18.6

to 2006-2007 program years

Sig.

change#

only

Final statistics for the program year 2006-07 when

compared to

the program year

2005-06 show that the AWA increased from 107.4 to 108.2. A two-tailed
t-test

%

N

paired sample

conducted to compare the AWA for 2005-06 program year with the AWA for

was

the 2006-07 program year. The two-tailed

significant increase

a

nearly

an

average of 24.9 to

19 percent decline. A two-tailed

an

average of 21

indicating that this nearly
a

ten- week span over the winter

Sunday school functioned
Peer

19 percent decrease is

mentoring

at

minimal

seems

to have

over

paired sample t-test was

The two-tailed
compare the ASSA for the relevant program year.

decline include

significant.

this

significance was

more

five

than

one

years).

storm

on

Easter

of 2007 where the

congregation and

one

its

capacity.
had minimal

Sunday

2007

impact

on

the statistical health of the
was

2007. For

produced an Easter attendance that was

hundred individuals less than the

This

.046

Critical factors in this

seriously mitigated by the negative impact of winter weather in February-April
a snow

same

conducted to

Mexico United Methodist Church; however, the modest increase in tiie AWA

example,

no

for the two program years.

The ASSA decreased from

time span,

.932. The AWA showed

significance was

previous year (and

reduction reduced the overall attendance by

any of the

over

two

previous

worshippers.
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This

reduction,

combmed with

a

nearly eight-week

stretch where the church

was

functioning at minimal strength seriously depressed the AWA for the 2006-2007 program
year. The decrease in the ASSA may be driven

Because of both
Mexico

group and

pastors'

leadership made

a

by

similar factors.

one-on-one

decision to pursue the

conversations

on

leadership, the

development of a new vision

and

mission statement for the church.
United in Faith Parish

The United in Faith
and

parish

consisted of three

congregations, Canastota, Perryville,

Peterboro, in eastem Madison County. These congregations

economic and

geographic

reasons.

The

parish was

Pastor Fischer's retirement. Peterboro and

the Canastota United Church is

subdivided in

Perryville

were

January

continue to be

currently functioning on

its

own

yoked together for
2007 with

yoked together while

with

a

part-time pastor.

Canastota United Church

The AWA
1 1 shows

a

history of the

precipitous

Canastota United Church is reflected in Table 12. Table

decline in AWA since the United

in the 1960s. This decline is at

a

rate of 78

Methodist/Presbyterian merger

percent since 1966, which is

more

the 37.9 percent decline of the AWA of the United Methodist Church in this

than double

region as a

whole.

Table 11. Canastota United Church AWA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

147

123

85

50

58

32
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Table 12 shows the

steady decline

and

near

demise of the Canastota United

Church's Sunday school.

Table 12. Canastota United Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

130

45

13

10

26

4

The statistical results of the

ministry intervention can be

examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry
13 shows the AWA and ASSA

measurements. Table

comparison.

Table 13. Canastota United Church AWA and ASSA
2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

64

55

49

46

32.8

ASSA

25

25

15

20

4

%

N

Mean

SD

t

38.6

38

-6.15

15.356

2.472

.018*

+18.7

4

26

.0

1.854

.000

1.00

0

Sig.

change#

increase

*StatisticaHy significant
#percent cliange for the 2005-2006

to 2006-2007 program years

only

Final statistics for the program year 2006-07 when

compared to the program

2005-06 show that the AWA increased from 32.8 to 38.6. A two-tailed paired
test

was

conducted

to compare

two-tailed significance

was

year

sample t-

the AWA for the program year 2005-06 to 2006-07. The

.018. The AWA revealed

a

statistically significant increase

for the two program years.
This increase in AWA may be due

to

several factors.

Early

in the

mentoring

conversations, Pastor Fischer reported that her appointment to the Canastota congregation
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was

"not

good

a

fit" for her

or

the church. In the Church Health

Questionnaire, the

Canastota congregation also noted that their relationship with Pastor Fischer

good

fit." One

possible explanation

following the change
this

pastoral change
The ASSA
Peer

of pastoral
it is this

as

figures

mentoring

United Church.

for the increase in

expressed

occasions

in the

remained the

same

Perryville

may be

as

much

a

resuh of

some

at four children.

impact on the AWA increase

Pastor Fischer ceased to

workshops

through telephone

a

ministry intervention.

serve

January 2007, the congregations lay leadership openly
ideas

"not

worship attendance, especially

leadership in January 2007,

may have had

Although

was

the Canastota

questions

and

congregation on

embraced many concepts and

and consulted with the peer mentor

and e-mail

in the Canastota

on

several

dialogue.

United Methodist Church

Table 14 shows the decline of the AWA of Perryville United Methodist church.
This 76.7 percent decline is

Methodist Church

Table 14.

as a

Perryville

over

double the 37.9 percent rate of decline of the United

whole for this

region.

United Methodist Church AWA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

73

60

46

37

25

17

Table 15 shows the demise of Perryville United Methodist Church's

school.

Sunday

1
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Table 15.

Perryville United

Methodist Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

60

42

34

12

0

0

The statistical results of the

ministry

intervention

can

be examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry
16 shows the AWA and ASSA

Table 16.

Perryville

measurements. Table

comparison for the Perryville United Methodist Church.

United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA

2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

36

29

22

17

14.2

ASSA

0

0

8

0

0

^Statistically significant
#percent change for the 2005-2006

%

N

Mean

SD

t

Sig.

21.4

21

-7.19

7.60

-4.3

.000*

+50.7

3

26

3.03

.915

-17

.000*

+300

change#

increase

to 2006-2007 program years

only

Final statistics for the program year 2006-07 when
2005-06 shows that the AWA of the
14.3 to 21 .4. A two-tailed

Perryville United

paired sample t-test was

compared to program year

Methodist Church increased from

conducted to compare the AWA for

the 2005-06 program year with the AWA for the 2006-07 program year. The two-tailed

significance was
program years.
for

a

small

.000. The AWA showed

struggling congregation this

Sunday school ministry.
same

statistically significant

Although an increase of seven people

The ASSA for the

in this

a

may

seen

increase represents

a

increase for the two

numerically insignificant,

major step

forward.

Perryville United Methodist Church represents a restart of the

The

span of time is

a

growth

of the ASSA from

zero

significant new beginning.

to three

regular participants
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At the first

each
was

workshop,

on

leadership, 1 presented demographic information on

congregation's ministry area and emphasized the percentage
under sixteen years of age. In Perryville, this information

discussed. One consequence of these conversations is that

intervention, Perryville has made

a

concerted effort to be

children. These efforts have produced
celebrated the

daughter.

baptism

This

woman

experience

In the

stewardship

their mothers

and her

for the

Sunday

are

the start of the

This increase is

a

course

receptive to

widely

of this

ministry

families with

notable resuhs. In the winter of 2007,

they

month old

ministry in many

daughter represent a major departure

our

time focused

school. Pastor Fischer
form the

school and

major change

excitement" in the

the

and

in age and

Perryville congregation.

beginning to

Sunday

over

population that

openly

is the first adult conversion in this

discipleship conversation,

and

was

twenty-nine year old woman and her three

twenty-nine-year-old

years. This young

Christian

of a

some

of the

can

be

for this

congregation.

core

on

the issue of

reported that half a dozen children

of a

seen

primarily

new

in the

Sunday

change

school. This effort led to

in ASSA from

congregation and has generated

A revitalization

and

trajectory may have

zero

to

three.

"much

been established

but will need to be evaluated in the future.
In the semi-structured interview

protocol,

the

excitement about the children's program, and about
that she is

"feeling hopeful

Perryville."

and

more

stewardship.

Pastor Fischer reported

positive about the possibilities of ministry in

The members of Perryville who

expressed excitement and enthusiasm

Perryville congregation reported

for

participated in the three workshops

new

attendance at all the scheduled workshops.

ministries.

Perryville had excellent
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Peer

mentoring has

Methodist Church. The
AWA and the

had

a

positive impact on the ministry of the Perryville United

impact of the ministry intervention can be

restarting

of the

reach out to the groups that

are

Sunday school. Perryville has

seen

also made

in the increase in
a

decision to

already utilizing the church facility.

Peterboro United Methodist Church

Table 17 reveals that Peterboro's AWA has been in decline for many years. The
decline of Peterboro's AWA is at 39.1 percent, which is
decline of the AWA of the United Methodist Church

only slightly higher than the

as a

whole in this

region at

37.9

percent.

Table 17. Peterboro United Methodist Church AWA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

69

45

46

61

50

42

Table 18 shows the

steady

Sunday school. According to

decline of the Peterboro United Methodist Church's

the 2006

records, Peterboro's Sunday school is inactive.

Table 18. Peterboro United Methodist Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

69

30

34

30

23

4

The statistical results of the

ministry intervention can

be examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry
19 shows the AWA and ASSA

comparison.

measurements.

Table
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Table 19. Peterboro United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA
2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

52

50

58

42

29.5

ASSA

16

20

14

12

4

%

N

Mean

SD

t

26

22

3.545

9.605

1.731

.098*

-13.4%

0^

0

0

0

0

1.00

0

Sig.

change#

*StatisticalIy significant decrease
#percent change for the 2005-2006 to 2006-2007 program years only
'^Sunday school was discontinued prior to the ministry intervention

Final statistics for the program year 2006-07 when

2005-06, show that the AWA for Peterboro decreased from 29.5
percent. A two-tailed paired sample

t-test

the program year

compared to
to

26,

a

decline of 13.4

conducted to compare the AWA for the

was

2005-06 program year with the AWA for 2006-07 program year. The two-tailed

significance
worship

was

.098. Peterboro

attendance

discontinued

experienced

a

significant decrease

during the ministry intervention.

prior to the ministry

The

accessible and to

develop

their five-year plan, Peterboro is
their

an

intentional

developing

a

a

need to make the

small group

a

plan to

In

and

institute "social

deepen relationships.

ministiy tiiat vdW begin with a single

this first cell adds members and subdivides

facility more

program of structured visitation to reach

days" to bring the congregation together informally to develop
a

was

evangehsm/discipleship strategy.

community more effectively. Peterboro has developed

Plans to establish

school at Peterboro

intervention.

Peterboro's Health Evaluation Checklist revealed

handicapped

Sunday

in the average

(metachurch approach)

cell and

are

in the

expand

as

early

conversation stage.

Although Peterboro

developed to
workshop

on

move

toward

1 November

showed
a

a

decline in both AWA and ASSA,

fresh start in children's ministries. In the

2006, demographics

were

plans are being

leadership

presented that showed

an

unreached
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population of children and youth within

a

United Methodist Church. The Peterboro
clean out

a

room was

elements
in the

large

added to the

congregation,

or

leadership

from the Peterboro

took this information and decided to

building that was primarily used

for storage. This

new

room.

Because of this

new

space and the energy it

families with young children have

begun to

produced
the

retum to

congregation.

Peer

ASSA,

driving distance

cleared, cleaned, and painted, and child and family fiimiture and other

were

Peterboro

in the church

room

short

mentoring

does not

seem

to have had any immediate

impact on the AWA,

percentage of the congregation and mission in ministry of the Peterboro

congregation.

Reevaluation of the

impact

of the intervention will be necessary in the

future.

Living

Waters Parish

Living

Waters Parish is made up of four United Methodist churches in eastem

Madison and southwestem Oneida Counties. These four
Jean

Fellows,

a

United Methodist elder, and

a

part-time

congregations

are

led

licensed local pastor,

by Norma

Raymond

Lighthall.
Living

Waters

parish identified two growth areas
recognized a need to
discipline

in

participated

focus

on

parish- wide

the power of prayer and to

in the life of the churches. This refocus

with prayer, and the formation of a

recognized need

was a

Church Health Assessment. The

from the Church Health

through the addition of a parish- wide

second

a

prayer

on

on

incorporate prayer as

prayer would be

a

regular

accomplished

chain, intentionally beginning all meetings

Tuesday evening

focus

Questionnaire. First, they

Bible

study and prayer meeting.

stewardship teaching

and

example.

This

The

parish-
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wide need would be addressed

stewardship events,

and

through increased information about stewardship,

parish-wide collaboration around the

issue of stewardship.

Madison United Methodist Church

Worship
congregation

in

attendance averages since 1966,

long-term decline.

as

shown in Table 20, indicate

This AWA decline of 47.5 percent is greater than the

37.9 percent decline of the United Methodist Church in the

Table 20. Madison United Methodist Church AWA

Sunday

region.

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

80

35

40

52

44

42

Table 21 shows the

rapid

a

decline of the Madison United Methodist Church's

school.

Table 21. Madison United Methodist Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

70

29

22

35

28

7

The statistical results of the

ministry intervention

can

be examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry
22 shows the AWA and ASSA

comparison.

measurements. Table
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Table 22. Madison United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA
2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

41

46

45

40

40.2

ASSA

10

10

6

10

7

#percent change

%

N

Mean

SD

t

Sig.

40.4

38

-.236

21.855

.067

.947

+.04

7

26

.0

1.963

.000

1.00

0

for the 2005-2006 to 2006-2007 program years

change#

only

Final statistics for the program year 2006-07 when

compared to

the program year

2005-06 show that the AWA for the Madison United Methodist Church increased from
40.2 to 40.4. A two-tailed

paired sample

t-test

was

conducted to compare the AWA for

the 2005-06 program year with the AWA for the 2006-07 program year. The two-tailed

significance was

.947. The AWA showed

years. The ASSA showed

attendance remains at
new

an

no

change

Peer

new

was

recruited. This

new

leadership

not seem to have

or

had

a

may

bring focus,

positive statistical impact on the

ASSA. The percentage of the

ministry remains unchanged. Nevertheless,

Pastor Fellows led to

"the

ministry intervention. Sunday school

children, however, in the 2007 calendar year;

Madison United Methodist Church's AWA

being

two program

direction.

mentoring does

in mission and

statistical difference for the

the

average of seven

Sunday school leadership

energy, and

over

no

champion

a new

understanding

of the vision."

Methodist Church is in process.

of the

one-on-one

importance

congregation

conversations with

of vision and of the pastor

Developing a new vision

for the Madison United
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BouckviUe United Methodist Church
Table 23 shows that the BouckviUe United Methodist Church's AWA has

steady decline since

1966. This decline of 45 percent since 1966 is greater than the 37.9

percent decline of the United Methodist Church in this

area.

Table 23, BouckviUe United Methodist Church AWA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

40

30

25

30

38

22

Table 24 shows the

Sunday

school.

seen

steady

According to

decline of the BouckviUe United Methodist Church's

the 2006

records, BouckviUe' s Sunday school ministry

remains inactive.

Table 24. BouckviUe United Methodist Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

36

15

11

4

20

0

The statistical results of the

ministry

intervention

can

be examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry
25 shows the AWA and ASSA

comparison.

measurements. Table
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Table 25. BouckviUe United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA
2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

33

35

35

25

23.5

ASSA

7

15

15

8

0

*Statistically significant increase
#percent change for the 2005-2006

%

N

Mean

SD

t

27.8

40

-4.35

22.38

-1.2

.227*

+18.3

0

0

0

0

0

1.00

0

to 2006-2007 program years

Sig.

change#

only

Final statistics for the program year 2006-07 v^hen

compared to

the program year

2005-06 show that the AWA for BouckviUe increased from 23.5 to 27.8. A two-tailed

paired sample t-test was

conducted to compare the AWA for the 2005-06 program year

with the AWA for the 2006-07 program year. The two-tailed
increase of four

worshippers

significant; however,

one

anniversary celebration
a

at

contributing factor to
BouckviUe in

host of former pastors. That

150 which had

a

over

possibility

the

or an

course

mentoring

this increase

was

is

statistically

the two hundredth

Sunday produced

the overall AWA. If this

an

attendance

one

Sunday

figure

of

is removed

ministry intervention, although conversations

Sunday school ministry

may have

congregation reported no change
mission and ministry.

ministry intervention

.227. This

September 2006 that featured Bishop Fisher and

celebration
on

was

overall increase of 1.1. Bouckville's Sunday school remained

of the

of restarting the

Peer

one

significant impact

the AWA falls to 24.6

inactive

the duration of the

over

significance

have

around the

begun.

impacted the AWA for BouckviUe. However, the
in the ASSA

or

the percentage of the

congregation in
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Oriskany

Falls United Metliodist Church

The

forty years

Oriskany
as can

Falls United Methodist Church has

been

seen

seen

its AWA shrink in the past

in Table 26. The AWA decline of 66.6 percent is greater

than the 37.9 percent decline of the AWA of the United Methodist Church for this

Table 26.

Oriskany Falls

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

105

50

45

55

59

35

Sunday

steady

decline of the

school. Of the four

Falls has the strongest

Table 27.

History

1966

Table 27 shows the
church's

United Methodist Church AWA

Sunday

Oriskany Falls

Oriskany

congregations

in the

Falls United Methodist

Living Waters Parish, Oriskany

school.

United Methodist Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

82

48

52

75

45

25

The statistical results of the

ministry

intervention

can

be examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and mmistry
28 shows the AWA and ASSA

region.

comparison.

measurements. Table
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Table 28:

Falls United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA

Oriskany

2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

68

45

45

32

35.4

ASSA

51

25

25

35

25

*Statistically significant decrease
'^statistically significant increase
#percent change for the 2005-2006

%

N

Mean

SD

t

24.9

38

10.42

2.48

4.19

.000*

-42.2

27

22

-2.09

3.23

-2.1

.058^

+8

to 2006-2007 program years

Sig.

change#

only

Final statistics for the program year 2006-07 when

compared to

program year

2005-06 show that the AWA of Oriskany Falls United Methodist Church decreased from
35.4 in 2005-06 to 24.9 in 2006-07. This 42.2 percent decrease represents
ten

worshippers

over

trend. A two-tailed

the duration of the

Ministry

a

loss of over

Intervention and continues

paired sample t-test was conducted to

a

downward

compare the AWA for the

2005-06 program year with the AWA for the 2006-07 program year the two-tailed

significance was

.000. This 42.2 percent decrease is

The ASSA showed

an

statistically significant.

increase of 25 to 27 from program year 2005-06 to

program year 2006-07. A two-tailed

paired sample t-test was

ASSA for the relevant program years. The two-tailed

percent increase is

a

statistically significant change

United Methodist church. Further research

significant decrease

in AWA while

Peer-mentoring

has not had

a

significance

a

was

.046. This 8

Oriskany

Falls

congregation can

have

in the ASSA of the

might reveal

experiencing

conducted to compare the

how

a

significant increase

a

in ASSA.

positive impact on the AWA of the Oriskany

Falls

United Methodist Church. In fact, the AWA decreased significantly during the ministry
intervention. A

upward trend

significant

increase in the ASSA

in ASSA and

was

experienced.

significant downward trend in AWA

This

significant

is unusual in this

study
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and may be attributable to

Living
other

Waters Parish.

Living

Waters'

Oriskany

Falls

having the strongest Sunday

Among the possible contributing factors

congregations to participating

in the

school in the

may be children from the

Sunday

School at

Oriskany

Falls.
Deansboro United Methodist Church
Table 29 shows the declme of AWA for the Deansboro United Methodist Church

since 1966. This decline of 47.3 percent is

nearly

decline of the United Methodist Church in this

10 percent greater than the 37.9 percent

region.

Table 29. Deansboro United Methodist Church AWA
1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

38

0*

22

15

25

20

*No official record of worship attendance

Table 30 shows the

Church's

History

steady

was

kept

for this year.

decline and demise of the Deansboro United Methodist

Sunday school.

Table 30. Deansboro United Methodist Church ASSA

History

1966

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

31

15

22

14

15

0

The statistical results of the

ministry intervention

can

be examined in the AWA,

ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry
31 shows the AWA and ASSA

comparison.

measurements. Table
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Table 31. Deansboro United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA
2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

AWA

25

26

22

20

24.6

ASSA

14

10

9

9

0

*Statistically significant decrease
#percent change for the 2005-2006 to

%

N

Mean

SD

t

19.8

38

4.763

12.215

2.404

.021*

-24.2

0

0

0

0

0

1.00

0

2006-2007 program years

Sig.

change#

only

Final statistics for the program year 2006-07 when

compared to the program year

2005-06 show that the AWA for Deansboro United Methodist Church decreased from
24.6 to 19.8. A two-tailed

paired sample t-test was

conducted to compare the AWA for

the 2005-06 program year with the AWA for the 2006-07 program year. The two-tailed
.021. This 24.2 percent decrease represents

significance

was

decline

the duration of this

over

Deansboro and there
Peer

mentoring

Church. This
no

to

current

has not had

a

children's

intervention. No

plans to
a

congregation has been

longer provides

continuing

are no

ministry

a

a

a

congregation that

congregation that

is

decline.

Table 32 shows

(I),

the Deansboro United Methodist

and appears to be

Sunday school

exists in

ministry.

in decline for many years. It is

Summary of Findings

increase

statistically significant

Sunday school

restart this vital

positive impact on

a

a

significant

on

surnmary of the nine

decrease

(D),

or no

Research

Question

1

congregations and whether a significant

statistically significant change (NC)

in the

AWA, ASSA, and percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry occurred

during the minisfry intervention.
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Table 32.

Summary

Jordan
AWA

of Research

1

Canas

P'ville

P'boro

Madison

B'ville

OFs

D'boro

NC

I

I

D

NC

I

D

D

Mexico

NC

Question

ASSA

I

D

NC

I

NC*

NC

NC*

I

NC*

% Inv

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

*No active

Sunday

school in these

Three of the
showed

congregations.

participating congregations, Canastota, Perryville,

statistically significant increases

in AWA. Two

and BouckviUe,

congregations, Peterboro,

and

Deansboro, showed significant decreases in the AWA. Three congregations, Jordan,
Mexico, and Madison, showed

significant

no

increases in ASSA: Jordan,
Canastota and

congregations,

ASSA),

congregations

make

Several

reported

an

and two

showed

areas

statistically significant

as a

or

are

and, in

Oriskany Falls.

Two

Deansboro.

statistically measurable categories (AWA and

decline.

significant growth.

Four of the

Eight of the eighteen quadrants

of the

eighteen

showed

no

eighteen

showed

change.

congregations reported positive, though not statistically significant,

result of their

participation in this ministry intervention.

adult conversion and

baptism;

of this ministry intervention; another has
others

and

showed

eighteen statistically measurable quadrants. One-third (six)

possible measurable

impacts

Perryville,

congregations

Madison, showed no change in ASSA. No active Sunday

school exists in Peterboro, BouckviUe,
Nine

in AWA. Three

change

exploring better ways to

at least two cases,

another created child

begun

reach out

to

utilize their facilities.

a more

One

friendly

congregation

space

as a

result

in-depth visioning process; and,

the wider

community that is around them
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Control

AWA and ASSA statistics

Church in
These

Syracuse

parishes

were

collected for the James Street United Methodist

were

and the Mannsville United Methodist Church in Jefferson

initially

considered for this

project but were rejected

for various

Table 33 shows that the James Street United Methodist Church in

reasons.

declined in both AWA and ASSA

over

the

course

County.

Syracuse

of the intervention.

Table 33. James Street United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA
2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

100

99

82

73

68.6

62.3

39

5.74

5.676

1.012

.318*

-2

34

33

26

15

12

6.3

39

5.84

.52

11.15

.000*

-47.5

AWA
ASSA

#percent change for the 2005-06 to
*statistically significant decrease

N

2006-07 program years

Mean

SD

t

Sig

declined

slightly

ministry

in AWA but showed

a

change#

only

Table 34 shows that the Maimsville United Methodist Church in

the

%

2000-

substantial increase in ASSA

Oswego County

over

the

course

of

intervention.

Table 34. Mannsville United Methodist Church AWA and ASSA

AWA
ASSA

2000-

2001-

2003-

2004-

2005-

2006-

2001

2002

2004

2005

2006

2007

31

39

58

55

52.39

52.89

38

-.50

46.52

18

43

31

39.1

47.5

30

-8.43

10.3

30

#percent change for the 2005-06 to
*statistically significant increase

N

2006-07 program years

Mean

only

SD

t

-.06
-4.4

Sig.

%

change#

.948

.5

.000*

+21.4
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The James Street United Methodist Church showed decline in both AWA and
ASSA for the

showed
Pastor

a

designated program years.

modest decline in

Mary Drake, who

commitment to

The Mannsville United Methodist Church

worship attendance but a significant mcrease

serves

the Mannsville congregation, has shown

in ASSA.

a

deep

ministry with children and youth.

The overall trend of United Methodist churches in Central New York State is

continued decline. The AWA of James Street shows
Mannsville shows

marginal

steady decline,

and the AWA of

short-term decline in the wake of recent

Mexico, Canastota, Madison, and BouckviUe showed

an

growth. Perryville,

increase in AWA while Jordan,

Peterboro, Oriskany Falls, and Deansboro decline in AWA. The increase in
go

against the

overall downward trend in AWA of United Methodist

the Central New York

AWA would

congregations

across

area.

The ASSA of James Street continues dovmward while the ASSA of Mannsville is

on an

the

upward trend.

When the control is

ministry intervention,

downward trend in ASSA

some

of the

compared

to

the

congregations participating

participating congregations

by moving upward

went

against the

an

increase while the other, James

show

an

increase in

a

decrease. Jordan and

while Mexico and
Whereas

Oriskany

one

Falls show

in four measurable

significant positive change
(33 percent) participating

positive change.

Perryville

a

Sunday

decrease. The others had

school

no

Street,

participation

change.

quadrants (25 percent) showed statistically

in the control churches, six of eighteen of the

in the

overall

while rest continued the overall downward

trend. One control church, Maimsville, shows
shows

in

ministry intervention

showed

congregations

statistically significant
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Research Question 2
What components of peer

mentoring

seem

to be associated with revitalization?

Jordan United Methodist Church
The

fimctions
one

a

as a

of her

change agent in the

and the homes of the
life of any

ministry makes
community.

of her

leadership

church system. Pastor

she

and how the leader

Magnuson views pastoral

enjoys

most is visitation. She

elderly. Although this type

of ministry is

an

the

it difficult to establish

In the first

one-on-one

new

contacts and

conversation

build

bridges

spends

hospital,

of

to the wider

regarding leadership.

reorganize her work time to

care as

essential part of the

congregation, expending significant time performing this type

Pastor

cormect more

Magnuson

with those who

outside the church.
In the first

a

on

day-to-day work time visiting in nursing homes,

and I discussed how she could

are

focused

primary gifts. The aspect of ministry

significant amount

caring

coaching time

one-on-one

workshop

significant population

driving distance
conversation

on

leadership, demographic

data

of children in the immediate Jordan

was

area

presented that

and within

showed

short

a

of the Jordan United Methodist Church. This information and

were

utilized

by the Sunday school leadership

of the church and

was one

component in the increase in Jordan's ASSA.
In the semi-structured interview

protocol

that served

as

the

follow-up

to

these

sessions. Rev. Magnuson reported that she perceived changes within herself after the
small group discussion

on

October 2006. She said, "I

leadership
now

have

visioning." She reported that due

to

and the

one-on-one

coaching

deeper understanding

an

extra

session held in

of how to lead and to not fear

coaching session with the

Jordan Staff
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Parish

Relationship Committee (SPRC),

"congregation is beginning to
into the

community."

application
in the

use

She

the

ministry

Community lay leadership to

At Jordan the

understanding

one-on-one

for

impetus

fimctioning better and the

possible

as a

outreach

gain and hear the

The

pragmatism was

pragmatic.

lead the various

workshop, especially

opportunities

way to

seen

workshops.

component of peer-mentoring led

of visioning while the

information and

as

intervention

of new ideas and found the process very

of Christ

now

all church activities

see

saw

the SPRC is

to a

deeper

leadership, provided

on

strengthening the Sunday school.

Mexico United Methodist Church

Although

Mexico

experienced no significant increase

declined, peer-mentoring conversations that focused
church

facility,

The church

which fimctions

building

community-related

programs. Pastor Bill

community activities

little

out to

these

community

At the

community center,
and

were

a

noted

as

helpfiil.

number of other

boasted, "Everyone in town has

a

key to

our

and coimection exists between the wider

building,

one-on-one

the utilization of the Mexico

scouting troops,

intermingling

that utilize the

building.

and I discussed at

active

houses dance groups,

building." Nonetheless,

resides in the

as an

on

in the AWA and the ASSA

and the life of the faith

community that

discussion held in December 2006, Pastor Bill

length how the church could more effectively present itself and reach

community

explored some options

groups. We

on

how to

integrate these

groups into the life of the church.

In the first group

meeting,

the pastors discussed Maxwell's

Leader within You. In this book, the

discussed. This aspect of leadership

importance

was

of the leader

also discussed in the

Developing the

being the bearer of vision
one-on-one

session with

is
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Pastor Palmer in

church has

a

our

November

originate the

champion of the vision

for the

Out of this conversation

Palmer and the Mexico

options

of how to

Due to the

was

presented.

on

and

leader in the

develop vision, mission,

vision for the

organization,

and purpose.

but the leader must

organization.

leadership

came a

commitment

on

behalf of Pastor

leadership to pursue the development of a new vision and mission

statement for the church. Our

several

explored how the primary

responsibility to present, promote,

The leader does not have to
be the

We

meeting.

impact

leadership

begin

conversation concluded with

and continue

effective

an

of winter in Mexico,

a

visioning

leadership

Three hundred inches of snow fell in

a

and

an

examination of

process.

mentoring opportunity

five-week

period.

The Mexico

United Methodist Church roof began to buckle. Because of his involvement in the peer-

mentoring

program. Pastor Palmer called

on

15

February

2007 to

explore options.

suggested that this near disaster could present a significant leadership opportunity.
leadership approaches

of these

great opening

through the
Church

to

near

across

help

the

were

explored.

leadership of the

disaster. One solution

the street. The two

days that followed,

and get several teams of workers
snow,

and the

damage.

church

was a

not

develop

did

common

crisis could be

ground

merger with the

as

a

they work

Presbyterian

worship together for the

congregation was

two

able to shore up their roof

the roof to shovel off the accumulated

building was preserved.

Some

pursued merger discussion.

the Mexico
on

suggested that this

possible

congregations

Sundays following the crisis but have
In the

I also

I

weight of the

Insurance covered the cost of repairing the

Pastor Palmer and 1 have discussed the

possibility of using the

available
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insurance
scale

resources

and

significant resources from the congregation to

make

some

larger

changes and upgrades on the building.
Because of the

negative impact of winter in Mexico 2007,

Pastor Palmer believes

that, although the leadership of the congregation entered this ministry intervention with
energy and

On the

anticipation, by the end

positive side.

of the intervention

Pastor Palmer felt

encouraged

and noted in the semi-structured interview

in his work

protocol that "we

Palmer said he leamed that he "needs to be

more

visioning." Although the Mexico leadership
the benefit of this process, the group

they had

sessions and the

came

from

one-on-one

has found

definitely lost

impact

will

pastoral
include

come

its

more

pastoral

not in this alone." Pastor

some new

passion

from exposure to the

new resource

workshops.

team-building time.

Bill

intervention

leadership

ideas and

and

they

can see

in the snowfall.

congregation

due to this

leamed in the group

reported that the congregation "felt

ministry intervention,"

group and in the three

are

applying the leadership principles

conversations. He

affirmed to be included in the

through this

intentional in his

Pastor Bill noted better communication within the

intervention, which

"lost focus and interest."

and he believes that
materials that

were

suggested that future

This extra time would have

a

one

long-term

presented to the

interventions

positive

effect

on

the

group itself

The

one-on-one

mentoring was the most effective aspect of peer-mentoring for

Pastor Palmer and the Mexico United Methodist Church. Because of the distractions and

difficulties mentioned above, Mexico's
Pastor Palmer

was

unable to attend

one

participation in the workshops was minimal,
of the group sessions.

and
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Canastota United Church
On 1

retirement
Church.

January 2007

was

that she

no

Pastor Martha Fischer retired. The consequence of this

longer had pastoral responsibility for the

Although members

workshop

on

worship

pastoral follow-up
pastoral leadership
I did make

or

and

of the Canastota United Church hosted the 6

January

myself available to

consequence of this

workshops.

process for

The

the SHAPE

three

with the

was

some

key lay

leadership

presented

design

of the

congregation's

at the

on

was

particularly

workshop
at the

congregation

had excellent attendance at these

on

worship

ministry

on

leadership, worship,

were a

one

follow-up to

a

a

the

planning

potential

workshop on discipleship.

intervention

and

as

and

the Canastota United Church

workshops

of the Canastota church

no

lack of

interested in

was

to

and

was

focus

pastoral leadership. Work with lay leadership was
offered

April 2007,

several e-mails and had

leaders of the

workshop presented

workshops that were

leadership

due to the

21

on

of the Canastota United Church. One

leadership

impact of peer-mentoring

minimized because the

working

possible

January 2007

2007. In response to this lack of pastoral involvement,

The Canastota

worship that

follow-up to

the

were

discipleship workshop

availability was that I did receive

telephone conversation with
final two

in the

participated

conversations

after 1

Canastota United

seriously

primarily

on

concentrated in the

discipleship.

Canastota

follow-up conversations with the lay

direct result of their participation in these

events.

Perryville United Methodist
The

first

Church

demographic information provided to the congregations' leadership

workshop

on

leadership on

1 November 2006 in Jordan

was

utilized in

at the

Perryville

to
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reexamine their
to

a

ministry with and for children

restart of the

workshop

on

and their families. This reexamination led

church's Sunday school. This information

discipleship held in Mexico

in

April

was

2007.

Like Mexico, the Perryville United Methodist Church

community
The

resource.

one-on-one

The church is the

mentoring

only public building

conversation about

discussion of how the church could make
groups that

outreach

are

was

not

In

events and

a

significant

in the hamlet of Perryville.

held in November 2006 led to
to connect

with the

outside groups

primary

life of the

outreach

as

outreach with the church

keeping

congregation.

potential
space

a

community. Strategies

higher profile

We also discussed

groups to

a

at

public

process for

effect of the

by the laity."

"wished for

"geographical

mentoring conversations "be
lines for fiiture

for these

and

participate

in the

developing a new

ministry intervention.

Pastor Fischer noted

positive reinforcement on stewardship at the discipleship workshop

difficult due to

community

Perryville.

assessing the overall

peer-mentoring plans

a

ministry. Unfortunately, they had

directly inviting these community

"result in better support

was

their

integrate the

vision and purpose for

that the

as

connections included Pastor Fischer

worshipping

greater effort

is

facility

difficult, because the congregation already views making

done little work to

community

leadership

currently using the facility. Seeing these

available to outside groups

deeper

a

reinforced at the third

more

making suggestions

interaction among

participants."

and district concems." She

set up

participants to

Pastor Fischer in

more

encourage

in

April

will

for future

This interaction

suggested that these peer-

specifically along regional
relationship development

lines and district

and

ongoing
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discussion." She believed
had "been where

we

a

highlight of the

are, not

some

entire process

in the first

discussion with Pastor Fischer related to

community that utilizes its facility,
all

played

a

role in

establishing

a

a

presenter who

'expert' expounding wisdom."

Portions of all three aspects of peer-mentoring had

availability of children presented

having

was

workshop

on

connecting the

and Pastor Fischer's

revitalization

an

impact

on

Perryville.

The

leadership, the one-on-one
conmiunity

to the Avider

participation in the

small group

church

trajectory in Perryville.

Peterboro United Methodist Church
At the

were

workshop

presented that

on

showed

leadership, held
a

1 November 2006 at

large population of children in the neighborhood of the

Peterboro United Methodist Church. At this
of the Christ
utilizes

paid staff in the nursery

and child
converted

sitting

United Methodist

Community

friendly.
an

older

and makes

same

workshop,

Church, reported that Christ Community
sure

that the church nursery is

bright, clean,

Armed with this information, members of the Peterboro
room

used for storage into

one-on-one

a

freshly painted, freshly

congregation

furnished

discussion of worship, held with Pastor Fischer in

2007, the question of music style in worship

congregation

in

worship

more

was

fiilly. Musically,

discussed

the

way to encourage

deeper and

new

invite his entire combo to lead

participation

as

well

congregation

country/western pianist with jazz leanings and training.

pianist

Ellen Yeomans, SPRC chair

family

room.

In the

one

Jordan, demographics

in

I

as

worship

worship on occasion.

how to engage the

is led

suggested to

February

by

a

Pastor Fischer that

would be to have this

I also

suggested that having

a
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good voice leading the singing (Pastor Fischer claims to

musician)

could enhance

Pastor Fischer

be

a

music lover rather than

a

congregational singing.

reported that

at

the conclusion of this

ministry intervention,

some

excitement about the fiiture existed but with little cohesion in Peterboro. In the semistructured interview

being

invited to be

protocol,

she also

reported that the congregation was "encouraged by

part of this project,

a

it gave them

as

a

deeper

sense

that

they

are

not

alone."
Peterboro has not

intervention. AWA

was

statistically benefited

down; ASSA

Nonetheless, information presented

availability of children,
regarding

children's

This decision led to

Living

workshop

on

ministry

leadership regarding the

presented at the discipleship workshop

led to the decision to become

reclaiming of child-friendly

more

child focused.

space that could have

long-term

Waters Parish

was

focused

on

peer-mentoring conversation on leadership,

the teamwork and

fimctioning of Pastors

parish arrangement and in the time

pastoral leadership exist.

One of these situations is that

responsibilities by preaching in two
next

in this

for Peterboro.

Some difficulties in the

the

participation

unchanged (and not yet restarted).

and the information

some

The one-on-two

2006,

at the

ministry directly

positive implications

was

from their

churches each

Sunday. This arrangement has created

continuity was perceived
increase

as

problematic,

continuity and effectiveness.

some

so we

Sunday,

held in November

Fellows and

scheduled and

Lighthall.

assigned for

they share the preaching
and then the other two the

difficulties with

continuity. This lack of

discussed ways to rework this schedule to
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The

leadership

management issues

as

conversation with Pastors Fellows and

they related

congregations

in the

congregations

to share the

hiring

or

need for

as

clarity

as

training "caregivers"

pastoral caregiving load.
to

coordinating

congregations
on

was

how to

its individual

mentoring

begin to develop clarity

parish as well

on

ministry.

as

The

the four

conversation several

strategies

of vision and purpose for the

one-on-one

mentoring time to explore parish

regarding leadership, worship and disciple-making ministries.
explorations

strategies

parish

congregations.

Pastor Fellows utilized the

these

on

from within each of the

secretarial support for the

provide

discussed. In the

also focused

life in the four

We also discussed

around the vision and purpose of the overall

considered

well

We discussed

parish.

finding competent volunteers

individual
were

to time and energy in

Lighthall

remains to be

The

issues

long-term impact of

seen.

Madison United Methodist Church
In the first

workshop

on

leadership

presented regarding the importance
in the

ministry

area.

leadership to step

held in

of children's

early November 2006,

ministry

and the

The Madison United Methodist Church has

forward wdth

plans to

restart the

information

availability

of children

encouraged new

Sunday school.

This theme

was

reinforced by Christ Community's children's ministry coordinator, Rachel Rush

workshop

on

discipleship held in

been in the discussion stage

Mexico in

one-on-one

understanding

about the

2007. These

Sunday

school

prior to the ministry intervention but began to

following reinforcement and encouragement
The

April

from the first

leadership conversations

was

at the

plans had

move

forward

workshop.

with Pastor Fellows led to

a new

importance of vision and the pastor being the "champion

of the
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vision." Pastor Fellows noted that she "never realized that she needed to be clear about
the vision." She also

reported parish needs

a

clearer vision and purpose

specific vision for each of the congregations." Developing

as

well

as

"a

vision for Madison is in

a new

process.

Madison has not

statistically

benefited from

participation in this ministry

intervention. Conversations with Pastors Fellows and

presented

in the

workshops

may have

Lighthall

and information and ideas

long-term impact.

BouckviUe United Methodist Church

The BouckviUe
Even

though

congregation celebrated its bicentennial anniversary

BouckviUe does not have

an

active

Sunday school,

the local

high

with six hundred students is less than two miles away. Children exist in the
area, but this

congregation has

done little to reach out in

their families. Because of peer mentor conversations

and

youth in the

area,

new

dialogue

has

ministry to

regarding

in 2006.

school

surrounding

these children

or

the number of children

begun with regards to restarting

the

Sunday

school.

BouckviUe has

plaiming

expressed eagemess

in

being part

group that could mix and match creative energy

of a

parish- wide worship

across

the

BouckviUe United Methodist Church could benefit from increased

antique

show and fair events

worship,

we

throughout the

summer.

In the

parish

lines. The

visibility

one-on-one

around

session

regarding

discussed strategies for increased visibility and oufreach during these high

traffic times.

BouckviUe does

mentoring process.

not seem to have

benefited from any

one

aspect of the peer-
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Fails United Methodist Church

Oriskany

In both the

conversation

discussion

one-on-one

regarding worship,

Falls' Church

building

accessibility might be

was

regarding leadership

the lack of handicapped

discussed. Pastor Fellows and I

and follow

through

on a

overall

impact of the Sunday school

significant.
I

strong Sunday school is

In the

explored how to

one-on-one

involve

a

the rest of the

discussion

more

of the

on

Oriskany

leadership

lack of

necessary to

of the four members of the

ministry

discipleship.

community

in the

explored how this

key sign of the health of the

on

one-on-one

building project.

Oriskany Falls has the strongest Sunday school
a

accessibility

corrected. We also discussed the critical

imagine, design, promote,

Generally,

and the

ministry.

The

does not appear to be

Pastors

and the

overall

parish.

Fellows, Lighthall, and

congregation

in the

Sunday

school, and more of the Sunday school in the worshipping community.
Deansboro United Methodist Church
A

it would

comprehensive

vision for the

parish

and for the individual

greatiy help define the ministry at Deansboro. Although Deansboro

affluent of the four

congregations,

it has

and has been at

or near

the

same

within

is the most

always been the smallest of the congregations,

and its ministry may be the most tenuous. Deansboro is
season

congregations

a

congregation that closed for a

AWA for four decades.

Summary of Research Question 2

Aspects of all three elements proved effective for the pastors and congregations

participating in the ministry intervention.
and

a

forum to discuss

gatherings

as a means

The

leadership, worship,

pastors' only gatherings provided support

and

discipleship.

of support and encouragement and

a

The pastors identified these

way to

explore new resources
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and ideas. Intentional team

future mutual support
The

also

provided

a

recommended

forum to discuss

and

a

forum to

used in Jordan

forum for

leadership

explore more deeply the

and

Mexico).

and to reinforce and
Because of the

additional contact

The

one-on-ones

explore application of
ministry intervention,

(the peer mentor)

to

explore leadership,

discipleship options within their congregations. Leadership

regarding vision, mission,
were

provided

pastors-only gatherings.
an

peer-mentoring

by participants.

leadership (Jordan, Living Waters,

participating pastors had

worship,

and utilization of the

conversations

leamed in the

principles
the

one-on-one

of visionary

question

was

building

decisions

and purpose and the consultative abilities of the peer mentor
Mexico

(their PPRC),

(their facilities crisis),

and

Living Waters

(vision casting).
The

participating churches
Information

allowed broader

workshops

to expose them to some different ways of

regarding the presence

churches led

to

participation by the members of the

action and

of children in the

activity regarding Sunday

nine

seeing and being

ministry areas

of the

church.

participating

school and other child-related

ministry.
Summary of Major Findings
The
1

Of the

.

significant
were seen

increases

ministry intervention produced

major findings.

eighteen statistically measurable quadrants of the ministry intervention,

increases

in four.

or

five

were seen

in

six; neutral results

were seen

Perryville, BouckviUe, Canastota, Jordan,

neutral results in these

increase in ASSA but

a

significant

in

eight; and, decreases

and Madison showed

quadrants. Oriskany Falls showed a significant
decrease in AWA. Mexico showed neutral

or

only
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declining
percent

indicators. Peterboro and Deansboro showed

success

factor

greater than the 25 percent

was

only declining

success

factors. This 33

factor in the control

churches.
2. Peer

mentoring that utilized

a

pastors'

group forum

provided

place

a

for

encouragement and support for pastors attempting congregational transformation.
3. The

application of principles
reinforcement
4. The

were

sessions reinforced and allowed for

mentoring

one-on-one

leamed in the

group sessions. The

pastors'

in children's ministries and

workshops were

effective in

specific

primary

areas

of this

visionary leadership.

providing

data to the

laity

as

well

the

as

pastors. Some information regarding the availability of children around the participating

congregations
The

led to

workshops
5. The

also

some

increase in ASSA and the

provided helpfiil

emphasis

on

Sunday school

role in the likelihood of establishing

made

changes

to

Chapter 4

become
has

information

more

child

a

revitalization

chapter examined the AWA, ASSA,

established

result of the

whether

a

of the

see

was

of peer-mentoring, group sessions,

see

a

major

congregations that
positive change.

ministry intervention.

if a revitalization

established.

one-on-one

trajectory

This

was

field researcher's joumal,

and anecdotal information

revitalization trajectory

most effective in

impact

ministry intervention. My

protocol,

Those

played

and percentage of congregation in mission and in

and after the intervention to

stmctured interview

trajectory.

friendly were more likely to

ministry before
as a

schools.

stewardship.

and children's ministries has

describe the

attempted to

on

restarting of some Sunday

provided

Chapter 4

meetings

establishing a revitalization trajectory.

or

also

large

fiirther

semi-

insight into

explored

group

a

which aspects

workshops were
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Chapter

study

5 discusses the

major findings,

further

and makes recommendations for fiiture research.

explore^ t|^e limitations of this
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Major Findings
In

Chapter 2 the process

process of revitalization

hinges

of movements
on

whether

or

becoming institutions was

not

an

I have

argued the

a new

direction. The thesis of this dissertation is that

extreme

revitalization that utilizes
three critical

areas

difficulty of moving

a

mentor who is

of leadership,

become restored to life. The
that

incorporated small

breakthroughs
ministry

were

worship,

ministry

and

intervention will take

as

a

intervention

was

large

a

movement.

become ossified in

in revitalization and focuses

discipleship

time to be

become

peer-mentoring approach to

could

designed

on

help dying churches

as a

crucible

group interaction.

reported in Chapter 4,

more

can

congregation that has

experienced

group, one-on-one, and

experienced,

a

institution

discussed. The

experience

Although

several

the overall results of this

fully revealed.

In the short duration of this

ministry intervention the begirmings of a revitalization trajectory

in

some

of the

participating congregations was established.
1. Peer

some

of the

mentoring was

participating congregations.

ministry and mission

quadrants
increases

of the

effective in

is not

were seen

in one-third
decreases

provides

trajectory

in

congregation in

statistically rehable, eighteen statistically measurable

(six)

of the

were seen

G. Hunter's discussion of the

churches

revitalization

Because the percentage of the

of the ministry intervention remained

quadrants; and,

apostolic

establishiing a

some

(see

Table 32, p.

quadrants;

98). Significant

neutral resuhs

were seen

in

eight

in four.

goals of traditional

insight here.

churches

versus

In the traditional mainline

what he calls

church, the goal
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appears to be

body.

The

finding members

goal

see

expectations

growth because

culture has to

are more

These

some

change

and

of the

change

or

can

be the

the entire
cause

Pastors who have been trained in the

friction and discomfort

changes

often

seldom

congregational

of significant

therapeutic model

causes

in

an

of

organization

inclined to alleviate the discomfort than continue toward transformation.
at the onset of this

participating congregations

therapeutic

model of ministry.

participating congregations

for those who

fiilly

change quickly and

growth to happen,

all traditional churches with traditional

trained in the

existing congregational

Congregations that have had these lower,

changing expectations

congregations.

The nine
were

into the

of their members and friends do not

ministry often react to the
and

Christ.

in order for

change.

friction within

assimilating them

of apostolic churches is the transformation of individuals into

fiinctioning disciples of Jesus
institutional

and

are

a

positive step
Those

a

intervention

participating pastors

revitalization

forward and

an

were

all

trajectory in
encouragement

congregations that

showed

no

factors may still be stuck in their traditional mode of operation.

The purpose of the

20). Congregations

The five

Establishing

providing pastoral leadership.

declining

making disciples

is

goals.

ministry

church, biblically, is

that have settled for

are

a

goal

to go and

make

that is less than

institutional/traditional organizations that

disciples (Matt.

or

28:19-

something other than

are

less

likely to

become

revitalized.
One other

some

of the

possible factor

in revitalization

trajectories not being established in

participating congregations could be the

selection process to determine the

participating congregations and pastors. Although some
those

being mentored in this ministry intervention

were

self-selection

encouraged

or

was

encouraged,

assigned because
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the North Central New York United Methodist Church cabinet
to grow. Peer

person

mentoring

is most effective in

a

perceived they had

a

need

collegial relationship that is sought by the

being mentored (Melander 30).
2. Peer

mentoring that

utilized

a

group forum

provided

a

for

place

encouragement and support for pastors attempting congregational transformation.
The resurgence in the American church of small group

congregations

and pastors to believe that

format. As John
Lord's Sermon

on

the Mount"

296).

approach when he organizes his
ministry

is also the

example

Jesus

is

early

led many

practiced

in

a

small group

essentially a social religion" ("Upon

gives an excellent example

followers into

of the

is best

discipleship

Wesley taught, "Christianity

ministry has

a

Our

of this small group

small group of twelve. Small group

Christian movement that met from house to

house for prayer, support, and encouragement. The utilization of a small group, the five

pastors meeting with the peer mentor,

leaming

into the

ministry

was an

attempt

to

incorporate this

intervention. More extended contact

intentional group building

by the peer mentor could have

as a

small group

group and

more

enhanced this aspect of the

intervention.
Some of the

participating pastors reported in the

Protocol that the small group format

was

helpfiil.

transforming an ossified congregation to vitality
"old wine skins" with "new wine skins"

Having

a

forum to

the process and

explore and

and

(Matt. 9:17)

growth was
is often

discuss these issues with

group format also

provided an

review, the difficulty of

In the literature

pain of revitalization was identified

study. The small

Semi-Stmctured Interview

as

a

discussed.

lonely

mentor

Replacing

and isolated work.

who has

experienced

helpful by the participants

environment of support and

of this
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encouragement. The peer
a

mentor program for

mentor had a similar

new

pastors, during the

support network, through participation in

more

difficult

early stages of Christ

Community's revitalization.
3. The

one-on-one

mentoring

the group sessions and allowed for

situations. The

one-on-one

sessions the

foundational to
was seen

in its

friendship
meeting
one

one-on-one

and

a

many

are

core

agenda of which is

of a

principles

based

on

driven

Peer

importance
mentoring

experience (Frank 26).
is

a

specific

by the person being mentored,

revitalization. The

peer-mentoring which

to

mentoring approach. Face-to-face,

ministry bumout (Conkle 29).

brings perspective

more

of these

"meeting

of mentoring

is rooted in

The One-on-one

of ministry

professionals,

among the

participant pastors

visionaries; leaders

of the

effective in

importance

developing

of visionary

was

able to coach the

create culture. Because of a lack of leadership

championing

participating pastors

vision. The peer mentor

importance of recreating

the

changing of the church culture

was

training

in

peer

in the aspects of developing and

also able to coach the

church's culture. At Christ

the

a

was

an

leadership.

seminaries, this aspect of pastoral leadership is grossly overlooked. The

mentor

is

ministry experience" (Conkle 30).

peer-mentoring approach proved especially

understanding
Leaders

session is the

to reduce

is essential for

The

application

peer-mentoring approach to

use

of whom has

sessions reinforced information discussed in

participating pastors

Community in the

late

on

1980s,

the first and most critical step toward

revitalization.
These face-to-face
draw

on

his

experience

meetings

were

the most

in revitalization and to

significant arena for the peer mentor to

resource

the

participating pastors.

These
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one-on-one

conversations used the

primary point of reference.
sessions. These issues
restoration

peer

or

participating pastors' appointed

Issues and difficulties

ranged

fi"om

initiated in these
4. The

seen

one-on-one

workshops

in the

were

one-on-one

from the

leadership

on

long-term implications

effective in
was

meetings

designed to

the role of vision in

demographic information was the

an

was

to the

laity

conversations

a

large

as

As

of every

an

abundance and

participating congregation.

extended conversation about the

as

group format where

would be in attendance. The

leadership.

well

the

teaching from the
lay

workshop

illustration,

presented on each of the nine congregations.

feature of the

information led to

ongoing

take the essential

and present it in

information

ministry radius

and the

providing data

demographic

within the

discussed in these

intra-staff relationships. The effectiveness of

participating congregations

leadership concentrated

the

sessions.

pastors. The ministry intervention
small group and

openly

as

dealing with difficult congregants to expansion,

remodeling of facilities to

mentoring may be

were

situation

The

major

availability of children

This

demographic

possibilities for their respective

Sunday schools.
Revitalization cannot fimction in
create

culture, and

are

a

leadership vacuum.

agents of change (Schein 375). Involving the lay leaders and

members of the

participating congregations was

audience in the

principles and

were more

a

strategy designed

to engage a

larger

ideas of revitalization. The pastors who continued the

discussion with tiie members of their

workshops

Leaders have followers,

likely to

see

congregations who had participated in the

positive change.

on
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Leaders build support for the vision. In
Creek and

passionate congregations

The

likely to

revitalization

trajectory.

emphasis

Sunday

see a

5. The

congregations

on

with greater

As noted in

Chapter 4

school and children's ministries

become

positive change. Perryville

restarted their

storeroom into a child and

family-friendly

conmiunity

aged individuals

are

are

bom to

the

a

more

were more

likely

reach out to them

changes

to be

congregations
a

unreached

that focused

revitalization

McGavran wrote that

likely to

see

a

more

more

These

The

child-bearing

United Methodist church

child

receptive

population as

ends with the

on

intentionally.

on

and

this

well. Isaiah 11:6

phrase

youth, children,

friendly,

"and

a

little child

and their families

trajectory.

begirming

populations (Understanding

typical

younger adult

a

more

Peterboro converted

people of child-bearing age.

welcome mat for

to see

major

space, and Jordan utilized the information

description of the peacefiil kingdom and

will lead them." The

child-friendly were

younger than the

significantly

member. When the church makes
behavior becomes

a

trajectories.

Sunday school,

availability of children in their area to
a

played

more

and in the Semi-Structured Interview Protocol, those

congregations that made changes to

gives

Willow

participation in the workshops were

role in the likelihood of establishing revitalization

children in

as

Saddleback, the vision is declared by the leader but is owned by the

congregation.

the

such

a

movement

requires making

Church Grovyth

278-79).

inroads in

For the

congregations

participating in this ministry intervention, the most accessible unreached population is
younger families with children at home. When the
what is

already

inside the church

congregation puts

its entire focus

building (in the participating congregations this

on

focus
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would

mean

elder

care

and senior citizens

population outside the church walls.
beyond their walls

at

it

groups),

When these

the mission field in their

ceases

same

to see

or

congregations begin to

neighborhoods,

own

reach the

a

untapped

look

movement

can

begin.
Limitations

The limitations of this
situations

are

.

and

design of the
dependent

intervention is

on

the

mentor. More attention to the

intervention
A

provided

longer time

a more

on

More

of the

The

mentoring process
and

sense

than this

ministry

eight-month design of this ministry intervention

in-depth exploration of the mentoring relationship,
and the

history and

the

subcultures of the

The exfra time would have allowed for

frequent contacts

in

a

longer intervention, perhaps

relationship and allowed

principles to specific pastoral

opportunity

and

for

more

intentional

a more

focused

and

monthly one-on-one

a

could have

deepened

application of leadership

congregational objectives.

for extended conversations among the

deepened the experience

application

highly

the part of the peer mentor.

the peer-mentor

have

is

of community within the group.

meeting rather than the three meetings spread over eight months,

An

other

understanding of the

participating pastors

produced a deeper

gifts of the participating pastors,

intervention

application to

experience, skill, intelligence,

frame than the

participant congregations.

limiting.

spiritual lives

may have

would have allowed for
skills and

intervention and their

many,

1 The

subjective

ministry

opened other avenues

among the peer mentor group. Because the

participating pastors

of group

may

thinking, leaming, and

ministry intervention gathered the
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participating pastors together as

a

group

on

insufficient time existed to have focused
extended conversations may have

four occasions scattered

interpersonal

provided an avenue

over

eight months,

group conversations. More

for

deeper spiritual development

within the group.
The seeds of new
cared for and

possibilities

encouraged,

for

forty

present in several of the congregations that, if

could grow into transformational

program year to the next may

is insufficient time. The

are

help to

see

congregations

years. New direction and

a

if growth is

who

happening

participated

revitalization

change. Comparing
a

congregation, but

study have

in this

trajectory

in

one

will also take

it

been in decline

significant

time

and energy to be manifested.
2. The limitations of the peer mentor

insights, inspiration, encouragement,
study

were

limited

by the leader

another situation, another group,

and

intervention. The

experience available to the participants

and other
or

adversely impact the

presenter's abilities, talent,

another

region

and

in this

expertise.

In

of the country, the results of this

ministry intervention might have been different.
3. The culture of the United Methodist Church in Central New York State is

limiting. All

the

participants

appointment system.

All nine

intervention

were

congregations

are over one

hundred years old. The United

Methodist Church in Central New York State is in

region of New York
for decades with

State in

little,

in the United Methodist

ministry

of this

precipitous

particular and the United

none, or even

decline. This

States in

general,

negative population growth.

Church in Central New York State reflects this

same

geographic

has been stagnant

The United Methodist

regional stagnation

and decline. The
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unique factors

of Central New York State and the

unique

sub-culture of the North Central

New York Annual Conference cannot be underestimated in
4. The
over

in this intervention

participants

55 years

old, second

establishing

revitalization

a

age and

trajectory,

experience
the

of this type.

study

limited. All of the

pastors, and, with

career

pastoral experience. Although

are

a

one

are

exception,

not

participants

participants

had less than ten years

necessarily impediments

were

assigned to

this

cabinet of the North Central New York Annual Conference because of a

Mentoring is

a

mentioned in

a

participants

successfiil

were

benefit from their

mentoring relationship

assigned to

need,

participation.

may have

5. The

produced

have

was

optimum

fully

was

a

their

self-selection. All of the

or

perceived

a

mentor

recruited for their

in this intervention

significant

noticeably present.

are

a

potential

was

not

ability,

limited. The

contributor to the
Newer

rather

depth

long-term

congregations

different results. One factor in the intervention that

individual members from all nine of the
a

perceived need.

of

success or

would

likely

results, and congregations that were healthier from the beginning may also

produced

author

study by the

of the vital elements

one

element of selecting

self-selected

to

different results.

and memory that is

failure of this intervention
have different

The

congregations participating

history, tradition,

was

review,

this group because the NCNY cabinet

present. A different group that
than

In the literature

highly personal process.

were

deep level of desperation

congregations

become vital

6. The failure to

develop

for

once

an

was

hopeful:

participating congregations expressed to the

something

new,

a sense

of hope, and tools to

help

again.

effective data

gathering process to determine

percentage of the congregation in mission and ministry limited this study. Future

the
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researchers should

explore this

measurement as a means

of determining the

strength of a

congregation.
Serendipity
Even

though the pastors

and

parishes were

Violet Fisher and the North Central New York
involved

came

prepared, focused,

a

and to make

was

difference in the world. I

ground

common

and the

foxmd the pastors who
cared about the

change.

I

was

willingness

to

study by Bishop

Cabinet, the pastors and the congregations

and eager to leam.

intervention, the participants expressed
a

selected for this

genuine

Throughout this ministry

desire to do

better,

to grow

ministries,

impressed with the quickly discovered

explore

old and

new

ideas in revitalization. I

participated in this study to be people of great integrity

plight of their congregations

and who

greatly

desired to

who

deeply

bring about

honored to be able to work with this group of pastors.
Recommendations

Several elements of this ministry intervention warrant future study,
1 The
.

take and

leadership

of the United Methodist Church in Central New York State

adapt this model

for fiirther

use.

Pastors of growing churches within the North

Central New York Armual Conference should be identified. These
be

encouraged to gather mentoring

church health and church

can

men

and

women

could

groups around them for the purpose of teaching

growth principles and,

in

particular,

how these

principles

function in the real worid of Central New York State.
Pastors with

congregations

with

significant leadership capability could be identified

growth potential.

Revitalization will

and

assigned to

require strategic appointment,

intentional nurturing, and encouragement of these pastors

to rebuild the church. It will
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also
to

by

require patience by the

cabinet with the

long-established congregations. Recruiting
God to lead

change

and discomfort revitalization will

pain

efforts to locate individuals who

in Central New York State should be

their

own

areas

of the country and

approach to revitalization by adapting the specifics to

denominational and location realities.

2. A

study of seminary training,

lack

or

thereof, in the

of leadership would

area

have value for seminaries and judicatory officials and would enhance
to train and

develop pastoral leadership

3. A

study

of the

impact

in fiiture

mentor's

a

year-round

a

of winter and the

element of a church's

long and harsh,

because the winter is

so

residents of this

head

area

to the

lake,

locations and activities. This hiatus
has

school-aged children),
late

even as

as

and

corresponding impact of summer would

to

good

to camp, to the

weather

finally

golf course,

in late

or

State,

arrives most

other warm-weather

May (mid- June

do not retum to routine until late

impact

Sunday

if the

family

September or

of this cultural and

regional

be further researched.

4. Revitalization of existing

strategy

when the

Columbus Day in October. The

phenomenon should

In Central New York

ministry.

generally begins

people

ability

peer-mentoring approaches.

be valuable to the church in Central New York State. In most of the country,
school is

called

encouraged.

Leaders of churches in other denominations and other
world may be able to utilize this

are

bring

congregations

expand the kingdom of Christ.

and funded

plan to revitalize

before they

are

can

A need exists for

any and all churches that

closed forever. A

only

can

be

a

be

one

part of a larger

comprehensive, focused,

reasonably

comprehensive revitalization strategy,

revitalized

new

church
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plants,

church restarts, and much prayer will be

required to

the decline of the

reverse

United Methodist Church in Central New York State.

Revitalization is
obvious

population is growing building

congregations participating

churches in
and

very difficult process. This

understanding

conclusion, but it is vital for this conversation.

where the

The

a

declining

a

establishing

in this

areas

to be the most

of the United States

churches and grow faith communities is easier.

ministry intervention are long-established

denomination in

revitalization

In

seems

slowly declining communities. Bringing change

trajectories

in these communities

are

going against the

cultural, demographic, and inertial direction of this entire region.

Many of the congregations

in this

study were struggling

predicated on preservation and maintenance.
and

resource

to become

something new.

transformation movement will not
cosmetic

changes

in

style

church

community.

This

change

is

A survival

paint,

or

church

mentality

appearance. The

change required

is

survive. Survival is

predicated on expending energy

happen by just rearranging

of music,

at its most fimdamental level. The

Growth is

to

change

becoming

fiimiture

or

a

vital

making

change required

is

change

of the very nature of the

extremely difficult and can only be accomplished by

the transformation of the leaders and individuals within the church and

a

complete

transformation of the focus and vision of the church.
5. The

designed

impact

for this

results.

a

mentoring carmot be effectively

ministry intervention. My hope

with the pastors and

utilized

of peer

congregations

who

and

participated

plan

is to continue conversations

in this

longer time frame in the ministry intervention

measured in the window

study.

may

Future

study that

produce more significant
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6. An entire unit

impact than the
Research

on

more

the

congregations

on

children, youth, and Sunday school

general discipleship workshop

importance

of children and

in this

may have had

a

greater

ministry intervention.

youth ministry to the

revitalization of

would be usefiil for future interventions.

Postscript
As

the

a

United Methodist pastor

serving

in Central New York State, I have watched

continuing decline of the denomination for the past twenty-five

ministry
school,

I have led

to

children's

vitality

congregation from

a

near

of over three hundred in

Sunday

death, thirty in worship and

worship

lessons I have leamed in this

have been reminded in this intervention of the

Community's transformation.

difficult-people
Once
was

a

inside

revitalization

a

nearly

one

trajectory

Revitalizing

seven

difficulty

own

in

Sunday

hundred in the

building

Christ

ministry intervention are

In those first few years

became angry at

also difficult.

and

school. I believe the lessons I have leamed in

Community and the

years. In my

valuable. I

in those first years of Christ

change,

was

complicated and

change, people left the church because it was changing.

was

an

established, keeping that outward focus and drive

ossified and declining church

clover leaf was hard but very

on a

dead-end street

rewarding work.

My prayer for those who took this peer-mentoring joumey with me is that they
will leam from my

experience and

make the hard choices to lead their

become the kind of faith communities Jesus intended.
of healing, grace, and love.

neighbors

into

a

They would

congregations

They would become

to

communities

become churches that introduce strangers and

vital, life-changing relationship with Jesus Christ and then love them

enough to help them grow in the depth and breadth

of that

relationship. They would

be
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churches that send these

newly

grown

disciples

out into the world to tell others of this

Savior Jesus and would offer their lives to heal the
a

suffering

and

change the

structures of

broken world.
The fiiture of the United Methodist Church in Central New York State is in

jeopardy.

Future mergers and other institutional

foundational

problem that the congregations

Methodism. I

am

hope for change,

by

nature

new

Holy Spirit to help

us

a

hopeful

are

adjustments
dying

once

and with them the fire and

person. Because of this innate

vision, renewed passion, and,
all

will not correct the

most of all, for

again become the movement God

optimism,
a

spirit of

I work and

fresh wind of the

intended for

us

to be.
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APPENDIX A

NCNY CONFERENCE HEALTH EVALUATION CHECKLIST

The

goal

that

means

of our Annual Conference is that every church be a healthy (vital) church;
that every congregation is movmg forward in spiritual growth and faithfiil

mission.
The checklist below is used

by the Revitalizing Congregations Team of the
of
way
observing growth toward health (vitality) in our
churches. Your answers will assist the Team in forming and offering resources that

NCNY Conference
can

assist churches
It is the

two

as a

this

on

goal

of the

path.
Revitalizing Congregations Team to

offer

resources on

tracks:

Track One

^training, networking,

�

and other

opportunities

that

are

available to all

churches.
Track Two
strategic allotments of (limited) Conference resources e.g.,
financial grants, mentoring, more specific training opportunities ^to congregations
qualifying for designation as striving to be a healthy (vital) UMC (details below).
We recommend that the Administrative Council/Board of your church spend
time completing this form and consider designation as striving to be a healthy (vital)
�

�

�

UMC.
HEALTHY
1.

(VITAL)

Recognized

UNITED METHODIST CHURCHES HAVE

tlie power of prayer and made prayer
a.

We have

We have

a

regular discipline.

active prayer chain.

percent of our laity

b.
c.

an

a

can

lead spontaneous prayer.

specific program to teach

children and

youth to

pray.
d. Our

e.

meetings

are

undergirded with prayer.

one or more of the following (please circle):
Special prayer services

We have
1

.

2. A prayer room
3. Prayer partners
4.

Prayer teams

5. Other

GROWTH AREA

�

Designate

one

specific way your church

can

grow in this

area:
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2. Vital

leaders, lay

and

clergy, who

are

maturing

followers of Christ.

percent of our church officers/Board members

a.

Bible
b. We have

are

in

a

study/spiritual growth group.

a

training/mentoring process

for

developing new

leaders.
Our leaders

can

describe their

d. Our leaders

can

talk about the vision of their church and

c.

their
e.

Our

place

relationship

with Christ.

in it.

regular attendees

can

talk about the vision of the

church, and their place in it.
GROWTH AREA

2.

�

Designate

Relational and

one

specific way your

church

can

grow in this

lifestyle evangelism efforts that invite community
good news of Jesus Christ to all people.

area:

and

communicate the
a.

a plan for welcoming visitors (e.g., Igniting
Ministries).

We have

a strategy for evangelistic outreach into
community (How do people hear about us?).

b. We have

c.

people to be
by example.

We invite

and

d. Our members
e.

We

can

can

followers of Christ, both

articulate the

tell stories of people

good news to

cormecting with

our

verbally

others.

our

church at

times of need and celebration.
f. We have defined

developed

a

a

mission field in

our

plan to minister for

community

and

Christ in that field.
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GROWTH AREA

3.

Designate

�

Respect, encourage,
development.
a.

one

specific way

and nurture

We have

an

your church

people

in all

can

grow in this

area:

stages of Christian faith

intentional process for

helping those new to the

faith.
b. We have

an

intentional process for helping our participants
discipleship. We have a process for

grow in their

(please circle):

c.

4.

As

a

Children
Youth

3.

Young

4.

Aduhs

5.

Older Adults

We include

d. We

GROWTH AREA

1.
2.

culturally

diverse

people

appreciate the opportunity to
perspectives.

Designate

�

Adults

one

specific way

in

our

church program.

leam from other faith

your church

can

grow in this

area:

priority, teaching and living an example of Christian stewardship by
gifts, and service in mission within and without

of prayers, presence,
the walls:
use

a.

We

are

reminded of our

presence,

membership commitment (prayers,
gifts, and service) throughout the year.

b. We teach financial

growing
c.

stewardship

and

financial support for

see

our

evidence of

church.

We have grown in one or more of the following (please
show numerical comparison for the current year, one
year ago, five years ago, and 10 years

ago):
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Worship

Current

One Year

Five Years

Ten Years

Year

Ago

Ago

Ago

attendance

Church school

attendance
Small
group

spiritual growth
participation

Children's ministries

d. We have

a

formal

ministry

care

and informal

caring

networks.
e.

We have offered

a

help
spiritual gifts.

program to

and utilize their

our

members

identify

appreciation for the history/continuing legacy
ministry in our location.

f We have

GROWTH AREA

5.

Designate

�

an

one

specific way

your church

can

grow in this

area:

and equipment are conducive to vitality (health) because
facilitate the church's mission and ministry to the world.

Buildings

Our facilities

are

fiilly accessible.

b. Our facilities

are

flexible

a.

and
c.

enough to

meet all of our

of

they

ministry

programming needs.

We have

address any situation where our facilities
than 80 percent filled in attendance.

plans to

are more

d. Our nursery facilities

are

excellent and well staffed

(volunteer or paid).
e.

Our

building

is clean,

inviting, and welcoming.

f We have attractive signs in the community, in front
inside the church building.

of, and
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g. We

for ail children and adults and have

care

an

active

sanctuary policy.
h. These

community

groups

use our

building throughout the

week:

i. We

GROWTH AREA

7.

�

are

Designate

Mission and

striving to

become

We

can

energy efficient.

specific way your church can grow in this

one

ministry opportunities
a.

more

that utilize

list hands-on mission

area:

God-given gifts.

projects

of our

congregation.

b. We encourage second-mile giving (special offerings and
Advance Specials) after 100 percent of shared giving
and direct
c.

We have

a

billings

are

paid.

system for missional strategy and evaluation.

d. We live out Acts 1 :8

�

local, regional, and global mission

projects.
e.

We have

a

plan to

discem and live out

a

social witness in

the world.
f We have events to celebrate the

GROWTH AREA

Designate

�

one

ministry of our church.

specific way your church can grow in this

area:
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8.

Accountability to each other within the United Methodist connection
through shared ministry support and shared mission and resources.
a.

We partner with other United Methodist

b. Our direct
we

c.

We

d. We

e.

billing

have

a

congregations.

and shared ministries

clear

are paid in full,
plan moving toward that goal.

study our Wesleyan roots, traditions,
intentionally

We support

live

by

or

and institutions.

The Book of Discipline.

participation of our pastor and laity

in

connectional events and ministries.
GROWTH AREA

Designate one specific way your church

�

Count the number of items you

can

confidently

answer

can

grow in this

area:

in the affirmative

Congratulations! You have identified areas of faithfiilness
your ministry for the sake of our Lord Jesus Christ.

and

giftedness

in

Now, as an Administrative Board/Council, review the Growth Areas
identified above. Select the two you believe are the most essential at this time. Make
a specific plan for each of these items: Who will implement. When will you expect to
see results, How will you go about it? Record your goals on the attached form, and

Revitalizing Congregation Team.
Your plan, prayerfiilly and intentionally carried out,
identifies you as striving to be a Healthy (Vital) Church. The Revitalizing
Congregations Team will pray for you, assist you however we can, and offer
send to the

Congratulations!

Conference

resources to

Jesus Christ.

the best of our abilities. God bless you in your mission for
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GROWTH AREA PLANNING SHEET

Church
Date

Address

E-mail:

ITEM:
SPECIFIC PLAN:

WHO WILL IMPLEMENT THE PLAN?

WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO SEE RESULTS?

WHAT SPECIFIC ACTION STEPS WILL BE FOLLOWED?

WHEN AND HOW AND WHO WILL

EVALUATE?

Pastor's Name:

Signature
Lay Member's Name:
Signature

Lay Leader's Name:^
Signature

^

^

Adm. Council/Board Chair's Name:

Signature

^

Please send pages 7 and 8 to: Director
1515, Cicero, NY 13013-1515.

of Congregational Development,

NCNY

Conference,

P. O. Box
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GROWTH AREA PLANNING SHEET

(SAMPLE)
ITEM: Item: 2

�

^Vital

a.

leaders, lay and clergy, who

are

maturing

followers of Christ.

percent of our church officers/Board members

study/spiritual growth

are

in

a

Bible

group.

SPECIFIC PLAN: To double the number of church officers/Board members who
in a Bible Study or spiritual growth group
WHO WILL IMPLEMENT THE PLAN? The Pastor,

Administrative Board

are

Lay Leader, and

chairperson

WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO SEE RESULTS?

Within 6 months

WHAT SPECIFIC ACTION STEPS WILL BE FOLLOWED?
1

.

Currently there are approximately 14 church officers or board members
(25 percent) who are involved in an ongoing Bible study or
spiritual growth group. We hope to double participation to 28.
The pastor will develop devotions to begin each committee or board
meeting that will encourage participation in a Bible study or spiritual
growth group.
The Lay Leader, Administrative Council chair, and the pastor will contact
4 individuals who v^ll share the power of spiritual growth in their lives.
These four will write newsletter articles and will share a brief testimony
during worship once a month.
During at least two worship services each month, the pastor will
emphasize the importance of growing spiritually, especially the need for
church leaders to lead in spiritual growth.
At least three Bible study or spiritual growth groups will be offered within
three months of initiating this plan. The studies or growth groups offered
might include, but will not be hmited to, Disciple Bible Study I, Christian
Believer, Alpha, Purpose Driven Life, and Companions.
out of 56

2.

3.

4.

5.

WHEN AND HOW AND WHO WILL EVALUATE: At the end of 3 months, the
chair will count the number of
pastor. Lay Leader, and Administrative Council
leaders involved in a Bible Study or spiritual growth group. If the number has

increased by 10 percent we will continue this plan. If the increase is less, we will
reevaluate and possibly develop an altemative plan. At the end of 6 months, we will
again count and determine the success or needed changes to the plan.
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APPENDIX B
INITIAL REPORT TO THE NCNY CABINET

Revitalization

My plan is

Strategies

to do the

for Central New York State United Methodist Churches

following:

1 By using the following criteria invite four (4) congregations to
mentoring program and study.
.

be part of a

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING CHURCHES
more than 40 years old

A.

B. in decline at least 10 years (decline means decrease in Average Worship
Attendance and Average Sunday School Attendance)
C. pastor and laity must be willing to participate in the study.
D. in the five county region known as Central New York State
Oswego, Madison, Cayuga, and Cortland)
E.

a sense

(Onondaga,

of desperation.

2. In the initial assessment of health, I will

developed by the NCNY

use

the church health evaluation tool

Church Revitalization Team.

3. After

leaming of strengths and weaknesses, I will mentor the pastors and
leadership teams of these congregations regarding how to maximize their strengths
and minimize their weaknesses to create a revitalization trajectory.
4. Selection process will be completed by spring of 2006; evaluation in the summer
of 2006 and the mentoring process will be done in the 2006/2007 program year.

5. NCNY Cabinet will recommend churches for this

study.

6. Cost would be assumed by the congregations participating (cost would be minimal
and limited to their own supplies). I will bear other costs.

(1) to produce four churches that have been mentored
strengths and minimize their weaknesses, how to reach
regarding
out to their communities, and how to raise disciples for Jesus Christ, and 2) with the
completion of the dissertation, provide the annual conference with a working model
of one approach to helping churches become vital once again.
7.

My objective

is twofold:

how to utilize their
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APPENDIX C

COVENANT OF PARTICIPATION
Rev. B. J. Norrix will

provide coaching, mentoring, and personal access from
September 1, 2006 through June 1, 2007. He will be available to the pastors and
congregational leaders participating in the program during this time for conversation
and planning regarding revitalization. He will hold monthly sessions with the pastors
individually, bi-monthly sessions with the pastors together, and three entire group
meetings during the time frame above.
Each pastor conunits to one coaching session a month, and a group
other month, and the three all group meetings outlined above.

meeting

every

Pastors will also
1

Prepare the

historical documents

as required,
Congregational Development Director for
demographic materials or acquire them elsewhere,
3. Purchase and read any required reading in a timely manner,
4. Create a mechanism for teaching this material to their congregations,
5. Be patient, open, flexible, prayerfiil.
.

2. Contact NCNY

and

Congregation commits to supporting their pastor in their portion of the process
participation in the broader all church meetings, including, but not limited to,
making the necessary time and providing the necessary materials as needed.
Each

and to

participants agree to have their Church name and information included in the
D.Min. dissertation titled "A Revitalization Sfrategy for Central New York United
Methodist Churches" by Rev. Robert J. Norrix.
All

Cost: Other than time and

materials, there is

Rev. B. J. Norrix

Participating

Church Pastor

Lay Representative of Participating Church

no

cost.

Date
Date

Date
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APPENDIX D
PEER MENTORING PLAN
Phase One Leadership

Phase One

Leadership:

Introductions and
"How does
"How

a

All Pastors

Gathering

Explanations

pastor fiinction in the family system known

can we

be

"Discovering the

more

as

the church?"

effective leaders?"

Vision"

"Making Strategic Plans"
Closing Prayer

Phase One

and

scheduling

Leadership:

of one-on-one sessions.

Individual

Mentoring Sessions

ministry site. This meeting will focus
they apply to individual ministry locations.

I will meet with each pastor at their

specifics

of leadership

Phase One

as

on

the

Leadership: Workshop

workshop will be held in one of the participating churches'
laypersons from all participating congregations invited.
This

Schedule:
10:00

a.m.

10:20

a.m.

11:30

a.m.

Worship
Workshop
Workshop

12:30

a.m.

Lunch

1:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

One
Two

on

on

facilities with all

Leadership
Leadership

Workshop Three on Leadership
Debriefing
Closing Worship

Assisting in the above workshops will be key lay leadership from Christ Community.
The Christ Commimity leadership will include the Lay Leaders, the Church Council
Chair, and the Staff Parish Relations Committee Chair.
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Phase Two Worship

Phase Two

Worship:

Introductions and

All Pastors

Gathering

Explanations

Key elements to Vital Worship

Preaching

for

a

New Generation

Music
Seeker

sensitivity

Closing Prayer

Phase Two

and

and

expectations

scheduling of one-on-one

Worship:

Individual

Mentoring

sessions.

Sessions

I will meet with each pastor at their ministry site along with appropriate worship
leadership. We will examine ways to improve and energize moming worship.

Phase Two:

Worship Workshop

workshop will be held in one of the participating churches'
laypersons from all participating congregations invited.

This

facilities with all

Schedule:
1 0:00

a.m.

1 0:20

a.m.

11:30

a.m.

12:30

a.m.

1:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Worship in the Contemporary "Boomer" Style
Workshop One on Worship: "worship wars"
Workshop Two on Worship: "doing something different"
Lunch

Workshop Three on Worship
Debriefing
Closing Worship in the Contemporary "Emergent" Style

Assisting in the above workshops will be key worship leadership from Christ
Community including the Music Director, Worship Coordinator, and Drama Team.
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Phase Three Discipleship

Phase Three

Discipleship:

All Pastors

Introductions and

Explanations

What is

of Jesus Christ?

a

disciple

What is the best way to
How to

develop
disciples?

an

develop disciples?

intentional system for

Closing prayer and scheduling

Phase Three

Discipleship:

I will meet at the

ministry
making ministries.
Phase Three

Gathering

children, youth, and adults

for

developing

of one-on-one sessions

Individual

Mentoring Sessions

site of each pastor and will focus

on

developing disciple-

Discipleship: Workshop

workshop will be held in one of the participating churches'
laypersons from all participating congregations invited.
This

facilities with all

Schedule:
10:00

a.m.

10:20

a.m.

S.H.A.P.E.

1 1 :30

a.m.

Marks of a

12:30

a.m.

Lunch

1:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Worship

Disciple

Behaviors of a Disciple
Debriefing
Closing Worship

Assisting in the above workshops will be key leaders from Christ Community
including the Children's Ministry Director, Youth Ministry Director, and the Adult
Ministry Director.

Phase Four Follow-up

Phase Four Follow-up: All Pastors

Gathering

This final meeting with the five pastors will focus on what was leamed, evaluation,
and discussions of possible next steps and fiiture revitalization work.
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APPENDIX E
WORSHIP ATTENDANCE CHART
Date

2005/2006

September 1st Sunday
September 2nd Sunday
September 3rd Sunday
September 4th Sunday
October 1 st

Sunday
Sunday
October 3rd Sunday
October 4th Sunday
October 5th Sunday
October 2nd

November 1st

Sunday
Sunday
November 3rd Sunday
November 4th Sunday
November 2nd

December 1 st

Sunday
Sunday
December 3rd Sunday
December 2nd

CHRISTMAS EVE

December 4th
December 5th

Sunday
Sunday (05)

January 1st Sunday
January 2nd Sunday
January 3rd Sunday
January 4th Sunday
January 5th Sunday (07)

February 1st Sunday
February 2nd Sunday
February 3rd Sunday
February 4th Sunday
March 1 st Sunday
March 2nd Sunday
March 3rd
March 4th

Sunday
Sunday

2006/2007
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Date

April 1st Sunday
April 2nd Sunday (Easter 07)
April 3rd Sunday (Easter 06)
April 4th Sunday
April 5th Sunday
May 1st Sunday
May 2nd Sunday
May 3rd Sunday
May 4th Sunday

2005/2006

2006/2007
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SUNDAY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE CHART

Date

2005/2006

September 1st Sunday
September 2nd Sunday
September 3rd Sunday
September 4th Sunday
October 1 st

Sunday
Sunday
October 3rd Sunday
October 4th Sunday
October 5th Sunday
October 2nd

November 1st

Sunday
Sunday
November 3rd Sunday
November 4th Sunday
November 2nd

December 1 st

Sunday
Sunday
December 3rd Sunday
December 4th Sunday
December 5th Sunday (05)
December 2nd

January 1st Sunday
January 2nd Sunday
January 3rd Sunday
January 4th Sunday
January 5th Sunday (07)

February 1st Sunday
February 2nd Sunday
February 3rd Sunday
February 4th Sunday
March 1st

Sunday

March 2nd Sunday
March 3rd Sunday
March 4th Sunday

April
April
April

Sunday
Sunday (Easter 07)
3rd Sunday (Easter 06)
1st

2nd

2006/2007
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Date

April
April

2005/2006
4th

5th

Sunday
Sunday

May 1st Sunday
May 2nd Sunday
May 3rd Sunday
May 4th Sunday

2006/2007
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APPENDIX F

"SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL"
"Peer

for Church Revitalization"

Mentoring

Pastoral Leaders

September 2006 through

June 2007

1 What changes do you see in yourself and/or your congregations as
participation in this process?
.

2. What statistical

changes (if any)
study?

have occurred in your

3. What nonstatistical changes have
participation in this study?

congregation due

occurred in your

congregation

was

the most effective part of the peer

mentoring program?

5. What

was

the least effective part of the peer

mentoring program?

7.

to your

due to your

4. What

can

result of your

in this

participation

6. How

a

it be

improved for future participants?

Any other comments?
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